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SYNOPSIS 
The factors underlying productivity 7 labour turnover, and 
abeEm..~eeisa have not yet been definitely identifilld.. Accordi.ngl.y it is the purpose 
of this study to investigate the various factors that could account for low 
productivity, a high rate of labour turnover, ant high absenteeisns in an 
industrial setting. 
The factors that come to mind when examining an industrial 
situation are those related to 'job satisfaction', 'industrial morale', and 
'level of motivation' • This study will attempt to elicit the specific attitudes 
accountable by these three areas that are related to produoti vi ty, ;Labour turnover, 
. 
and absenteeiem. 
Studies on 1 job satisfaction', 'morale', and 'motivation' 
are often clouded by confusion in tem:inology. Renewing studies in the area 
of job satisfaction, folf instance, leads one to conclude that job satisfaction 
is anything that an investigator measures when he thinks that he is measuring 
'job satisfaction'. Likewise, morale is often confused with job satisfaction and 
vice versa, and a study of job satisfaction or morale is often taken as a study 
of motivation. Blum. (1968) COIQJilented that "too few experimen~ in this field 
have been concerned with either the -reliability or the validity of their measures" 
(p. 364). No wonder there are so m.a.ny contradictory findings prevailing in this 
area of industrial psychology. 
Often studies have selected one attitudinal dimension to 
examine the effects of this variable upon some dependent variables, as for 
example, job satisfaction as related to productivity, turnover, and absenteeiSil, 
without taldng into account other possible dimeneions in combinations (other 
examples include morale measurement as related to productivity, turnover, and 
absenteeism as in Giese'cs and Ruter's (1~49) study, and motivation as related to 
turnover in Bamberg's (1952) study). In no instance did these studies a.ttEDpt 
to investigate the multiple of factors· affecting the worker in an industrial 
situation all at the same time. 
The tenet of this thesis is to separate the concepts of 
I 
'I h 
I 
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job satisfaction, morale, and motivation into different dimensions of job attitudes, 
and relating thest to job behaviors. Many of the past studies have failed to 
treat these three concepts separately. In most cases, it is customary to treat 
these three concepts at!J synonymous or as inseparable equivalent concepts. This 
the~s hopes to contribute toward a clarification of concepts and hence lead to 
further coherent studies on job behaviors. 
Man is essentially individU8listic in regard to attitudes 
and their subsequent effects on behavior. In a particular industrial situation 
the general pervading reasons tor low productivity, high rate of turnover, and 
high absenteeism lJl8¥ be due to job dissatisfaction; in another it may be due to 
low morale ot the woliti.ng group, yet in another it may be due to low level of 
motivation. Thus, in studies where no relationship between job satisfaction and 
absenteeiaa is established there may be a relationship between morale or motivation 
level, and absenteeism. Contrariwise, in another situation there may be a direct 
relationehip between job satisfaction and absenteeism, and no relationship between 
morale or level of motivation and absenteeism. No one should envisage that there 
must be a direct and invariable relationship between job satisfaction and 
productiv:Lty, turnover, absenteeian, or 'productivity related to varioue attitudinal 
dimensions right across all situations. Man is essentially a complex social being, 
and the worlters• attitudinal dispositions toward organization~ essentially 
a social phenomenon. The social aspect of the whole organization must be emphasized 
in order that causes of ~ob beha'Vior can be discovered. The system of cause-and-
effect in an industrial situation is linked together in a complex structure. Yet, 
in all these studies only one dimerision of attitudes has been isolated and a 
unitary linear relationship<:vi th job behavior is expected. 
The objective in this study is therefore to establish the 
relevant attitudinal dimensions of job satisfaction, morale, and motivation related 
to productivity, turnover, and absenteeiBill iD; ~particular group situation which 
manifests low productivity, high turnovers, and high absenteeisms. The major 
hypotheses were developed on the basis that anploye.es' attitudinal dispositions 
related to productivity, turnover, and absenteeism. asSume a characteristic pattern 
under a particular industrial setting quite different from another setting. 
,. 
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TWO general hypotheses were tested and they were stated as follows: 
Hl. That the intercorrelations between subacales within each of the dimensions of 
job satisfaction, morale, and motivation will cluster together more than 
they would across dimensions. Specifically, it is hypothesized that the 
average interoorrelation coefficients of ·the Sllbscales within each of the 
dimensions of 1 job satisfaction', 'morale', and 'motiva:ti~n', would be higher 
than the average intercorrelation coefficients of the subsoales across 
dimensions. 
H2. That there will be a significant difference between two groupe of subjects, 
selected on the basis of opposiDg meaSllres on productivity, turnover, and: 
absenteeiam, on the areas of a) job satisfaction, b) mQrale, and c) level of 
motivation. 
Design of the Study 
The construction of questioonaire forme an important part of 
the project. Questionnaires from previoua studies on job eatisfaction, morale, 
and motivation were li~zed, and the best i tams were selected for the construction 
of an overall questionnaire. The procedure employed was essentially that devised 
for L;i.kert scaling. An aggrepte of i tEIDs measuring these three dimensions of job 
attitudes was·presented to a standard population selected at random from a defined 
industrial settiDg. This set '!f items was progressively refined by item. analysis 
until a satisfactory shorter scale was obtained. Hypothesis Hl waa tested usi:cg 
intercorrelational analysis between subscales covering all the three dimensions. 
An attempt ~ establil!h reliability of the scale was made. Predictive and construct 
validations were reCOIIIll.nded as part of further studies to be done in order that 
' 
a 'nomological network' can pe established. 
The next stage of the study involved the selection of two 
groups of subjects - one reflecting high producti"fity, low turnover, and low 
absenteeism, and the other ~ th low productivity,. high turnover, and high absenteeisa 
The criterion o:£ measurEDent for productivity~ turnover, and abser:iteeism was put 
. . 
unde:z: control by selecting the two groupe of subjects from the same organization. 
other extraneous variables {e.g. Company policy, general setting of job enviromnent, 
etc.) would also presumably be subjected to control. The standardized instrument 
was then banded .out to these subjects under standal:'d procedure e. Hopefully, arry 
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differences in attitudinal dimensions could then be attributable to the differences 
in job behaviors. Through this mean, therefore, hypothesis H2 was tested. 
Results 
The results had indicated that the dimensions of 'job 
satisfaction' and •morale' could be differentiated tbroUBh their respective 
scales, thus indicating certain degree of independence for these two concepts. 
The reliabilities of these two scales were established. 'Motivation' scale, 
however, vas found to lack sufficient items and therefore reliability could not 
be computed. As a result the independence of this concept could not be established 
with certainty. However, because of the logical interrelationship of these three 
concepts, the data did not justity' the complete falsification of the independent 
nature of the concept of motivation. It leaves for future studies to ascertain 
the true nature of this finding. On the whole, hypothesis Hl did get some empirical 
support. 
The results of the second sta8e of the study indicated 
significant differences beteen groups in the dimensions of job satisfaction, 
morale, and motivation, thus giving support to the general hypothesis H2 (a,b,and c). 
~ative scores were obtained, and when focus was drawn to the 'bad group• (the one 
with low productivity, high turnover and high absenteeism) it was found that 
subjecte in tbie group were generally dissatisfied vi th wages, job content, 
" 
co-worlters, and working condi tiona. The morale of the 'bad group' was low when 
compared with the 'good group t. In the area of motivation, the subjects in the 
'bad group' were found to be hlgh in both the esteem and eel!-actualization motivee. 
The former was attributable to the differentiable conditions of the job environment 
between the two groups, and the latter was attributable to the higher level of 
self-actualization needs for the subjects in the 'bad group'. 
The interpretation of results came in the fom of hypothesizi.Dg 
the relationship between job satisfaction, morale, and motivation. 'High morale' was 
eypothesized to be responsible for high productivity of the 'good group', and 
dissatisfaction in various areas of the job (wages, job content, co-wo:tkers, and 
worldng condi tiona) was hypothesized to be responsible for absenteeisn and turnover 
in the •bad group'. The job factors were hypothesized to have a generalized 
diffUsing effect ill eatis~ a particular set of needs, and in this case, related 
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to dissanefaction in the esteem need due to condi tiona peculiar only to the 
•bad group' enviromnent. The self-actualizanon motive however, was brought 
about by the intrinsic states of the individuals in the 'bad group•. All these 
theoretical implications of course have yet to be subjected to ll!lltronger empirical 
verifications. At best, the results of this study will only offer hypotheses 
about caueal :factors. It remains for future studies to teat these hypotheses .. 
Conclusions 
It is sloppy exercise to treat the concepts of job satisfaction, 
morale, and motivation as equivalent. Logically these three concepts can be 
differentiated, and can be empirically measured as independent dimensions. There 
is therefore no justification for treatill8 these three concepts as synonymous. 
They in fact interact with each other in a complex manner, but nevertheless within 
a logical framework, giving rise to respective job behaviors. Motivation must be 
studied by itself and must not be treated as syno:eymous with th~ concepts of job 
satisfaction and morale. The concepts of job satisfaction and morale abould be 
treated as interacting with motivation to guide the manner of behavior., How this 
complex interaction works has yet to be investigated, but it is hoped that the 
resul te of this study will open up new areas of consideration which have hitherto 
not been encountered. 
Plan of this Thesis 
The thesie consists of three parte. Part I outlines the 
confusion found in past studies and is subdivided into two sections - section 1 
being a review of studies made in these areas, and section 2 a critical review of 
defilli tiona and concepts. Since the available studies are in such a mess these 
reviews are found to be necessary and useful in the sense that they will provide 
an insight into the most muddled areas. Part II pre~ents the theoretical consieeratio 
for the present study and Part III consists of the actual experimental work. 
The study itself consists ot tw ·stages, the first being a 'pilot study' (or 
what may be known as a process of standardizill8 the measuring instl'Wllent) ~ and 
the second stage is the main study .. 
In short, Part II and III fom the maj~r sections of this 
thesis, and Part I is necessary only to those readers who are unfamiliar with 
the present confused state of studies in this area o:f industrial psychology. 
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SECTIOI 1 - .EXAMINATION OF STODIJ§ 
. ; 
I. THE OO~SIIG ST~ O¥. AF!~ 
" 'When lo~ . thzollih the research U terawe 
on 1 job satisfaction' 1 'industrial: llorale' , and 1110tivation in industry• one 
tinds that these ~eris ire often used in~erchazla8ably to mean the 8411118 ~. 
and defiJ:d. ti.qns, wh~ offered are oft~ contu~ ~ over1appiD&• .&.. 0~~ 
ti.aes, flt"teapts to identity and estlmato • ~ob satisfactlon', 'mople', and 
1aotivatt:on1 ba,.ve preCeded p~cise dff!-nitiQJ>.• In m.ost .~ee aatplo;yee 
aatisf~ti.~~ and 110~8 ~ often equated ~~ seldom defined, while in BOlle 
cases the study of satisfactioa is d~si&Df.ted as a s~ of aotivt.tion.· The 
results Qf these stadies 41'e by no Ileana ~ more enlishtening; inat,ad "the;y 
generate more confusio~ and disorien"\atj.on. ~ of these studies are toun4 
. .. ~ . 
to be coDf+ic~.. The ~enez~ guide for stwly being often foimd to ~ based 
on su.bjeoti.ve judgeiu"n1. The evi.denc? and reasons for this will be po~ted 
out shortly. 
In the ~ of 'job sa~sf'ac*n' for instanc,, 
researchers \\P difftre•t m.~nings · for t.h.• t~ aild each 'makes &· ci+ft,n'en' 
emphasi.a • .For ~le, in his stu.dy Ronan (1910) recoDIIlends the ~vesttgation 
I \. ~ ' 0 t . • 
of i.Dd:ividlial perao~v variables as the more illpo~~ detemi~'ts of job 
satisfaction to 'that of aitua-q.ollfl. -!ariables; wbile Fori an4J3orgat1a (19'1.0) 
~ . 
pr!f~ to concentratC~ on upec-t:s of tbe wom i tselt fdr a m~e. of ~o~ 
aatiefac1oion. Then there is the con_:troversy on whether Jop satisfa.otio~ ,is a 
unic:limene.\onal or mul tidiaenaion4l concept. Early studies, Uke Brayfield and 
Rothe (1951), took job satisfaction as a pneralil;ed uni~ensional factor. 
HoweTet, since Herz~erg'e (1959) tyo-f•otor job satisfactio:b theer;y, job 
\ , 
eatisfaction haS been predollinaiitly_ con~tualized 82l JJmltidimenaional. 
Nevertheless the contrOTe~sy still meta jodq. H~ rese!U'chers point out 
that the study of mu.l Udimens:ional factors does not deny the exiatenee of' a 
general satis~acti.on factor (e.g. Dabas, 1958; Herzberg et al., 1957; Roach, 
1958; Wherry, 1954; Vroom, 1964). 'fhe;y fll'iU8 that, in eo far as the sub-scale 
seores of thEtse factors are theilselv~s interoorrelated, evidence '61' web a 
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general factor is provided. The preceding areas of emphasis illustrate only a 
few of the mar:lY controversial issues r~lviDg around the topic or t job 
satisfaction' • 
'Morale', in some· studies, is considered to be 
both an indi vi.dual and a group phenoaena, and encompasses all that is relevant 
under the job Bi tuation. Thus, maD¥ factors in the stu~ of 'morale' are :tound 
to be job satisfaction .:tactors. For example,_ ·in. Katzell's .(1958) and, Gordon's 
(1955) stu.dies, incentives, recognition, and general job satisfaction are 
conaidered as m.ea.sures o! 'morale'. Consequently the state of affaire at the 
moment is tbua: factors that are found in 'jo'b sati.staction• are inclusive in 
factors of 'morale', and vice versa. The aelection of :factor~ tor either 
'job satisfa<?tioa• or 'morale' bas been based on subjective ju,d&ement~ and 
made to 1 sti.ck' a8 relevant factors through the process of factor analysis. 
In 80118 'mo~e' studies the satisfaction of needs 
is taken as the measure of •morale'. 'Thus GOrdon (1955), in his study, definl§s 
'high morale' as "the feel.i.Dg of well-bei.Ag that an individnal experiences when 
his needs are beiilg filled to hie sati.daction" (p.l). Guion (1958) also defines 
11a0rale' in tel'IIS of need aatisfaction. Yet in' some studies \~rter, 1961, 1962, 
. ' 
1963a~b; Pqne, 1970) need satief'acti.on CCIJiles under the study of motivatioa in 
iDdua,~ry. Some srudies of need. eati.Sfacti.on are also included in the study of 
v ' 
'job satistact.l:on'. Thus Morse's (1953) s~ is guided by the hypOUlesis that 
job satisfactiO:Q depends baai.c8lly upGillfhat an iDdividual wants froa the world 
(manifest in the fora of derived needs) and what. he gete troa '\he job. She 
disti.Dqui(lhed ea~sfaction· :from moti,yation by hypothesizing that the individual's 
aotivaticn fiG produce, ~or instance, is dependent onlr "upon the degree to which 
his n~ ~ be satisfied through production as eomp8rid to other, means, and 
the productivity pri.ce he has to pq for his need s~tisfaction" (p.S.}. Othe~se, 
need satisfaction is seen as contribu.t.ina only to satisfactioa; 
" 
In some studies (Blua and Bu.ss, 1942; J~gensen, 1947; 
sta&ner, 195Q; Jones all& Jeffrey, 1964; Nealey, 1964; Dudycba-Nqar, 1966) ~ 
quoted in Blum (1968), the etudy of certain job factors, for exqple opportunity 
for advancement.~ ·~, security_, vorld.ng oondi tiona, supervisor'· Compaey, co-worke~ 
are treated as studies o'l 'iaceatives•, and hence 110tivat1on. Other than the use 
-
r 
' 
J 
• 
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general, is· nothing but a nam~call~ ·game, very much influenced by subjective 
ju<i8ement. There is no clear and defined delineation of the areas of investigation• 
and no theory offered to tie together the concepts. In fact, this particular 
branch of industrial psychology, at the present, appears to lack the discipline 
that is found prevailing in other fields of psychology. The reasons for this 
will be proffered later on in this section. H~e the point that the main faul. t 
can be traced to a lack of conceptual framework to act as guide for investigation 
will be made • .For exampl~ the concept of •morale' is not well defined, and 
there is no one unitary concept accepted by all, or majority of the researchers. 
In the area of job satisfaction there is little attempt made to understand wby 
workers are satisfied or dissatisfied with certain aspects of their job. In the 
majority of the cases the concem lies only in trying to ~derstand the condi tiona 
responsible for satisfaction or dissatisfaction (that is, with the factors), 
seldom do they go into the problem of 'why'. Often the question 'why' is confused 
with motivation. The cause of job satisfaction is often tak:enoas a source of 
motivation, or vice versa, but this is not necessarily so, as will be argued 
later. Marly of the motivational studies are approached 1fi thout a motivational 
theory, and interest is centred only on the casual relationship betweeen certain 
attitudinal dim4neions and job behaviors, with no attempt whatsoever to undel'-
, 
stand the dynamics behind the cause-and-effect sequence. The follo~ suney 
of coDfiicting results would perhaps demonstrate the enonni ty of the consequence 
of this state of affairs. 
II. SURVSY OF S'IDDIES ILWSTRATING CONFLICT OF RESULTS 
The confusing state of 
affairs is reflected through studies which tend· to giYe a wide range of oon!lictin« 
results. Most of the studies on 'job satisfaction 1 , 'morale', and 1moti vation' 
produce conflicting findings, and there are two ways in which this m8i1 be 
conceptualized: ther~ are no repeatable results on s:iJoilar aorta of study, and 
there is no consistent result relating the atti tudi.nal dimensions to job behaviors. 
The first line of inquiry would help to stress the subjective nature of most 
investigations and the varied use of methodologies; the second concern would 
emphasize the ®mplexi. ty of the i.ssues surrounding the studies of job beha'l'i.ors. 
I 
I 
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In this sort of discussion it is difficult to separate the studies of • job 
satisfaction• from that of •morale', or even 'motivation• because little or 
no effort has been made to differentiate between them. Many of the studies on 
1 job satisfaction' and 'morale' are directed towards the understanding of 
motivation in indu,stry. As such, it is very difficult to separate motivation 
from the studies of 1 job satisfaction' and 'morale'. It is not possible to 
survey all the studies made in these areas, and there is no attempt to cover all 
aspects of results, but only those that are relevant to our line of discussion. 
The following survey of stUdies is an attempt to lay out the conflicting natttre 
of the findings in areas where thll studies are viewed as analogous. 
Factorial Studies on t,tob satisf'action' and 'Morale' 
• 
Herzberg's two-factor 
job satisfaction theory has lately been found to have no support across 
situations. In his initial study, Herzberg (1959) found that intrinsic work 
elements called 1 satisfiers' (such ctimensi.ona as reoogni. tion, achievement, 
accomplishment, ·responsibility, and advancement) could generate job satisfaction; 
and extrinsic elements or 1dissatisfiers• (supervision, wages, interpersonal 
relations, COmpaey .Policy, working conditions) gave rise to job dissatisfaction. 
He found that these two aspects of satisfaction function independently of each 
other. There are studies which support this contention {e.g. Schwarz, 1959; 
Gibson, 1961; Fantz, 1962; Hamlin and Nemo, 1962). However, further. research 
testing the theory (Burke, 1966; Graen. 1966; Ewen, 1966; Dunnette, 1967; 
Hinriches and )'f.ischkind, 1967; House and Wigdor, 1967; Lindsay, Marks, and 
Gordon, 1967; Soliman, 1970; Al'mstrong, 1971) have convincingly shown that the 
intrinsio-extrinsic dichotomy does not hold. 
'Morale' studies, in most 
cases being equated with 1 job satisfaction', are confused just as studies in 
'job satisfaction' are co¢\lsed • .Again, many results are found to be conflicting. 
In som~ studies of 'morale' (or 'job satisfaction') attempts ~e made to 
correlate certain demographic variables with the states of 'high' and 'low• 
morale. Herzberg et al. (1956), in their review of these studies (Chapt. 1), 
where such demographic variables as age, length of service, education, 
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intelligence, and adjue'bnent, are discussed, help to illustrate the contusion 
that is prevalent in this area. It is beat to refer to the appropriate chapter 
for a detailed reference of the immmerable findings. In their ~ary, 
seventeen studies on age are found to show a consistent U shaped curve, 
indicating 'high morale' at an early and advancing age, with the lowest 
'morale' at 'middle age', round about twenty-five to thirty years. However, 
the authors point out that si~ studies do ~t show this trend. With regards to 
length of service, eight studies show the same trend as reported for age and 
'morale'; two give opposite reaul ts, and seven show no clear-cut trend. In 
education, five studies show that education has no influence on 'morale 1 , 
three studies show a trend in the opposite direction. Six studies on intelligence 
show no association for four of thEm11 one with 'high morale' is related to high 
I.Q., the other one shows 'high morale' related to low I.~. Six studies make 
the point that 'low morale' is usually' found in association with generalized 
maladjustment, while three studies show that 'morale' is associated with 
general satisfaction on the job, and not personal.i ty factore. 
Conflicting resul te are also observed in factor 
analytical studies of 'morale' or 1 job satisfaction'. Singer (1961) in a 
comprehensive factor analytical study of 'morale', covering all the rele"fmlt 
factors previously elucidated from past studies, come up with seven factors, 
and he list them as: Geheral, expressed dissatisfaction, with good adjustment, 
Personality integration, Company loyal~, Satisfactoriness, Intrinsic job 
sati.sfaction, Insecure, sensitive youth, and Group morale. He .made no·~clear 
disjin~tio~ between morale and job satisfaction. Ford and Borgatta (1970) in 
a more recen~ study, while prefer.ing to examine tne satisfaction factors r elated 
to the vorlt i tpelf, found eight factors associated with 'job satisfaction', 
and these are: The work is interesting, The, job is not wastefUl of time and 
effort, Need for freedom ~plann;ng, Reasonable say on how job is done, The 
job provides opportunity, The job provides feedback. The job is not closely 
supervised, and It is not worth puttine' effort into the job. In a more expli.cit 
study on 'job satisfaction•, Wood and Lebold (1970), examining 3.000 
engineering graduates, found six relevant factore: Pretesl!lional challeiJ89, 
•• 
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Status, .Alltnomy, Professional· recognition, Interpersonnal relation, and 
Stlpervieing relations. In another recent study on t job satisfaction' Ronan 
(1970) comes up with three ~fferent sets of factors for three different 
groups of employees, centering on the job, organization, and variables related 
to job context. Thus even within the same study different factors ar~ 
uncovered for different groups of Employees. Finally, in a survey of past 
factor analytical studies Vroom (1964) summarizes the factors as shown below: 
Attitude Dimension 
1. Attitudes toward the company and 
company management. 
2. Attitudes toward promotional 
opportunities. 
3. Attitudes toward job content. 
4. Attitudes toward supervision. 
5. Attitudes toward financial rewards. 
6. Attitudes toward working condi tiona. 
7. Atti tud~e toward co-workers. 
Study 
Wherry, 1954; Ash, 1954; Dabas, 1958; 
Roach, 1958; Twery, Schmid, and Wrigley, 
1958; Kahn, 1960; Harrison, 1961. 
Harrison, 1961; Kendall, Sni th, Hulin, 
and Locke, 1963. 
Baehr, 1954; Ash, 1954; Roach, 1958; 
Kendall, Srid th, Hulin, and Locke, 1963. 
Baehr, 1954; Ash, 1954; Dabas, 1958; 
Roach, 1958; Twery, Schmid,. and Wri.g1ey, 
1958; Kahn, 1960; Harrison, 1961; Kendall, 
Sni th, Hulin, and Locke, 1963. 
Wherry, 1954; Ash, 1954; Dabas, 1958; 
Roach, 1958; Kahn, 1960; Harrison, 1961; 
Kendall, Smith, Hulin, and Locke, 1963. 
Wherry, 1954; Dabas, 1958; Harrison, 1961. 
Roach, 1958; Twery, Schmid, and Wrigley, 
1958, Kendal], Smith,. Hulin, and Locke, 
1963. 
The above summary indicates quite clearly the fact that different researchers 
have uncovered different sets of factors in their separate studies. No two 
. ' 
researchers are found to uncover identical sets of factors, However~ despite 
this dismal finding this Sllllllll8rY serves lqlother useful purpose by indicating 
to us all the factors that have been found to be relevant for the study of 
'job satisfaction•. 
To Olkmplicate matters more, other studies, using content 
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analysis of interview data, come up with their ow set of factors. Thus 
Herzberg et al. (1959), using content analysis of seup.-structured interviews, 
give twenty-eight factors, sixteen of which are objective factors (context 
factors) termed first-level factors, and twelve are individual dispositional 
factors (content factors) called second-level, factors, which they later 
distinquisb• according to their functions, as *dissatisfiers" and I satisfie%St 
:respectively. Hoppock (1935), using content analysis of free intel;'Vi.ews, 
propose six generalized factors responsible for job satisfaction: The w~ 
the individual reacts to unpleasant situations. The facility with which he 
adjusts himself to other persons,. His relative status in the social and econolli.c 
group with which he identifies himself, The nature of the work in relation to 
the abilities, interests, and preparation of the workers, Security • and Loyalty. 
There are studies which require the Sllbjeots to rate 
the relative importance of a group of factors. A study conducted by Blum and 
Russ (1942) attempted to determine the relative imp~rtance of five 'incentives' 
between the tvo sexes. The results show that the two sexes are generally agree-
able as to the relative importance of various incentives, with one exception. 
Women tend to rate supervisor ahead of salary; for the men it is the reverse. 
The order of important factors for the men is: advancement, security, salary, 
supervisor, hours Qf work. Jurgensen (1947), in another comparative study 
between sexeJ3, comes up with an entire different order for both men and women. 
Other comparative grouping based on marital status, occupational levels, and 
various other categories were used in other studies. Herzberg et al. (1957), 
in their review of studies (Chapt. 2) on relative importance of factors, 
\ 
reported a wide range of results, all of which cannot claim to be entirely 
consist~t wi:th each other. 
In some studies attempts have been made to use certain 
job behavior indices such as productivity, turnover, and absenteeism as measures 
" 
of 'morale' • These studies lead to no agreeable conclusion. In Giese and Ruter• e 
(1949) study it was found that low morale is related to high rate of absenteeism 
and lateness, and a slight relationship between morale and productive efficiency. 
On the whole, they found a significant correlation between 'morale' measured 
by a questionnaire and the six objective factors they ueed. Bernberg (1952), in 
.. 
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a similar study using a different set of indices found no significant relatiop-
ship between tests of 'morale' and the specific indicators for prediction of 
individuals, bu.t tests of 'morale' can only be predicted for departments and 
factories, tbns undEmllining the individual concept of morale. 
From the above discussion- we have learnt that many 
factors have been uncovered by different investigatprs using different approaches, 
all purporting to measure 'job satisfaction 1 and 'morale'. No matter how you 
look at it, these factors appear to be distinquiahable through a dichotomy of 
classifications, viz.: . intrinsic vs extrinsic factors, individual vs situational 
factors, personality vs. job related factors, and eo on. These class±fications 
tend to overlap, and in many cases the same factor may be called by different 
names. The existence of these factors point to the acceptance of job satisfaction 
as being a multidimensional concept, although on the other hand, this does not 
necessarily have to deny the presence of a general factor. It is apparent that 
th~ survey of factors relevant to • job satisfaction' or 'morale' demonstrates 
a wide difference in emphasis, but nevertheless it is worthwhile ·to note that 
basically the factors are the same; although the factors may vary somewhat, 
depending on how the individual researcher liked to name them, the source of 
infomation, and the technique that was used to elicit them. 
Studies on Job Behaviors 
Implicit in all the st\ldies of 'job satisfaction 1 
and •morale' ie the desire to understand better the motivational aspect of 
work. A satisfied worker is thoughtto give better performance on the job, 
... 
and 1bigh morale' is supposed to be essential for a job well-done. Consequently, 
in many 1 job ,satisfaction' or 'morale' studies the aspect of motivation is 
implied, especially when they go on to predicting behavior by relating the 
states of 'job satisfaction' and 'morale' to the cij.fferent measures of job 
" behavior. Tbus, studies in motivation can be found to be as conflicting as 
the studies on the effects of job satisfaQtion or morale. 
Studies relating job attitudes to job perfonnanc~ fail 
to establish a consistent relationship. In a recent study on scientists, 
Lawler and Hall (1970) distin.quished three aspects of j ob attitudes and their 
'. ·-.. - ·- .. .. --····--
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relations to job design factors and job behaviors~ Relevant to job behavior, 
they found that • job ~?S-tisfaction' is not related to either self-rated effort 
or performance, r job involvement• is related only to self-rated e:(fort, and 
'intrinsic motivation' related to both effort and performance. Kavanagh et a1. 
(1970), adopting a diffe~ent approach by measuring the supervisory' a performance· 
in relation to subordinates' sa~sfaction, found that supervisor• s performance 
on a,. personal basis j,s related to 'morale' of the subordinates when inferred 
from group satisfaction i tema, bu.t had little relation with items individualistic 
in reference. Kirchner (1967), in a study on engineers,. found only a moderate 
relationship between job satisfaction and work performance as rated by 
supervisors, while Gordon (1955) using a composite of five perfonnance criteria 
found no relationship with satisfaction. Comrey, High, and Wilson (1955a, b) , 
however, have found a more definite relationship between certain dimensions of 
job satisfaction and productivity among Bllpervisora. In contradiction to thie, 
Morse (1955), in a study of white collar workers found that satisfaction with 
one's job, one's pay and statue; and with the organization in which one works, 
does not lead directly to high productivity. Singer (1.961) in another study 
stressed the point that there is no simple relationship between job satisfaction 
and performance. 
In the area of turnover, Waters and Roach (1971) 
reported a study on non-supervisory female employees of an insurance Company. 
In this study it was shown that_ overall satisfaction and satisfaction with 
several intrinsic aspects of the work situation were significantly related to 
turnover; ~ne of the e~trinsic variables were relatect. Wild (1970), in an 
investigation of job satisfaction of women marmal workers found that voluntary 
labour tu-nover resulted mainly from job dissatisfaction. An early study by 
Ross and Zander (1957), found that fulfilment of employee needs wa.a closely 
related. to turnover, and that earnings could not be substituted for need 
' sati,sfaction. In another study relating certain aspects of the job vi th turnover, 
Sheppard (1967) found that 'job terminators' differed in five areas of 
satisfaction from non-job terminators, and these areas are: opportunity for 
advancement, working conditions, wages, interesting work, and work load. From 
the aforementioned studies, it appears that a fairly strong relationship between 
._.. 
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job ' satisfa~tion and job tenure exists; however, other studies indicate that 
the problem is more complex. Hulin (1966), for example, found that job 
satisfaction variables account only approximately gf. of the variance for 
turnovers. Another study, by Hulin and Smith (1965), found that the coefficients 
between tenure and satisfaction are similar within plants and within se.x, but 
between plants there are mark~d differences in both magnitude and. sign. It 
is o.bvious that the bases for ·tenure are quite different in the varied 
population, possibly because of specific condi tiona as perceived by the 
respondents. Ronan (1967) found that the major reasons for workers leaving 
an organization were salary for administrative, professional, office, and clerical 
personnel, while for shop personnel it was job secu.ri. ty. On the whole, it 
appears that persons do terminate their employment for reasons related to 
satisfaction with their jobs, btlt terminators appear to be more specific to 
organization than otherwise imagined. 
Water and Roach (1971) in the same study 
quoted above, reported that attitudes toward specific aspects of the work 
s1 tuati.on show no consistent relationship with absenteeism, rut overall 
satisfactj..on was significant. Metzner and Menn (195;,), in a ·study of blue and 
wh1 te collar men and-women revealed no general relationship between satisfaction 
and absenteeism. However, specific relationships were found in specific groups 
moderated by job level, personal characteristics aach as a&e, sexa years of 
service, and salary. 
Finally, in three separate reviews of 
studies of the effects of job attitudes (Br~ield and Crockett, 1955; 
~ . 
Herzberg et al., 1957; VroOlll, 1964) similar sorts of inconsistent results 
were revealed; and each of these ali thors came up with their 01111 conclusions 
' -. 
to summarize the findings. The di Tarsi ty of these conclusions represent the 
com.plexi ty of the problem in trying to draw inferences from a conglomeration 
. ' 
of cOnflicting t'indiDel!l• Brsyfield and Crockett, reviewing studies up to that 
time dr~v the following conclusions: 
1. Findings of minimal or no relationship between employee attitudes and 
performance. They do, however, eu.pply the hint that morale, as a group 
phenomenon, m~ bear a positive relationship to perfol'lll8llce on the job. 
I 
j 
t 
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2. With respea'- to w1 ~nal from. the _}ob (abs~t6eiea, tardiness. ac4donts, 1 
turJ¥)ver) there is -.oJU evidence, ma.ir.l.llY' ffC)a group design studies, of a 
eigni:ticant but coaplex fe).ationahip ~etween employee a~ti, tudes &n4 absences, 
and a posi ti "lJj relationship between Eaployee ~tti tades and emplo,ment st&,bili ty. 
H~zberg ~t al., SWIIl1&1"iziDg stu-diu in the areas of preductivity-, turDOver11 
and absenteeiSQl, 8i ve t4e follovi.Dg conolusions: 
l. The results I:Jllgges~ that posi ti. ve attitudes are favourable to increas~ 
prodllctivity,.,The relationsbip is not. absolute ~it there is 'ano'U&h da.t~~ 
' jUstify attention to attitwies as a factor in improving the workers• outpq.t. 
2. In general, there is a reiaticl1flhi:-p between job attitudes and botll turnover 
and absen~eism,. A. llUIIlber of speci,fi,.c fac~rs which determiu Job attitudes 
' ' have been foUDd to be especially iaportant in affecting' turnover and abs~teeiBII. 
Vreom, in a still later review of studies in ~ areas of p~ductivity, turnoTer, 
and absenteeiaa concludes: 
1. there is no eiaple relationship be.twe,u job satisfaction 8lld job performance. 
. ·• ._ ' ~ 
Correlations between these variables vazt 1fi thin an u~l~ large 1r~ 
and. the aedian correlation of 0.14. ~ 11 ttie theoretical or practical 
importanqe. 
2. Then. is a conaiaten" negative relat;i.onsb:.\P between ~ob satisfaction and~ the 
probabili '9' ef resignation. 
3. There is ~ less conais:tent nega~ve re;Lationsh;i:.p between job satisfaction and 
abr~ente.eiem. 
From ~above survey of studies on job bebayiors it has 
been sbown tha-t the problSR relatiDg job atti:tud,es to beh4vior is a coaplex one. 
The various atudier~ are demonstrative o! the, fac~ that relationships between 
certain aspects of job atti twies and certain measures of job behavior depend on a 
wide range of other vairab~es, such as sex, occupatioDal level, organizational 
stractu.re, criteria aeasures of job bebavio:r, personality factors, etc. This 
coaplex state of affairs is COJlplicat~ by: the fact that then is no theor,r 
tying the various Tariables together. ~Dget the two '{ariables, job attitude 
and job behavi&r, whi~ ir~ the depenQ.BD.t and which ;the independept variable, is 
sj;ill uncertain. Hol!' do other extraneous variables (if they are extraneous) 
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like age, sex, etc., interfere with the callsal relationship (if they are· caused) 
is aDOther unwieldy prob1ta. These are some of the more iaportant questions 
posed from the .survey of Job beliavioral studies. Attempts will b~ ~~.&de 1•-teJr 
to e:xaaine these and other queatioDe. 
Studies of a Theorz in Motivation 
While iaplicit in most studies of 1 job 
satisfaction' and 1aorale' there is an interest in motiva~on, studies in 
motivation are·ultiaatel.y tied very closely -to motivatioll81. theory, and as 
such, conflict of results can only be viewed aeaningfully from stu.dies conducted 
within the f'raanork of the one theort• In mailY studies. cer~ li.otivational 
theory ~s px.posed in an attempt to explidn a wide ~Bilge of results, but 
unfortunately the tea~ of the theory itself has been less rigorous. There 
are II8Il1' motivational theories in general psychology ~t ha.ve been expounded 
for the individual under a general environment in the study of learning and 
peraonali ty, but ~· appropriateneas of these theories for appliQ&tien in the 
industrial setti~ has yet to be thoroU&hlY innstigated • .U Vreo• ·(1964) 
aptly commented, ttResearch in industrial psyoho1oQis still largely atheoretioal 
with li ttl.e use bidll4r made of the concepts and 110dels which are an integral 
part •f current theorits of -.otivation" (p.4)~ 
In recent years there has been an outpouring of 
theoriee on motivation in industry (e.g. Vroa, 1964; J.4vler, 1970; Koman, 19'70; 
~ ' 
Locke, 1968; Hackman and Porter, 1968). Thee~ theeries still have to be tested 
before real coaparison can be made. What is of concern to us at the liOJient is 
Maslow's e;oncept of need bierar~. Although Maslow f~rst proposed the concept 
of need hierarchy in 1943 it was only in r~cent years that industrial. psychologists 
.atteapted tG detersine its appropriateness as ~d.~l for studling mot:Lvation 
in indlatry. Even so, the appruch is-often marked by disorganized and incoherent 
findings. The following review, directed towards exsmininc the extent this theory 
haa been investigated in. the industrial setting, is used only to illustrate the 
conflicting nature of the findings in the general area of motivation in industry. 
Industrial psychologists, concerned with 
. ~ 
isBtles of m.oti vation have been mskj ng increasing use o:t Maslow' s concept of 
.. 
j 
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need hierarcb_y ~ Various attempts have gone into the study of thia concept in 
industry, and amoDg research workers who conducted studies in this direction are 
Porter (1961, 1962, l963a,b), Hall Nougaim (1968), and P83'11e {1970). Porter,. 
U8iDg managers as a sample, constructed a questionnaire purporting to measure 
three aspects of these hierarchical needs: bow mu.ch there is IIOW, how much should 
there be, and how important i.t is to the respondent. The rellabili ty and validity 
of this instrument were not mentioned. Pa;vne (1970), in a factor analytical 
stu.dy' of the ssae Need Satisfaction QU-estionnaire for both operatives and managers, 
found that this instrument does DOt measure needs. Instead Payne found only two 
factore interpretable: Genejal Satisfaction, and General Impertance. O:ther 
aspects of Porter• s findings are connected wi tb. levels of nead fulfilment 
associated with vertical location of management poei tion. In general, he found 
that higher maoagement reported greater fulfilinent of their ego needs and 
Slllaller deficiencies in need, satisfaction for eac)a. of five need cat~es 
thaD. was reported for lower management. However, the generality of· Porter's 
findings was challenged in a recent s'tudt by ElSalmi and CUmmi.ngs (1968). The 
trend reported by Porter for higher management, to have more esteem and satisfaction 
of self-actualization needs vas not found across all leTels of the organiation. 
Johtnson and Harcl"UUl ( 1968) in their study on mill 'bry co.mand.ers and statf 
officers, did not lenO. support to Porter's findings. Mitchell {1970) howevert 
in a similar study, gives support to Porter's findiDgs in this direction, thus 
adding fuel to this controversy. The hierarchical concept of needs in Kaslov 1 a 
theory vas 8X8111ined by Hall and Nougaim (1968). Hall and Nougaia 1 in a 
longi tutinal study where the hierarQhy cOncept 1 in action 1 was tested by 
traciD& the oba.Dge occuring as management trainees progressi.Tel.y become 
ezewti.vee, found no evidence for either Ha.slov•s hierarcb;y,. or even a revised 
two-level bierar~. 
From the studies so !ar on Jlaslov's theory three disputes 
are brought to eur attention. The first issue involves the probl• of 
11easuranent for Maslow's class of needs. The second issue put to queeti.on the 
cencept of the hierarchical nature of the needs. Finally, dwbt is injected 
into Porter' a finding rolati~ the fulfilment of Maslow's hierarcbioal needs to 
,. 
I 
! 
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levels of occupation. Perhaps more rigorous testi~ of Maslow's theory is 
required to solve these problems. The conflicting findings in these areas do 
not, however, invalidate Maeiow' s basic concept regarding the classification 
of needs which are viewed to be relevant to the individual in the industrial 
organization. More theory building, perhaps Bim:ilar to the line of investigation 
conducted for McClelland's need for achievement motive, is needed to consolidate 
Maslow's concept. 
Conclusion 
The foregoing section has brought to the foreground the areas of 
study on 'job satisfaction'~ 'morale', and 'motivation' where conflict of 
results is found to be moat outstanding. In the factorial studies on 'job 
satisfaction' or 'morale' there are five areas where conflict of results is 
ll8lli.fested. The five areas are found in studies surroundill8 Herzberg's controversy, 
studies relating job attitudes to demographic variables, studies attempting to 
elucidate the relevant factors, studies of relative importance of f~ctors, and 
finally studies of objectiv.e measures of 'morale'. There is one main concern 
underlyiDB all the ~tudies on productivity, turnover, and absenteeism, and 
this is, the attempt to establish a meaningful relationship between these job 
behaviors and the relevant variables found in job attitudes and other sources. 
Finally, the studies on Maslow• s concept of need hierarchy bring forward three 
related disputes, all of which are associated vi~ Jll.Otivation in industry. 
From the survey of studies on 'job satisfaction•, •morale', and 
'motivation' some points, other than the fact that there are no consistent 
results, have become apparent. 'Job satisfaction' (or 'morale) has been accepted 
as a mu.l tidimensional concept, but this is not to deny the existence of a 
general factor. There are JDail¥ factors found related to this concept, these 
being basically similar, and can be classified arbitrarily into acy one of the 
overlapping dichotomies. It is found that 'job satisfaction 1 and 'morale' have 
not been properly defined, and there is little distinction made b~t:these 
two concepts. The relationship between job attitudes and job behaviors is found 
to be very comple~, and seems to be moderated by variables such as criteria of 
measures, organizational structure, population sample, levels of' occupation, 
~ 
r 
I 
~ 
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personal characteristics, and other demographic variables. No study has yet 
succeeded in establishing between the cause and the effect, that is, no 
causal relationship has yet been established, or even convincingly argued, 
between the two variables. In the area of theory conception none of the 
motivational theories have yet been tested for their appropriate use in the 
industrial setting, and certainly have not been tested as rigorously as they 
ought to be. Whatever stu.dies may have been done, for eXBlllple as those on 
Maslow's theory, are not enough. What is required surely is the rigor that 
is demanded for theory. building, involving testiDg of the theory itself under 
controlled condi tiona. The selection of ad hoc findings, based on different 
referents, to support the theory is no way to test a theory. Finally, it 
vas found that there had been a wide variation in emphasis and a diversity 
of approaches to the various studies on 'job satisfaction•, 'morale', and 
'moti vation1 • 
III. PBOPOSED REASONS R>R OONFLICT OF RESULTS 
The conflict of results is 
marked by disorganized knowledge, and the concluding remarks made in the 
section dealing with the confUsed state of affairs would have perhaps given some 
hints into the reasons why ~sul ta are often found conflicting. The following 
r~ns are offered to explain the contradictory and inconsistent results . 
found obtained in the studies of 'job satisfaction', 'morale', and 'motivation•. 
These reasons are associated with the theoretical and methodological issues, 
and they are therefore discussed under these headings. 
Theoretical Issues 
A lack of theoretical framework is reflected strongly 
through studies of motivation and job behavior. Moat of these studies went 
straight into measuring a whole range of ad hoc a ttl.. tudinal factors and 
relating these to all sorts of ad hoc variables, without aey- prior knowledge 
' of how or why these variables IIIa\V be related. Moat of these studies are in 
fact direct correlational studies. The causal nature of a relationship, and 
the dynamics underlying this same relationship ar• not important considerations 
in these studies. Thus, the rating of certain 'rewarding' condi tiona is 
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indicative enough that subjects see these as incentive syat-.a, posaessillg 
motivational property. A high correlation between certain aspects of job 
attitude and certain demographic variables is seen as a significant pie•e 
of knowledge contributing to a better understanding of job satisfaction and 
morale. Just how this may be so, is often not well explained. An establiBhed 
relationebi.p between certain aspects of job attitude and some measures of 
job behavior becomes evident enough to hypothesize a possible causal relationship. 
This aay well be, but unfortunately very often there are no consistent 
findings to support this inference. All these inferences the investigators 
hope to draw from the studies do not really contribu.te to a better explanation 
of job behavior. These are just interesting pieces of information adding to 
the already confused state of affairs. 
Theories of motivation applicable 1;o industry have been 
developed by a few authors, but OOI!e of these theories have yet undergone a 
thorough and rigorous testi.Dg. The construct validity o~ these theories 
has yet to be established before offshoot problems can be solved. There have 
been a fev studies that are concerned wi~ the theoretical issues, but 
unfortunately no general agreEIIlent has been reached regardillg acceptance of a 
unif'om theory. Thus Vroom (1964) offers a theory on motiv~tion applicable to 
industry based on field theory, Koman (1970) attempts to conatruct a motivational 
theory based on a consistency model of work behavior, Lawler Ill (1970) proposes 
an incentive th~ry to account for motivation in industry, and finally Morse 
(1953) mentions briefly a need satisfaction theory to account for wo.rlc behav:tor. 
Even though the central thaus of these theories follow a different line ot 
•phasis there is nevertheless a certain degree of overlapping. For exa~~ple, 
Korman (1970) in his theory hypothesizes that "an individual will be motivated 
to perfora on a task or job in a manner whi.ch is consistent with the self image 
with which they approach the task in a job situation" (p.32). Morse (1953) 
eypothesizes the motivation of the individual to produce ia due to ..... the 
degree ~ which hia needs can be satisfied throU8h production &a coapared to 
other aeane" (p.6). Both hypothesize the villi ngness of the indiviclual to 
produce only upon a conditional event based on conaistency between perceptioa 
and behavior. Thus there is a certain degree of sillilarity between these two 
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conception, yet no one is prepare4 to adll1 t that there is a co:111110n ground 
for adopting one inclusive and comprehensive theory on motiv•tion 
the tem 'aotivation• has been used in lll8l1Y dif:terent 
wa;ys. Psychologists who use it often disagree CLbout the specific processea to 
which it applies. In maDJ' of the studies of motivation and job behavior a 
generalized moti. vation theory that is invariant, is ~cbd to apply to a 
systeaa. V~ often the research woJkers have erred. by overlook:inc individual 
difterences in aotivation and affect, because of their concern with discovering 
important and applicable generalizations. The indivimalistie nature of 
•job satisfact:\,on' or •.otivation• cu. acoount for a wide r8Jl88 of results, 
because what is discove;oed as relevant factors ia one £bdtiidual mq not ot 
necessity apply to another individual. Ofttn it is foreotten by the investigator 
that gro~p or organizational systems have their om individualistic features, 
and therefore express thssel vas in a variety of foms. Thus what is discovered 
to be relevant factors in one organization ma;y not be eo iaportant to another. 
AJa has been mentione_d earlier, tenas like 'morale', 
'job satisfaction', are aeldo• given adequate or consistent conceptual 
defini tiona. In some instances the same tezm is used to designate vastly 
different referents. Defini tiona of 'morale' range from individual absence 
of conflict, feeling of happiness, to group characteristics such as gl'Otlp 
cohesiveness, .::attainment of group aims. The concept of' morale has been use<l 
as a descriptive property of social aystEIIls ranging in size from the face-to-face 
group to a whDle nation. It is seldom given precisely the aame meaning by two 
different ;investigators. So far, every investigator wanting to study 'morale' 
provides his own defini. tion, either conceptually or operationally. Thus 
Gordon (1955)· gaye usa a, conceptual definition, and condueted his Qtu~ guided 
by this aefiidtion. Kolstad {1938) conducted his investigation by operationally 
defining what. he wanted to mean by 'high morale'. Singer (1961), on the other 
hand, vent about studying 'morale' by a metbod Yhich he called 1 Empirical 
explication' , which in fact aaaunts to operationally defining the tem after 
the elucidation of a set of 'morale' factors through factor analysis. In spite 
of Singer's attempt to cri ticil!le the various defini tiona of 'morale' his study 
fails to enlighten the conceptual meaning of the term. 'morale'-· 
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In other instances, very different terms are used to 
designate roughly the same referent. Thus some studies o job satisfaction 
are called studies of morale, or vice versa. There are ma.DY measures of each 
concept and sometimes there is little or no relationship to one another. 
Nonetheless, investigators typic_ally treat the measure as though 'it is the 
concept', often ignoring what ~ be an extremely tenuous relationsbi.p between 
the observation they make and the events from which they wish w draw inferences. 
All of this means that disparity in results between two or more studies may 
sometimes reflect differences, in emphasis, operational defini tiona, and 
procedures, rather than differences between the populations being studied. 
Similarly, no real definition of 'job satisfaction• bas 
been offered. It is often accepted that job satisfaction is an affective state, 
and that is as far as it goes. Yet, the question 'affective state related to 
what?' is often overlooked. By aeaning alone job satisfaction is said to 
meastire job related variables, that is, factors in the working environment 
found to have an influence on satisfaction; yet, maz:l1' reaeachers include 
pereonali ty Tariables. which have a pervading effect, rwmi.ng thro1J8b. satisfaction 
with a lfhole range of other thiDgs, to a ccount for job satisfaction. The 
border limiting the inclusion and exclusion of factors for job satisfaction 
has not been adequately defined. Consequently, everythi~ within the person's 
total experience and all that· can be accounted for in the environment is fair 
game to the investigators who are interested in finding the factors for 
job satisfaction. There is, therefore, an 'open season' for the study of 
job satisfaction factors. The term 1 job satisfaction' has not been formally 
defined to cater for this particular probl•,. and consequently it is difficult 
to exclude factors for the measure of job satisfaction. With no definition 
of 'morale' and 'job satisfaction' there is no distinction possible between 
, 
these two concepts. Therefore, the area of investigation is opened to both. 
The relationsbi.p between these two concepts haa not been considered. They are 
often treated as analogous. Fortunately • BlWil (1966) had the good sense to 
point out the differences between these two concepts. He represents the first 
effort thro'Q8h which a resolution of the e:z:isti.Dg tem:i.nologi.cal confusion 
!light emerge. 
:I 
~ 1: 
I 
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Besides the p:J;'OblBil of concept definition there is no 
agreement upon the specific areas of inTestigation. Is 'job satisfaction' a 
multidimensio~ or 4Jl exclusive unidimensional concept? What should be the 
specific areas of investigation - studies designed to measure the pervasive 
general factor or a set of specific persistent factors? As a consequence of 
disagreement i.il this area some investigators (e.g. Morae, 1953; Wherry, 1954; 
Dabas, 1958) argue that. because of the intercorrelation of different dimensions 
of job satisfaction, a general factor of attitude towards the whole work 
situation can be hypothesized, analogous to Speaman's 'genral intelligence'. 
Vroom (1964), however, arguing for speci1"1c t·actors, points out that there are 
four possible explanations for accounting positively interrelaj;ed dimensions 
of job satisfaction, without having to consider a general pervasive factor. 
Thus the realm of conf'used definition includes the debate centering on 
specific vs. general !actors of job satisfaction analogous to the debate 
surrounding the concept of intelligence. Unless ~s controversy is resolved 
the use of multidimensional factors, or a unidimensional concept, or both, 
for the measurement of job satisfaction is again open game for the investigators. 
_Perhaps the tiff'iCillty lies in the in&bili ty to resolve 
the distinction made in identifying factors as the causes of job satisfaction 
(or morale), as opposed to their being merely the content of job satisfaction. 
When measuring job satisfaction in reference to a set of job factors one is 
uncertain whether one is measuring the causes or the effects. Under certain 
cirCUilstances factors related to the i.mmedi.ate job si tu.ation could be the 
causes of job satisfaction or dissatisfaction, yet in another situation factors 
outside the job could be causing job satisfaction or dissatisfaction and the-
illmediate job factors may only be an effect. Thus good wages for ~ne uncomad.tted 
individual could cause job satisfaction, while for another person with a 
burden of having to support a large family the S811le wages could cause hila to 
be dissatisfied vi th his job. It is seen, therefore, tb.a't job factors can 
interact with personality and outside factors in a coaplex manner resulting 
in job satisfaction or dissatisfaction. Unfortunately ill. many studies the 
lli.stinctioll is BeTer made and often ignored. When we are measuring job 
satisfaction in relation to a specified set of factors, are we in fact 
r 
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measuring an affect or the causes? In many of the studie!l the 'content• of 
job satisfaction is confused with the causes. It is like taking the factors 
found in intelligence studies (through factor analysis) as being causes ot 
intelligence. SUch a position is never tolerated in th.e studies on intelligence, 
j'et ·the same problem is seldom questioned in job satisfaction studies. The 
same can be said for studies in morale in instances where moral.e is used 
interchangeably with job satisfaction. 
The preceding discussion gives an indication of why 
there is indecisiveness concerning the inclusion of certain factors for 
measurement of job satisfaction. Singer (1961), using the approach of what 
he termed 'empirical explication' refers to seven factors as representing 
the concept of •morale' .. Other factors purporting to measure •morale' include 
Gordon's (1955) four 'morale' factors, Katzell 1 s (1958) five factors to measure 
'morale', and Kolstad's (1938) operational definitional measures of 'morale'. •· 
From these studies one is bound to ask- what is the area of investigation 
when we measure such factors aa recognition, self-esteEIIl, individual adjustment, 
Company loyalty, security, etc. Contrariwise, one is confronted by the problem 
that when these same factors are measured, are we in :f'act measuring 1 job 
satisfaction.' or 'morale'. 
In ano'ther context, Kornhauser's (1965) stu~ stresses 
the importance of job satisfaction or morale to' a person's entire life 
adjustment. Singer (1961), in his study also includes personality variables 
as measures of morale. Others (Hoppook, 1935; Sanford and Conrad, 1943; Hersey, 
1932; Triat and Bemworth, 1951; Van Zelst, 1952; Katz, 1949; Stapel, 1950; 
Weitz, 1952) also attempt to relate personality factors with job satisfaction 
or morale. The findill88 on the relationship between personality and satisfaction, 
·however, include only ad hoc explanations. The arguments for inclusion of 
personality factors in job satisfaction study are often not very convincingJ 
in some instances they are sillply lacking. The problems relating these two 
types of variables ar~ so complex, involving questions of personality constructs, 
personality criteria measures, methods of measuring personality trsi ts, 
without mentioning the need for a theory tying up a cau.~ relationship, that 
it generates the controversy over the wisdom of its inclusion in the study of 
job 19atiefaction or morale. Because of this, many studies have chosen to by-pass 
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the personality variables. and confined their studies only to job-related 
factors. Thus, tb.e dichotomy of classification of factors, going acroea all 
investigatior.lS, signifies the indecisive nature in the choice of factors. 
In the study of relative importance of :f'actna.- Halpern 
(1966) found that the work i tselt and opportlmi. ty fer advancement accounted 
fib: nearly all the covariance in overall job satisfaction. Other researchers, 
however, elioi t differeat seta ot' factors rated as :impertant for different 
groups (Fredlander, 1964; Jurgensen, 1949; BDnan, ~970; Trexel, 1954; Wolf, 
1967; Ceapbell, 1948; Centers and Buaental, 1966). If the relative iaportance of 
factors is conceptualized as the. sources of job 8atistaction or need satisfaction 
on a hierarchical order, then the researchers are faced with the extremely 
diffiCtllt probl• of deciding which facwrs are really relevant, and should 
.. 
be included in their studies. 
Methodological Issues 
The use of different methodc:tlog:i.ei!J can be observed in the 
adoption of different approaches to the investigation of job satisfaction or 
llOrale facto:rs. In maiiY' studies, questioDDsires and inventoriee were used to 
detel'IRine the factors relevant to job satisfaction, as distill8UiaheG. from the 
method of content ~ysis of inteniews. Thus on the one hand the methods 
adopted by Bra_yfield anci Rothe (1951), Harrison (1960), Smith (1963) , . Scott 
(1967), and on the other those of Herzberg et al. (1957), Morse (1953), 
end Hoppook (1931), daaonstrate these two different approaches to the study of 
job satisfaction or morale. The reliability between these two methods is 
perhaps of paramount importance before results derived from these can be 
compared, yet little importance has been attached to this consideration. 
There is discrepancy in reliability between th'e different 
usee of questionnaires and inventories, and also different approaches to the 
analysis of interview data. The reliability between questionnaires and between 
analYsis of interview metb.ocls vi thin the one approach is again of vi tal 
impOrtance before these can be compared • .Again, little importance is attached 
to this problem; ~"'-:eveJ7 other study is held up as a refutation or confirmation 
for some other study. 
Other methodological probtese such as sampling methods, 
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statistical analysis, population sample, criteria measures of job behavior, 
still leave very much to be desired. Brayfield aild Crockett (1955) accounted 
for the contradictory nature of the resul ta by accrediting it to the lack of 
methodological considerations in these areas. There ~ several. possible 
criteria measures for job behavior, viz. self-rated performance, 8Jlpervisor's 
rating, questionnaire method, observational method, records, measurement of 
quality of product, etc. Unfortunately res~ reports often fail to describe· 
the specific measurements that were used. Thus the question is asked, • to 
what extent can these different criteria measures of performance be compared?'. 
Measurement of productivity usually pr~ents some 
cumbersome problans. The comparison o1· output is often complicated by the 
fact that under one parti.cular condition productivity may be the cause of job 
satisfaction, while another can be a consequence of satisfaction. Maxcy-
investigators in their studies often fail to equate the condi tiona under which 
the individual operates. Another fault 1ri. th many of the studies is found in the 
complete lack of control. Variables such as occupational level, sax:, working 
environment,. Company policy, etc. are seldom brought under control. There is 
aleo disparity among the samPUii« methods used, and statistical analysis 
adopted for the studies. In many of the studies, the method for obtaining 
SSD.ples is not mentioned. Statistical significance of results is often not 
computed. EUrtheDLore, the statistical method utuized to arrive at the factors 
differs across studies. In eome cases there is an a priori list of factors 
presented to the workers without finding out whether these factors really exist 
as such (e.g. Warr and Aoutledge, 1969). In other cases the method of factor 
analysis was used, btlt unfortunately they seldom come up with the same set 
of factors. 
The use of different measuring instruments for study in 
job satisfaction, morale, and need satisfaction can also account for disparity in 
results. Wherry (1958) has shown that job satisfaction factors are often invarian-t 
when the same measuring instrument is used. Yet, across studies l1&llY different 
meaeuring instl'UIIlents are 118ed, each purporting to measure job satisfaction, 
morale, or need satisfaction. On top of this, there has been little standardization 
of job satisfaction measures. In many cases investigators design their own 
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instrument for tlie particular population they are stu.dyi.l'lg. There are exceptions 
to this, however, st1ch as the Brayfield'• awl Rothe•• job Atisfaction scale 
{Brayfield and Rothe, 1951), the Ierr Tear Ballot (Kerr,. 1948) ~ the Job 
Description Index (sai th et al., 1963); a11· of which have had repeat.\ ua.a~ 
lievever, inv~8tiga\oje more commonly adapt old i.ustl"UUlents or devise new ones 
to meet their requir611lents. at a given til:ae (e.g. Warr and Routledge, 1970; 
W.rtb.y, 1950; Sni th and Weston, 1951; Froelich and Woli~e, 1960; Glenon et al., 
1960; Ronan, 1970). This becomes necessary because the old instruments are 
eften found to be inadequate. They either fail to account for &DOugh relevant. 
factors (e.g. in Brayfield and Rothe) or else they are differently wrded. on 
different seal i Xlg method (e.g. Smith et al. , and Kerr) , later fowad to be 
.,. 
i~propriate for a particular population. This practice can greatly restrict 
the comparability of resul ta, especially 1l'hen little attention is pa:i.d to the 
problE&a of 8811Pling, scaling tecbni.que, population background, etc., and above 
all, the reliability and validity of the newly constructed instrument. 
Thus, the one main reason ~ different 11easuring instruments, 
and consequently different results, are incomparable is beC8Jl8e, in sost cases, 
the reliability and validity of the saae ina~ent has not been considered and 
ia aome cases not even mentioned. Porter• 8 Need Satisfacti.oa Questionnaire, tor 
example, fails to report the reliabili v and validity of the instrument; the 
probl-. of thie eventually caae out in Payne' 8 (1970) etudy. Payne reports that 
. I 
the NSQ does not in fact me8Blll"8 the particular needs some i t&ms are intended to 
measure. Likewise, the reliability and nlidi ty of Hoppoclt's and Herzberg'• 
methods were no:t considered. Lately, in an empirical investigation of Herzberg's 
uthodQlogy Hinton (1968) failed to find suppert for its reliability as a 
measure of job aatietaction. Brq.field and Crockett {1955), in their review of 
studies, give one of the reasons for ob~ning contradictOry resul t8 to the 
"failure to report reliability data for the measurements, both of attitudes 
and o! criteria of perfomance .. " (p.4ll). They went on ·to oomaent, "For the 
moat part, the Yalidity of the aeasurea eap1oyed is UDreported. With respect 
to the criteria measures this takes the :Cora of failure to diset1ss the relevance 
of the particalar criteria used. Usually Elllployee atti twie indices are assuaed 
to haTe some fora of face Talidi ty;· E8tpirical validation is seldoa attEIII.pted. 
l 
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The reader is e:zpected to asBUJII.8 that the questionnaires measured what they 
were intended to measure. In view of the history of measurement ia psychology, 
however, experienced readers llUI\V hesitate to make this assuaption" (p.4ll). 
It vas true then, an& in most cases is true even now. 
' · 
Perhaps the greatest offence to scientific methodology 
is to be f'~ in the complete lack of control in many of the e:zperiments. 
In most cases, what the studies really a110unt to is just a straight-out surve7 
of job opinions. There is otten only one group of subject~ in these experiments 
and no attenpt is made to level out extraneous vari~es that might operate 
te interfere with the re8111 ts when two groups are compared. Boppock' s (1935) 
stud;r, for eumple, used only one group ef subjects and what it amounts to is 
an epi.Di.on _poll on various job areas. When one group is selected out of the 
population on a partiCillar criterion t e ·~· productivity) there is often no 
standardization of the group• 8 meaeure· based on the pepul.ation par~ter. There 
is hardl7 arry attEIIlpt aade to coapare groups within the one partica.lar setting 
on a partica.lar ori teri9n, that i11, no attempt has been aade to establish a 
control group. In 110st cases compari88n is made across groups founded on 
different experiments and therefore different settiDgs, where the~ups come 
froll diverse ba~ds and histories. In man;, experiments tests of significance 
are not computed, only percentages are quoted (e.g. Morse, 1953). Unless 
job aatiatacuon or morale measures are an absolute state of affairs no one 
group can be said to be satisfied or dissatisfied or have high or low 110ra1e. 
The ooncept being a relative one, that is, a group is satisfied or dissatisfied 
only in relation to a population backgrolmd, BOlle sorts of standardisation scores 
must be computed. before we can say that~ indivi. or a group is satisfied 
er DOt. 
s-ary 
traewrlt found in the studies of 'job satisfaction' • •morale', and 1.11l0tivation', 
to act as a guide for investigations; and where a theoretical traaework mats 
each researcher is f'OUD.d to Qf'fer his own and there is no one theory that has 
undergone a s:iff'ioientl.y rigorous prograa of testing. Mo•t of the studies are in 
fact direct correlational studies, and no theory is of'f~ed to explain the 
., 
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relationship between the variables. There is no one deti.Di tion of concepts 
and no agreement deciding which factors are rel~vat and te what concept. In 
most Gf these studies different methodologl.es vere adopted, and there is no 
unifomity in the use of measuring instruments. Finally, it is found that in 
aost of the cases no due conaidera't:U>a is given to reliability and val.idi ty 
cf the measuring instruments and the results of the study, and there is little 
attempt aade to put variables under control. 
IV. GEtfflBAL CONQLUSIOJr IDR SECTION 1 
It is apparent fro• the survey of studies 
that there is a general lack of discipline in this particular field of study 
in industrial psycholoQ'. Little use has been made of current ooncepts and 
discipline in general psycholos;y. Investigations into the areas of '~ob 
satisfaction', •morale', and 1motintion in industry' an haatily conceived 
and peorly executed. As a result~~~ concepts are loosly defined or not defined 
a.t all, and the areaa of investigation have not been neatly tied toge~er. 
Perhaps Lawler (1970) aptly suaarizes the present state of affairs. "For a 
long time auch of thia work has been &theoretical, full of cobtradiotory 
findings, and :tull of poorly designed and poorly executed studies " (p.223). 
There are three theoretical issues to 
be considered. Firat, concepts have to be defined; then, the relationships 
between concepts JllUSt be specified; and finally, · a ao'ti vational theory must 
be introduced to account for the relationships. ilhat is needed is a cl.o~y 
co-ordinated effori to clarity the relevant concepts, *'> define specifically the 
areas of study, and finally to establish reiationsbips between the entire netlrorlt 
o! concepts relevant to the industrial setting. 
In order to have a clear area through 
which these issues can be ex.amined, we must find, -.idst the available 
knowledge, some idea of what is necessary. The following eeotion will undertake 
a ori tical review of eome already avail.&ble defini ti.ons of 'morale', theories 
of 'job satisfaction•, and finally current theories of motivation in industry. 
~ 
{ 
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SECTION 2 - EXAMINATION OF CONCEPTS AND THEPRIES 
I. CRITICAL REVIEW OF THE CONCEPT OF 'MORALE' 
In 1940 a Conference on Psychological 
Factors in Morale was held, under the auspices of the Division of Anthropology 
and Psychology, National Research Council; and in that Conference all the various 
conceptual defini tiona of 'morale' available at that time were examined. It was 
found that these defini tiona can be conveniently classified into three categories, 
which take r cognizance of three different realms of discourse' (Child, 1941, p. 393). jl 
I 
These, described by Child as. useful guides to further work, are as follows: ii 
"1. (The Individual-org&m... emphasis). The term 'morale' refers to a condition j' 
of physical and emotional well-being in the individual that makes it 
possible for him to work and live hopefully and effectively, feeling that 
he shares the basic purposes of the groups of which he is a mEI!lber; and that 
makes it possible for bi.m. to perform his tasks with energy, enthusiasm, and 
self-discipline, sustained by a convicti.on that, in spite of obstacles and 
conflict, his personal and social ideals are worth pursuing. 
"2. (The group emphaeis). 'Morale' refers to the condi tiona of a group where 
there are clear and fixed groups goals (purpose) that are felt to be 
important and integrated with individual goals; where there is confidence 
in the attainm~t of these goals; and subordinately, confidence in the means 
of attainment, in the leader, associates, and finally in one'self; whe;re group · •• 
actions are integrated and co-operative; and where aggression and hosti.li ty. 
are expressed against the forces frustrating the group rather than toward 
other individuals within the group. 
"3. (Dnphasis on individual-vi thin-the-group on any specific occasions). Given 
a certain task to be accomplished by the group, 'morale' pertains to all 
factors in the individual's life that bring about a hopeful and energetic 
participation on hie part so that his efforts enhance the effectiveness of 
the group in accomplishing the task in hand" (~ld, 1941, p.393) • 
· This classification, as defived 
from personality theory and social theory in psychology, encompasses such defini tiona 1i 
as formulated by Allport (1942), Watson (1942), Lippitt (1942), and others. 
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Elements o! the :f'irst class o! definition can be 
discerned in Guion's (1958) and Gordon! a (1955) defini tiona. These definitions 
emphuize the individual's internal state, derived f'rolll need satisfaction. 
They saff er a II.B.jor diffiaul ty, however, vhen tryi.llg to relate Elllp1oyee 
satisfaction to human needs and motivation. The 'group emphaais' is expressed 
by Katzell (1958) and Viteles (1954), and the 'individual-within-the-group 
emphasis' is represented in Stagner's (1958) definition. The Elllphssis on 
•morale' therefore goes thro\l&h a continuua from the individual approach to 
the group orientation. There are, however, detini tiona that overlap between 
the above set strate. For example, Morse's (1953) definition emphasizes the 
individual • a need satisfaction only in relation to his social tunctiens. Other 
overlaps ~ be found elPfVhere, but the following discussion on these few 
defini tiona will serve to bring out the arguments underlyille the current debate 
on the def'ini tion of 'morale'. 
Guion 1 s De:t'ini tion 
'Morale' has been conceptualized to mean maey things, and 
in a review on defini tiona from different sources Guion (1958) outlines various 
ways in which morale has been conceptualized, concepts ranging f:rom a more 
• 
personal nature involving personality factors to a more generalized phenomenon 
of the group. The following outlineJ5 the diversity of the meaning adppted for 
the concept of 'morale • : 
1. Morale defined as the absence of conflict. 
2. Morale defined as a. Keeling of happiness. 
:,3. Morale defined as good personal adjustment. 
4. !orale defined as ego-involvement in one's job. 
5. Morale defined as group cohesiveness. 
6. Morale defined as a collection of job-related attitudes. 
7• Horale defined as an indirtdu.al's acceptance of the goal ot the group. 
Guion cri tized each. of these conceptions as being lees than 
satist~ctory by Ua&U~ •an~ hedproposed one of his own, which states: ")!orale 
is the extent to which an individual's needs are satisfied and the extent to 
which the individuai perceives that satisfaction as s~ng from his total 
job situation" (p.62). 
I 
. I 
' I 
.. 
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Guion claims that his definition takes into consideration 
the factors conceptualized by most of the above defini tiona, except that it 
considers morale as "basically an attribute of the individual" .. 
What Guion has in fact done is to relate morale to 
individual need satisfaction, relevant to the job situation, and label this 
as 'morale'. In other words, to him individual need satisfaction stanmi ng from 
the total job situation!!.. morale. The assumption is that perceived satisfaction 
of these needs from the total job situation gives rise to morale (ad according 
to Guion it is morale) .. Guion builds his definition of morale upon this one 
assumption. vi. thout bringing into question the validity of this assumption. 
The only reference to a group is in terms of a composite perceived satisfaction 
of the individuals within the group. 
After going through such lengths, Guion • a conceptualization 
is just as unsatisfactory as those he has cri ti.cized. Why, for example, should 
he pick individual need satisfaction as against, stzy, group cohesiveness? This 
selection is highly subjective, and to this end he gives very little supportive 
arguments. The very conception dlf morale is more akin to the group than the 
individual. Most defini tiona in the dictionaries Elllphasis the group, only few 
emphasize the individual. Without the group the term 'morale' does not convey 
~mch. The semantic of the word i taelf 'is bri.l t upon the concept of morale as 
a group ·phenomenon. If a forced choice has to be made to select 'indindual' 
or tgroup' for the conception of morale, surely the 'group' concept is more 
realistic. By adoptiDg a position of discarding the group concept completely' 
and eubsH tu tiDg it vi. th the other more unlikely and extreme case of concei vi.ng 
llOrale as solely an individual attrimte, is to commit an error far greater 
than the one Guion was trying to erase. 
It is implicit in Guion's definition that morale arises 
t only from the individual, independent of any influence from the group except 
t for what is in the job situa'ti.on. If an individual is to work by hi•self end 
finds satisfaction with his work, then according to .Guion he has high morale. 
But unfortunately this is not so, as dflllonstrated in the Hawthorne studies 
-.phasizi.ng the fact that the soci~ aspect of group interaction has a profound 
effect on the indi rtdual' a total job satisfaction and performauce. To speak 
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of an individual as having a high morale by himself does not, therefore, conTey 
the ' true' mean; ng of morale as is co111110nly conceived. Furthermore, a1 though 
an individual by himself may be judged to have 'high morale' he may not mani:f'est 
tile same in a group context where talking of morale is more meaningful. 
Let us examine Guion's criticiSIIlB of' the two most 
important aspects of' the defini ti.on of morale, that is: morale conceived 88 
group coheei veness and morale conceived as individual's acceptance of' the goal 
of the group. 
Morale conceived as group colleldvenesa - "In part, this definition diaturbe ae 
because it seems to ignore the individual, in part .it -d.:iBiDbs me aa a gross 
oversim.plication" (p.61) • If this is the only reason he can offer, then surely 
Guion COIIllli ts the Bllllle oversimplication when he directs us to ignore the group, 
based upon notbiii& l:n't his own 811bjective jud8emeAt. 
Morale conceived as individual's acceptance of the goal. of the group - Towards 
this, Guion has more to say. Here his cr.i ticism. is ~ directed at the 
reference to a group. This definition, however, does include the individual 
and the group, bl.t Guion seeiiB to force the issue to the poin-t of ooncei Ti.ng 
morale only in term8 of the individual. His SllpportiTe arguments are: 
i) '.!!here are sources of satisfaction other than from the groupo 
ii) There are ei tuations where there is oo imaediate sroup affiliation. 
iii.) In some cases the abstraction of group identification is oot clearly defined. 
Counte~cri ticiems on these points are: 
i) Why must morale be defined. in tems of satisfaction of an.y kind, whe:t:Mr 
from job situation or group? Guion did not elaborate, but exptct others to 
accept his subjective judganen"t. Further, why should other sources o! 
satis:f'action override the satisfaction derived from the group, to the 
extent that the latter has to be ignored? 
ii) In instances where there is no group affi'liation then there is no need 
to talk -about morale. 'Why is this so di:f':f'icul.t to accept? Stagner (1958) 
said, " •• at least :f'rom the Sllbjecti ve or phenomenal view,. if he does not 
perceive himself as a member g:f' a group, the term morale simply is not 
relevant". We may just call this pnen.011~n of' the individual by another 
name, such as 'job satis:f'action'. 
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iii) So what if the group abstraction is not clearly defined, as long as the 
individual is brought to bear upon a group, whatever group it may be -
whether prirlary or secondary, formal or info.l'Dial, it all contribltee to 
a larger objective of an organization in which we are interested. Whatever 
group he m.q like to abstract, as long a.e 1 t is within the total framework 
of an organization, does not therefore negate the argument that the 
indi"'idual' s attitude is still directed in reference to a group. 
Indeed, what Guion has succeeded to do with his defini ti.on 
is to point out the fact that job satisfaction can be conceived as contribtlting 
to morale. His definition can be reduced by just calling it 'individual need 
satisfaction in the total job situation'. 
Gordon' s Definition 
A similar definition to Guion is offered by Gordon (1955), 
who defines "high morale •••• ae the feeling of vall-being that an individual 
experiences when his needs are being filled to his satisfaction" (p.3). 
Gordon's definition is designed to direct the emphasis 
away from extrinsic interferences in individual's need satisfaction and put 
morale solely on a more personal (intrinsic) basis. Instead of foausaing upon 
the kind of satisfaction the individual derived from the tbiDgS in the 
environment, Gordon perfers to focus upon the things within the individual 
that are being satisfied. Thus, " ••• the emphasis is placed on what needs within 
the individuals are being satisfied instead of on the objects and conditions 
in the working environment that might satisfy these needs" (p.3). 
In this then, there is not much that differs from Guion's 
definition, except that Gordon limits his need satisfaction parameter. Gordon 
limits this parameter to include only the psychological aspects of the job 
situation that would satisfy the neede ('intrinsic factors' as according to 
Herzberg et al..). Tlm.s such things as recognition, belongiDgness, prestige, 
self-expressiQn, are conceptualized as relevant job related need factors, 
instead of objects and condi tiona in the working environment that could 
contriblte to these needs (such things like working condi tiona, supervision, 
facilities, etc.). 
Gordon's definition is therefore highly individualistically 
I 
I 
I· 
- - - ·- - - -···· ·- ·· 
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orientated. However, why Gordon calls this 1morale' instead of just need 
satisfaction study is beyond comprehension. In Herzberg' a study the intrinsic 
factors are classed as job satisfaction factors. And why must the satisfaction 
factors be limited only to inSti-naic factors when speaking of morale? This is 
T 
rut a subjective preference, and to this end Gordon Sid not giTe supportive 
arguments. The only validation of his concep:t lies in correlating a subjective 
assessment of morale and the level of need satisfaction measured by a 
questionnaire. No more convincing arguments are brought to bear on bow this 
link can be held together. 
Gordon claims that if a correlation can be established 
between thest two measures the answer as to "What is morale?", and other 
consequential questions, can be easily made available. Thus, "If the measured 
degree of need-satisfaction and the self-estimated level of morale agree with 
each other, then such a definition of morale as proposed in this study would 
offer further answers not only to such questions as 1 What is morale?' , and 
'How can employee morale be measured satisfactorily?', but also, 'How can 
employee morale be improved?"' (p.4). In one mouthful he has made too many 
assumptions. Even if a correlation is established, it does not necessarily 
answer the questions satisfactory, because need satisfaction may only be 
contributing to morale and not morale i taelf. Furthermore, it would be very 
difficult to argue that morale is nothiDg but the satisfaction of in~aic. 
nee9-a, which brings us back to the criticism directed at Guion's definition, 
and along with it the idea that morale is an individual attribute. 
Morse' s Definition 
Morse (1953) defines moraJ.e as "the amount of satisfaction 
achieved through being in a soCial errg§Oization" (p.l2). The key word in this 
defini ti.on. is 'social' • It is essentially through satisfaction with the social 
aspect of the job situation that morale is to be understood. Mor~Se outlines 
four social situations that an individual brings to his job, and associated with 
these situations are the corresponding work roles. Thus Morae said, "The 
employee in a large industrial organization is operating in a series of in~ 
related social systems. He is: l. a worker doing a particular job, 2. a manber 
of a vorlt group, 3. a member of the Company organization~ and 4. a mEmber of 
..J 
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the community• (p.l2). 
'Morale' in Morse • s terminology is defined in satisfaction 
rather ~motivational tem. "Motivation to produce ties in with satisfaction 
only when production gives riwe to satisfaction as compared to other means. 
Thus, according to Morse, high morale has no aotivational property per se, and 
is related only to high satisfaction. What Morse has done is equating JaOrale 
vi. th satisfaction in some specified areas of the job ai tuation (intrinsic 
job satisfaction, financial and job status satisfaction, and satisfaction with 
CompaiiY involverllent). She might as well consider these factors as measures of 
job satisfaction (within a specified area). 
This conceptualisation of' morale is still individualistic 
even though it is used in relati-on to social roles, because satisfaction is 
acquired through individual states, and the only mention ot a group is in 
-
deri viDg satisfaction vi. th Coapaey invovement, and tbis forms only one aaong 
other aspects givi~ rise to satisfaction. The cri ti.ciem directed at the 
definition lies essentially. in the indi viduallstio emphasia on morale and i. ts 
indifference to the JIOtivatio~ aspect, in contrast to what one would expect 
when 110rale is nonnally used. 
Morse's study shows that the index of prid~in-th&-grou~ 
perfomance is unrelate~ to the other three indices. It appears froa this that 
this particular index would be more conducive to morale i:ather than the other 
three indicesp which should reflect only job satisfaction • . The indecisive nature 
on this isst1e appears to be revealed by the inconsistency Horse danonstrated 
in referri.Dg to what she wanted morale to mean. Thus for example. in one 
instance Morse considers morale to be a combination of three of her indices 
of 'job satisfaction', vis., job content, Compaey involvanent, and p~ and job 
status. However, at another point, she described the degree of group spirit as 
equal to morale. While it ia important for one to be concerned vi tb s•antics 
in these troubled cases, one could at least expect the author to be more 
conaisteat with her pronouacementa. 
StagD!r'a De~initioa 
Stagner (1958) defines morale as •an index of the extent 
to which the individual perceives a probability o! aatisf.ying his own aotivea 
·I 
····- - ···-- - --- - - -
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through co-operation with the group n (p. 64) • 
This definition elai me to bear equal emphasis on the 
individual and the group, and is an attEmpt to reconcile these two divisions. 
This definition explains what Viteles's definition lacks, and tbis is, it is 
more specific in telling bow satisfaction with the gTOU.p 1 s goal is being 
achieved. It involves a process of incoporating the group's goal into the 
individual's goal and thus derivill8 satisfaction through a coiiDOn goal. Thus 
morale, according to Stagner, depends upon i~ the person's perception of himself 
as a component of a group, and ~i) perception of" the goa:Ls as being identical to 
or contiguous wi. th group's goals. This definition also includes Morse • s concept 
of discrepancy between derived needs (or moti. vee, in this case) and in Stagner' s 
case, what the group goals have to offer in satisfying these motives. 
The DUlin criticism is directed at defining satisfaction 
as a basis of motivation, and the ambiguity underlyi.ng "through c<>-operation 
I 
with the group", which makes measur~t difficult. J.ccording to this defini ti.on 
the mere fact that morale is measured by anticipated satisfaction. "through 
co-ope:ration with the group", morale as such is t10t directly 'observable', 
bu~ must be indirectly assessed through the individuals. The measurement, one 
~resumes, lies in assessing the individual's goal and asseeBing its contiguity 
with group goals. High morale is a situation where individual's goal coincides 
with the group goals. How then .is the motivation to c<>-operate with the g.roup 
on this basis can be inferred from such an assessment? The other difficulty is, 
how does one assess whether the individual's achievement is in fact deliberately 
done in close co-operation with the group. When Stagner speaks of morale as the 
achievenent of group goals he is speaking of individual's conscious awareness 
of identity with the group goals: "He consciously seeks to achieve the goals of 
the group. ••" (p.65). What then if an individual is not conscious of the group 
goals, but his own goal happens to coincide just incidentally with that of the 
group. How does one knows whether an individual's pursuit is coincidental or 
deliberate? How is morale to be defined for this individual who set his own 
goal and this happens to coincide with the group? The way in which morale level 
is arrived at (Stagner's diagram) is based on a coincidental matehing of indi.vidual r s 
goal with group goals, yet it does not necessarily mean that the first function, 
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There is in fact a gap between Viteles's theoretical 
.frameworlc as embodied by his definition and his 'morale index• when he went 
on to discuss the empirical work that has been carried out in this area. His 
'morale index' apparently is derived from an overall score on the Elllployee's 
attitude towards his job, his supervisors, aethods of p8\V]I1ent such as incentives, 
possibility of expressing himself through suggestion and general vork:i.Dg 
condi tiona and facilities. The difiicul ty here i~ to equate the attitudes that 
emergj from the theoretical det'il'litioa with respect to "desire to continue and 
willingness to strive for the goals of a particular group" with the attitudes 
of the 'morale index' relating to factors like aetuds of p~ent, poeaibili 'ty 
< 
of expressing biaself through SU4Jgestion, general working conditione alld 
facilities. and supervision. It is more than likely that these twe concepts are 
distinct in th•selves and independent from each other, and therefore CSDilot 
be confused w1 th measuring one and aeardl'l6' tb.e other. 
Katzell • a Defi:ci tion 
IC&tzell (1958) conceives of 11l0rale1 as a hypothetical 
construct that is used to account for intel'-group differeneces in effectiveness 
and direction of behavior under given stimulus colldi tione. He defines aorale as 
"a conidtion of congruent ra~tivation amonc meabers ef a group, resulting in 
relatively high levels of energy-expenditure toward COIIIIOn goala having 
positive valence" (p. 73). In contrast to the previous defini tiona which defined 
morale in nHd satisfaction tara, ~s defini ti0n is worded in motivational 
tems and is group rather than individual oriented. Katzell incorporates into 
his defini t;t.on five supposedly measurable identities inherent in the concept 
and which are claimed to account foi• differences in effecti venese between groups 
under a particular stimulus si tuatioa, Viz.~ 
l. The m•bers' understandjng of an¢ identification vi th group goals. 
2. The extent to which the incentive syatea provides positive rather than 
negative or no reinforccentsa or at least pN&ises to afford such 
reinfercementa. 
3. The degree to which group objectives are realised. 
4. The oohesi Teaess of the group. 
5. Level of job satisfaction, viewed aa a function of the relatiTe level• of 
' I 
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individual goal realization and frustration. 
While ; and 4 are inferable through observation and may 
be said to be manifestations of morale, 1, 2, and 5 are related to the intrinsic 
state of the individuals and is aeeessible but not necessarily inferable thro\l8h 
observati.on. The extent towards which the incentive system provides reinforcement 
can be viewed as contributory to morale, but it is not quite the same as a 
manifestation, which is an aftel"-effect of this state called 'morale'. While 
there may be a negati Te reinforcement, for ex~~mple being underpaid as in war 
time condi tiona, 'morale' can still remain high, as was obvious in the British 
crisis during the Second World War. The variable 'level of job satisfaction• is 
again operative outside the concept of morale, as far as the distinction between 
1 contributing to• and 'manifestation of' is concerned. Even Katzell points to this 
by saying that "high job satisfaction alone is no'i high morale, for the 
former may result from realization of peculiarly personal goals vhile the group 
goals are ignored or minimally tackled" (p. 73). People with high job satisfaction, 
in terms of realizations of individual goals and beneficial rewards do not 
therefore necessarily possess high morale, for exsmple, .American G.I. in Vietnam 
compared to the Viet Conga. Contrariwise, people Yi th low job satisfaction can 
have high morale,. as for example in times of crisis people can maintain high 
morale because of the presence o! a common goal., rather than that of satisfaction 
vi th the type of work that they have been alloted to do • 
.All-ill-all Katzell proposes a rather good definition 
that is founded on realistic and solid grounds. As in all hypothetical constructs 
the construct validation is made effective through what Cronbach and Meehl (1948) 
referred to as a 'nomological network'. Hence, "learning more about a construct 
is a matter largely of increasing the defini tenees of the components of the 
netwol'k, through observation or measurement of relationships. The measurement 
of morale is, then, a manifold. We must endeavour to measure ea~ of the 
several variables and attributes that are comprised in our conceptual network, 
and to ascertain their intel"-rBlations. It is my suggestion that ve cannot 
really measure morale by less than this~ (Katzell, p. 73). However, we are far 
from pursuing this course of action wi tli the. study of marale at this stage. 
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Conclusion 
In summary it appears that Guion 1 s definition takes the lion 1 s 
share of cri tici~. The main criticism here is directed at the conceptualization 
of morale as an individual attriwte defined in tems of satisfaction. It mey be, 
that underlying this concept, the authors im.plici tly accept the :fundamental 
asi!Waption that a satisfied worker would inevitably make the attempt to improve 
perfomance, or that motivation is seen to have no direct relationship wi. th 
morale at all. Defi.ni tiona of Guion, Gordon, and Morse lead us to question 
these eupposi tione. 
In Morse's conceptualization it is found that satisfaction is not 
directly related to performance. Wernimont et al. (1970) also found that 
motivation and satisfaction are two different concepts. lf morale is defined 
in terms of satisfaction instead of motiTation, the question is inevitably 
asked as to whether any objective indicator in terms of job behavior could 
ever be relevant. However, there must surely be some grounds for believing 
that morale is initially conceptualized upon the basis of some recognizable 
criteria, either of the individual or the sroup, and therefore upon some more 
tallgible grounds. If satisfaction is morale and morale is satisfaction, then 
the controversy surrounding. the definition of morale is irrelevant. In fact, 
the use of the word 'morale' becomes redundant since one could simply call 
this state of affair just 'satisfaction'. Morse's defini :Uon enters into 
thi.s dilemma, and the same is also true of Gordon's. 
There are difficu.l ties inherent in defining morale in tel'lllS of 
satisfaction. Gordon' a defini ti.on helps to bring '\his out. According to Gordon, 
morale is better understood if it is defined in terms of satisfaction wi iill 
intrinsic needs, instead of satisfaction with everything in the worker's 
environment as proposed by Guion. The controversy is therefore found in deciding 
which satisfaction ~actors are relevant to the concept of 111.0rale. The Tarious 
defini tiona based on the r satisfaction model' have revealed that the selection 
of factors are based very much on subjective ·preferences. Problans also arise 
with regard to whether individual needs or some sort of universal need system 
(e.g. Maslow's catM@rization), primary or derived needs, are relevant to 
the concept. There is actually no way in wbich the criteria· for the inclusion 
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of the type of need8 fGr the concept of morale can be argued conYinci:cgly. 
Most of the detiD:i. tiona under review are subjected to 
cri ticisas either because they are ~en as an attribute of the individual or 
tp;y are defined in tel'DlS of satisfaction. Morse, in the att-.pt te be freed 
fro• the first criticia is atill guilty of the second, and so is Viteles. 
Stagner,. in tryiJl4it to free himself from both became entangled in probla~~s of 
clarity and other coaplicati.ons. Katzell finally represents an all-out att•pt 
to get awey from both cri ticiaas. He puts the 811pbasis on the group and defines 
the concept in motivational te1'118. So far, Katzell's definition appears to be 
the most acceptable, but nevertheless needs to be further expanded. ~e arguments 
for a detini tion of 'morale • based on these linea of inquiry will be presented 
subsequentl;y. 
II. THEX>RIES OF JOB SATISFACTION- A CRITICAL REVIEW 
The prille concern in the 
atlldy of job satisfaction lies not so much in its definition but in its 
development, dyn.allics, and general impact on work behavior. In so far as job 
satisfaction is an affective state, different theories are offered toaccount 
for the presence of this state, its arousal under the wozid.ng en'firoaent, 
and finally its effects iA tams of job behavior. The following are aoae of 
the more prominent theQries proposed to account for job satisfaction. 
Morse on Job Satisfaction 
· According to Morse (195'), satisfaction arises wha 
there is a .:.aatch between what a person vanta (what he asplhrea for) and what he 
gets ( 1 environmental return 1 ). What & person wants or what he aspires for is 
related to need satisfaction. The nature of these needs is acquired through 
the process of learnin&• Thua "i4e socialised adult ••• does not behave in tema 
of a simple set of instinctual drives,. but rather in tems of highly deriTed 
needs wbich are developed through leami~" (p.31). Morse is actually talking 
in tenas of discrepancy occurriDg between what a person desires (moderated by 
derived needs) and what he gets, to account for satisfaction, when she states, 
"• •• the greater the llllOW!lt the individual gets, the &;reater his satisfaction, 
and at the sam~ time, the more the individual still desires, the less his 
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satisfaction" (p.38). This descrepancy is reflected through wha'& Morse refers 
to as 'tension level1 • Thus "tension level refers to the present condi tiona of 
fulfilment or unfulfilment of needs ••• Satisfaction is the individual's 
perception of the tension.-level within him" (p.32). 
Using the above fundamental hypothesis and the concept 
of tension level Morae developea a mathematical model for satisfaction. The 
amount of satisfaction is therefore measured by i) how much the person' 8 
needs are fulfilled by being in & particular situation, that is, how much his 
need tension is reduced, and ii.) bow much hi~:~ needs remain unfulfilled. The 
formula for satisfaction proposed by MOrse is tbu8~ 
s (satisfaction) = f(T1-T2) - f(T2) 
where T1 is the individual's iDi.tial tension level, or strength of needs, 
T2 is the tension level after being in the si tua.tion• 
f(~-T2) = the amount of tension reduced= amount of 'environmental return'. 
A value~ 0 signifies satisfaction, whereas a negative term denotes dissatisfaction. 
From tbia theoretical formula Morse hopes to evolve 
an operational formula which could be subjected to measureaent. The 1 enviroDIIlental 
return • Eli i.e measured by questions like 'How much chance do you think you haTe 
of being promoted?", and the initial need tension lev:el T1 is measured by 
questions like 'How important is it to you to be promoted? •. The final teneion 
level is obtained froa T1-ER. Therefore, the operational fonoula is: 
S (satisfaction) = ER- (~- ER) 
In Morse' e fundamental hypothesis nothing explicit is 
eaid about job satisfaction; one is then forced to usume that she is referring 
to general satisfaction. Bu.t when she goes on to define morale ae " ••• the 
amount of satisfaction achieved through being h a social organization" (p.l2) 
and goes fUrther to outline four indices of satistaction related· to the job 
situation, one is incl.ined to thiDk that satisfaction under this context is 
taken to mean 'job satisfaction•, although one is uncertain. Thue, 'job 
satisfaction', according to Morse, is satisfaction with intrinsic content of 
work, company invo1vement, financial and job status, 8lld prid&--in-group perfol'llallCe. 
In the attempt to tie satisfaction with morale Morse has made the dimensions 
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of job satisfaction too restrictive and narrowing down the relevant factors to 
only three. Job satisfaction under the current context is equated vi th morale 
or vice versa. Tbi.s being the case either job satisfaction or morale under the 
present context is inadequate to account for the phenomena in question. 
Wolf on Job Satisfaction 
Wolf's (1970) theory arises in the attempt to reconcile 
the contradictory findings associated vi th Herzberg et al. 1 e two-factor theory 
on job satisfaction. Herll~c et al. did not actually propose a comprehena:i ve 
theory to account for the dynamics and arousal of job satisfaction, but merely 
states the contention that only intrinei.c factors can lead to job satis!action 
and hence motivation. Other studies show that e&trinsie factors can also lead 
to satisfaction. In the effort to reconcile Herzberg's contention and other 
contradictory findings associated vi tb. it, Wolf makes use of Kaslow1 s concept 
of need hierarchy to account for the findings associated vi th Herzberg' e two-
factor theory. 
According to Wolf's view, satisfaction results from 
the gratification of any needs baaed on Kaslow' a concept of need bierarclzy". 
Satisfaction is greater when e. previously ungratified need is gratified than when 
a previously gratified need is gratified on an on-gt>ing basis. Dissatisfaction 
however results ei tb..er from the frustration of the gratification of an active 
need or from an interruption or threatened interruption to the continual 
gratification of previously gratified (lower level) needs. Satisfaction therefore 
assumes a hierarchy and this is used tO explain the contradictory findings 
associated with intrinsic and extrinsic factors., 
While it is proper to account for the discrepancies 
in results associated with Herzberg's theory, Wolf does not have to keep within 
the framework of Herzberg' a two-factor theory to evolve his own theory on 
job satisfaction. Thus vi th Wolil1 s theory "'both the context and content elements 
can serve as both satisfiers and dissatisfiers" when the above hypothesis is 
taken into consideration. In this case, why keep the dichotomy of context 
and content factors at all? Why take Herzberg' a two-factor theory as a point 
of departure and why use ~1aslow' s concept of need hierarchy? Al3 it is, Wolf' a 
concept of satisfaction and dissatisfaction is still evolving around the orbit 
of Herzber' s wo-factor theory, instead of contending merely that. job satisfaction 
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~see ftom satisfaction of needs and frustration of these needs lead to 
dissatisfaction. Wolf is one dep ahead of Herzberg, l::ut by restrict:i.Dg hie 
condition for dissatisfaction within the framework of the two-factor theory 
based on a hierarchy he makes the evaluation of his own theory, quite apart 
from the interference of controversial points in other theories (e.g. the 
hierarchy nature of Maslow's needs), dif!icul t. 
Koman on Job Satiafact:i.on 
The basic hypothesis of Konnan (1970) is: 
"All other things being equal, individuals will engage in and find satisfying 
those behavioral :roles which will maximise their sense of cogni ti.ve balance 
or consistency" {p.32). 
The anphaais is based on self-evaluation and self-
perception. W~th regard to job satisfaction it states that "the individual will 
tend to choose and find most eatisfy:i.IIg those job and task roles which are 
consistent with their self'-cogni tion. Tlms, to the extent that an individual 
has a self-cognition of himself' as a competent, need satisfying individual, 
then, to that extent he will choose and find most satisfying those situations 
which are in balance vi th these self-perception" (p.32). 
Job satisfaction is thus defined in motivational 
terms. In fact, job satisfaction and motivation to perfo:rm are intricably 
interwoven together. An individual will choose a job or task that gives him 
satisfaction and he will perfonn the task well if perfozmance happens to be 
consistent vi th his aelf-cogni tion. Konnan gives three ways in vhich the self-
image can be influenced. This is related. particularly to being a competent need 
satisfying individual which thus detennines the manner in which he can be 
satisfied. "First, a relatively chronic level of self-esteem ••• that is, a 
relatively persistent personality trait that occurs relatively consistently 
across various situations. Second, one' a self-perceived competence may be 
conceived as concerning a particular task or job &t hand •••• .Fi.nally, one's 
aelf-esteea. is aleo a function of the expectaions which others have of us" (p.32). 
A modified diagram of Korman.' s for job satisfaction is show belov: 
Self 
Three types of ~Estes 
influences System 
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Satisfaction when perfonnance 
is satisfying {indicate 
~ Performance self - High Performance 
<
competence) or fulf¥ needs of 
Dissatisfaction when performance 
is unsatisfactory {not indicatiTe 
of competence) or does not 
fulfil needs of self 
Poor Performance 
In Konaan' s theory performance is e.en both as an 
antecedent and a consequent of job satisfaction, moderated by self-cognition. 
It is implicit in this that satisfactory perfoxmance inevitably gives rise to 
job satisfaction. By thi$ Korman restricts job satisfaction to job content. 
and intrinsic job factors. Job satisfaction, holdiDg cons~t need satisfaction, 
is satisfaction with the content of the work. BeariDg upon this point the 
concept of job satisfaction in Korman's theory is too restrictive to be tally 
acceptable. It is implicit in Koman's theory that satisfaction is an expected 
outcome consequent to performance and therefore perfo:mance is guided by this 
expectation. There are, however, doubts reprding expectation as a necessary 
antecedent of satisfaction. Self cognition implies the operation ot: conscio'aBileH 
and there are reasons to doubt whether consciousness is in fact necessary for 
satisfaction to occur. 
Conclusion 
From what can be ga'l;llered about the three theories under feview 
satisfaction is invariably conceptualized u a state of the individual, 
consequent. upon the satisfaction of some needs. Accordi:ng to Morse, these 
come in the fom of indi Tidualistic d.eri.ved needs acquired through lea.rn:ing. 
Korman does not sepcify the nature of these needs nor how these needs can be 
c~fJ&Orized. Perhaps Morse's hypothesis can contriwte to Ko:raan• s theory in 
this regard. Korman puts the emphasis on the person's awareness of these needs, 
and satisfaction is a consequent of an act executed by the individual to 
satisfy these needs guided by self-cognition • .A.ceordiD« to Ko:rman, satisfaction 
is morellikely a consequent to performance or performance is a result of 
eatisfaction; but according to Morae, performance does not necessarily giTe 
rise to aatiefactioo/dissatisfacti.on, or vice versa. It is essentially on this 
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point that the two authors differ. Wolf does not enter into this dispute 
uplici Uy,. but makes a statement to t.b.e effect that satisfaction should not 
be conf'u.aed vi th motivation. Wolf,. however, differs !rom Morse by accepting 
Maslow•a concept ef i UDiversal need. hierarchy which is contrary to Morae's 
individual acquired need SY'etG • .But unlike Keman who says that satisfaction 
is acquired through self-cornition and Morse vbo says that it is due te 
'environmental return',. Wol,! does not hypothesize how thee needs are satisfied. 
Perhaps these more specific points by both Korman and Morse rather than 
contradict Wolf'' s theory will add to a better understandina of job satisfaction 
in Wolf's context. 
Hevever, whatever deficiencies these theories may have 
they all do contribute t& a more compreheasive picture of what job satisfaction 
is. Although the picture is still incoherent aDd. incomplete, there seaas to \>e 
general sgreement on the point that satisfaction is an individual state (i:.e. 
an affective state) -sud that this is derived f'roa the satisfaction of needs. 
Fllrther than this, whatever theory mq be presented is aerely a presen~tion 
of hypotheses, which is i tMl+ open iio IIPecalati.on. 
Ill. TfiEX)BIES OF MDTlVJ.TION ,APPLICABLE TO INDUSTRY - .A REVIEW 
I!Pectanct Theory on Motivation 
The basic fomulation of the expectancy theory 
states that the strength ot tlle tendency for the individual to perfom a 
particular act is a function of a) the strength vi th which he expects certain 
outcomes to be obtained from the act, multiplied by b) the attractiveness to him 
of the expected outcomes. The relevance and usefulness of this theory tor 
understandj nt_ work behavior in organization have been danonatrated by Harkman 
and Porter {1968) 1 Georgopoulos, Mahoney, and Jones (1957), Galbraith and 
Cummings (1967), and e:z:emplifiecl in Vroom's (1964) bOok "Work and Motivation". 
However, there is more elaboration in Vroom's 
theory than the basic concept. In VroOIIl's theory the attractiveness of an outcoae 
is called 'valence' '• 'Valence• also covers the 'anticipated satisfaction from 
an outcome• {thus relate tt to 'job satisfaction•). 'Jib satisfaction' represents 
til• Talence of the job to the person, but having avalence doe• not necessarily 
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denote job satisfaction. The valence in job satisfaction is confined to the 
objects the person possesses or events which come within the sphere of past 
experience. Vroom's theory on motivation is mounted on two propositions, based 
on· the fundamental concept of 'valence': 
"Proposition l. The force on a person to perform an act is a monotonically 
increasing function of the algebraic sum of the products of the valences for 
all other outcomes and his conceptions of its instrumentality for the attainment 
of these other outcomes. 
Proposition ·2. The force on a person to perform an act is a monotonically 
increasing :function of the algebraic Slim of the products of the valencee of all 
outcomes and the strength of his experiences that the act will be followed by 
the attaiimlent of these outcomes" (pp.l7-18). 
Proposition 1 simply says that the valence of an outcome is the sum of the 
likelihood of the other valences as a resul.t of the desired outcome and is an 
addendum to the basic concept set out above. Proposition 2 states that the 
greater the sum total of valences of any outcome, ~e more apt is for a person 
to take action. 
The expectancy theory bears heavy emphasis on 
cognition. The term 'valence• comes under the category of 'incentive', •attitude', 
t expected utility', all refeiTing to affective orientations towards outcomes. 
Other concepts like •need', •motive•, 'value', and 'interest• are broader terms 
and refer to ~e strength of desires or aversions for large classes of outcomes. 
The concept of 'valence' in Vroom's theory is therefore refeiTing to the 
affective statea associated with the cogni ~ion of a person towards an outcome, 
and is in no way directly connected with 'need satisfaction'. 
Incentive Theory on Motivation 
Some contemporary incentive theories were 
formulated to account for the lack of responsiveness of some people to incentives. 
Notable among these attempts has been that by Lawler and Porter (1967) and 
Lawler (1970), who hypothesized that incentives will have little effect is 
people believe that they are incapable of the necessary level of perfonnance. 
The spha!lis lies in conscious awareness of perfonnance goals and the differential 
effects of incentive systems. "This suggest that people set perfonnance goals 
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for themselves when they are in a given situation and that they are motivated 
to perfona in accord with the goals they set. Thus, conscious thought proceeses 
are related to motivation and therefore motivation presumably can be influenced 
by affecting the kind of goals people set for themselves11 (Lawler, 1970, p.229). 
Lawler conceptualizes two systems of motivation 
operatiDg 1fi thin the individual,. one i6 more susceptible to direct incentive 
systems and the other less eo. In hypothesising an incentive theory Lawler in 
fact borrows he&"lily from the ex:pectanoy notion of the expected outcome and the 
valence of ~als. The distinction is between the extrinsic motivation system and 
the intrinsic motivation system. The extrinsic motivation system is orientated 
towards what it seems to be Herzberg' a notion of extrinsic or context factors, 
while the intrinsic motivation system is directed at intrinsic or content factors. 
While Herzberg talks about these in terms of satisfaction and dissatisfaction 
as derived from these factors, La'!f'ler talks about these in terms of motivation 
due to incentives under the two eystaas. The difference between the extrinsic 
and intrinsic motivation systEIIlB lie in the differential effects of incentives or 
rewards, and the influence of P ~ ·o by E +- P. A diagrammatic outline of theae 
two systass is necessar,y to bring out both these two points: 
Observed and Actual Internal 
t-'<:- experiences in VI!S jAJlityl 
similar si tuationa External 
-¥ ~ ill X ~aE +- p' X lz.((P r 0) ( v)] ~ I Effort I+ I Performance! 
t 
" f 
.~ 
Self 
Estes 
Extrinsic Motivation Model (p.229) 
Observed and Actu Internal 
VS 
External 
Instrinsic ~tivation Model (p.233) 
Problem I 
solving 
approach 
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The most important point to note in these two models is 
the two factors that are said to influence the str&llgth of a personrs motivation 
to perfona effectively. The first of these is E .,_ P, the person t s belief that 
his effort can be conYerted. into performance, and the second is (~ ~ o)(v), 
the net attractiveness of the events that are felt to stEm from good performance. 
The sequence leading to final performaDCe is influenced by other factors, for 
exaaple, past learni~~g experiences, level of self-esteem, ability, and personality 
factor li.ke internal vs external control. 
Conaistency Theory on Motivation 
The underlying concept in the calisietency 
theory is that :Man is 'conl!listen~•, and that perfo:rmance is circumscribed by 
the perceived consistency with self-cogn.i tion and task evaluation. Koman (1970), 
and Locke (1968) are two of the main exponents of this concept. 
Something of Korman• s theory has already been 
expressed as part of a theory on job satisfaction. Korman's theory takes job 
satisfaction, work performance, and vol'k choice as dependent variables upon 
self-cognition, and he incorporates these into a comprehensive conceptual 
framework. With regards to motivation to perfom Korman states that an "individual 
will be motivated to perform on a task or job in a manner which is consistent with 
the self-image with which they approach the task or job situation. That is, to 
the extent that their self-ooncept concerning the jo~ or task situation requires 
effective performance in order to result in 'consistent• cognitions, then to 
that extent, they will be motivated to engage in effective performance" (p.32). 
The anphasis is on self-cognition and self-evaluation. Thus a person vi. th high 
esteem will perform difficult tasks so as ·to enhaDee this self-image. According 
to ~rman the level of performance can be manipulated, depending upon the type 
of self-esteem a person hQlds. Korman outlines three types of influences on self-
esteem., i) an enduring and persistent. personality trait across various situations, 
ii) task-related self evaluation due to learning experiences or certain 
characteristics to the task at hand, and iti) as a function of expectations f'roa 
others. Manipulation of task to increase performance is most effective if it is 
made in accordance to these three classes of self-esteEm. The general idea ie to 
enhance and cu1 tivate the self-competence of these individuals to be consistent 
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with their self-images. 
Locke (1968) on the other hand proposes that 
motivation to perfom. is a function of the goals which a person sets for 
himself'; that is, the higher the goal, the higher the performance. The 
fundamental asSUDlption is that an individual's conscious ideas regulate his 
actions. The view held in this theory is that goals and intentions are important 
determinants of task performance and are also mediators of the effects of 
incentive system on task performance. Upon presentation of an incentive 
system a person evaluates and developes goals and/or intentions in response 
to this evaluation. A sequence which does incorporate Korman1 s schema is outlined 
by Locke as follows: 
Environmental Goal 
events (e.g. incentive) +-- Cognition ~ Evaluation ....:,.- setting ..,_ Perfom.. intention 
Conclusion 
t 
Locke' a 
emphasis 
In the review of the theories on motivation one gets the impression 
that everyone is saying roughly the same thing, except that each exponent bears 
oh a different emphasis. All these .different emphases seem to belong to a 
sequence of events, starting from a state of the indindual and goig through 
to performance. The expectancy theory concentrated on the anticipated outcome 
and attractiveness of outcomes. The incentive theory embodies this, but elaborate 
further to account for differential. effects o! incentive systems or rewards. 
And finally, the consistency theory also takes into account of the expected 
outcomes, but it centres on self-este-. systems and self-evaluation of taek: 
relevant situations, Blld attempts to include job satisfaction. Borrowing 
Lawler's schema as an illustration to cover all these Elllphases, the Tarious 
theories outlined here on motivation can be seen to fit thus: 
vroom' s empb.asis 
_____ ¥'___,,....., Needs 8.---- ~[(P + O)(V ~- Incentives 
~al setting -~ , !. •Ocke~ • / t___ ;'f"' l I Self-este~J --4 Korman's emphasis Lawler's apluuds 
4 .... Maslow's emphasis 
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IV. SUMMARY AND DERIV.Ai'IONS 
From the revi.ew of defin:ltiOIU!J and concepts the 
following are some of the conclusions that ean be aeri ved: 
.&Dong the varioue definitions o:! 'morale' tbe 
group-orientated concept is foUDd to be liiOre realistic. Katzell 1 s defini ti.on 
o:f:'fers us an ineigh.t 'into the right direction in which the 'group 1110rale' can 
be conceived. The review has outlined various theories accounting for job 
satisfaction, but the question is inevi.tably poeed as to whether a theory 
is essential at this stage. !lore realistic question ought to be directed at 
asking "What is 'job satisfaction' and how i" is to be defined?" and "What are 
the areae of investigation?", instead of outlinill& the dynamics of job satiefaction. 
There il!l one aspect of job satisfaction that can claim comannali.ty with all the 
theories, and that is, job satisfaction is inTariably referriDB to an affective 
state. All motivation theories are interested in the dicrepancy between a state 
of the i:Odi Tidual and the state ot: the enviroDIIlen.t. What all the theoriius differ 
in are the mechanisms underlying the effort to reduce this discrepancy, and 
there are also differences in opinion as regard to the classes of needs that are 
responsible for the 'tension state• of the individual. 
The n .. ei ty is therefore found in findi~ lo&iea.l : 
and acceptable defini tiona of morale and job ~tisfaction, to delineate the areae 
of investigation for both, i.e. defining the relevant factors for each of the 
concepts. It is also required to find out the typee of needs that are relevant 
to an individual at work. There is no need to hypothesize a theo~ on motivation 
for the worker in industry at this stage and it is emphasized that no special 
motivational theory is necessary for a ll8n at worlc. Part II will go into these 
areas of conaideration and the hope is to find clarity amidst the confused state 
of affairs. .Proza what have been learnt ill Part I this is the least that could be 
expecteQ. 
-0 A ;& .L 11 y a:-
-9~ -
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I. INTRODUCTION 
It waa BlUil (1968) who pointed out that the teniS • job 
satisfaction' and •morale' are n6t syno.nymous and therefore no justification 
can permit them to be used interchangeably. Katzell (1958) ill the Morale 
SyJiposium said, " ••• we are guilty of flaQ' semantics when we label job 
satisfaction surveys as •morale surveys'" (p. 72). Guion (1958), in the same 
Symposiua, was alSG aware of the con:f'u.si6n broU&ht about by the use of the 
two tams. but unfortunately he did n0t su.cceed in clarifying the issue. 
Morse (1951), even tholl8h defining 'morale' in satiBf"action te:ma, nevertheless 
realized that tlie ;wo concepts are quite different~ but sgain was not Sllccessf'ul. 
in differentiating between them. Thus there are some realizations, even though 
only giving lip services in certain instancea, that the concepts of 'job 
satisfaction• and 'morale' are to be differentiated. 
Likewise, Blum cautioned us not to confuse attitude with 
job satisfaction. He aa:id, "All attitu.de is not job satisfaction, although it may 
contribute to job satisfaction since th~ iatter is comprised of a number of 
attitudes. Similarly, job satisfaction is not the s8lll.e as industrial .orale 
although it .~~~q contriwte to JROrale" {p.~65). The relationship between 1 job 
sati8faction1 , 'morale', and 1 attitude• with regard to behavior will be discussed 
subsequently, bUt in the meanti.ae it will suffice to note that attitude is 
taken only as a means through which job satisfaction and morale are being measured. 
Even in the area of au vation :many researchers make the 
Ilistake ef using the concept of r job aati~actiont, or 1morale' as part of the 
concept of •motivatioa•. Inherent in this view is that a satisfied worker i• 
motivated to achieve a high degree of perfonunce, or that good 110rale is 
conducive to a job well-done. Thus certain measures of need level, e.g. security, 
autoDODY, affiliation, aobievement, etc., are conceptualized as 'job aati.sfaction 
factors, or else inherent in the concept of morale. AJ3 late as 1970, Ford 
and Borgatta adopted the view that "a prominent theory •phasizes the desirability 
of haTiDg •ployees .oti vated th:rough getting satisfaction with the worlc" (p.l28). 
l':>rd and Borgatta went on to explain, "if' work can be shaped in such a wq that 
it provides greater satiaf'action tor 'WOrkers, than the level o£ ll.oti.vation 
through satisfaction from the work itself is raised." (p.l26). 
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There are, however, maDY valid arguments brought forward 
to support the vin that 1 job satisfaction' or 'morale' is not motivation or 
even necesaari.ly motivational. Wernillont, Toren and. Kapell (1970), in a study 
compar.i.D& the state of personal satisfaction vi th the motivation w work, 
concluded that "it is incorrect to use the .tenu 1110ti vators' and • satisfi.era' 
interchangeably" (p.95)., illplying that the motivational property of a set of 
job factors ~t be taken for granted. The two concepts are not idtmtical, 
even tho\18h they mq be con:tingent with one another. Lawler (1970) commenWd 
that "it probably is U,... that under eerta:in condi tioils satisfaction mq be 
related to perfol'lll8Dce11 but thi.• does not mean that i~ is a cause of per:to:ns.anoe• 
(p.225). Ko:num (1970), on the othe~ hand, hypothesi zed that perfomance caa 
lead to aatisfacti.on or that satisfaction ari2!18s as a .result of need satiaf'action, 
bu.~ nevertheless realized that the two concepts are independent. With regards 
to •orale, Krech and C;utoh:field (1948) hd.. this to say, "there is obvious 
danger in ascribing the quantity of work output of a group endeavour directly 
to the level of urale of the group" (p.407). They went on to give the e:umple 
of the Ge:rmans, who, duri:lg the Second World War, managed to maintain bi.gh 
level of prodnction at a time ef desperate oondi tio:u and lew •orale. All 
these false USWiptiona, or perhaps lack of theoretical considerations, have 
rewl ted in the compilation. of a large nUJtber of misguided information .. 
Conceptually, it seems rather tenuous to assume that 
'job satisfaction t has moti vati.onal property, least of all being concei. ved as 
synonyaoua with aotivation.. Job satisfaction, by definition, ia an affect 
following upon an end-state, while motivation is a force ( 'drive•} to achieve 
and end-atate. All such, an indi. vidual at the instant of measurement mq be highly 
satisfied with his job, yet his •otivation mq oot be present.-centrari:wiae, he 
ma_y have a high moti Tati.on but quite likely he aq not. find satisfaction with 
his job. 'Morale', on the other hand., is an 1obs~able1 phenomenon of a group 
and a eypothetical oonstluct havi%l8' certain at~bu.tes. It is not a mechani• or 
a process oausi:lg something to happen in that that BOmething is dependent on it 
solely for bei:lg caused. Rather11 it is the resultaJtt phenomenQ& o_f something 
that has happeruid or is happening. As such. •morale' lUcy' contribute to motiTation, 
bu.t in itself is not motivation or necessarily motivational. 
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The point is made here that a distinction between 
something and what is contributory to that something is not necess¢ly the 
same t.htac· Thus 'morale' may be contributory to beha'Vior, or that perfonnance 
can influence satisfaction and vice versa, and satisfaction may be contribltory 
to morale, but satisfaction is not motivation and morale, and to go a point 
further, morale is not motivation. :further~ a distinction is also made between 
what is a cause and what is contributory to something. In otbsr words, it is 
incorrect to say that high productivity, low turnover, and low absenteeism is 
'high morale' and vi.ce veraa, or even to say that 'high morale' causes hisb 
productivi.ty, low turnover, ani low absenteeism. It will be argued here that 
there are distinct properties associated vi tb each of these three concepts, and 
in order to study behavior in the job si. tuation these three concepts must be 
studied together. The arguments are to be based on rational grounds rather than 
on ad hoc asswapti.ona, and this will be supported by the present state of 
empirical studies which have already been shown to reveal a wide range of 
conflicting reeul ts. 
That there is a confusion in the use of terminologies and 
great overlapping of areas, which has in the past caused many isBUes to be 
unresolved, bas already been shown in the previous chapter. The first job in 
this study is therefore to try defining what we mean by 'job satisfaction', 
'morale', and 'motivation', 1d tb a rigor that is perhaps needed .if we are to 
avoid jumping into the bandv~n. This attempt will be made in as far as any 
rational mode of thought is possibie, and the hope is to minimise the overlaps. 
The ideas underlying the arguments to be presented are not 1 new' • In 110st 
cases they have been borrowed from authors wherever they are found to be 
appropriate for the purpose of a coherent presentation. Since Blum has given 
us some good leads upon the subject matter, what he said will be used e:r:tensively 
as a guideline in the theoretical formulation that follows. 
II. DEFINING THE AREAS OF STUDIES 
Job Satisfaction 
The very term 'job satisfaction' lacks adequate definition. 
Most attempts at analysis agree that there are many facets to this term, and 
---- "·---------- -- - --~,- ··------
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that 'job satisfaction' is not a unidimensional attitude. A simple breakdown 
would show that there can be satisfaction with the specific activities of the 
job, often referred to as 'intrinsic job satisfaction', with the place and 
working condi tiona under which the job is performed, or with specific factors 
such as economic rewards• security, or social prestige, or other categories. 
Blum (1968), however, attempts to summarize these different aspects of job 
satisfaction into three main areas, namely specific job factors, individual 
characteristics, and group relationships outside the job. From. the previous 
survey of studies it is seen that job satisfaction factors are often 
distinguishable through a dichotoDzy" of classifications. From a broader view-
point perhaps it is better to look at job related factors from thre~ different 
areas: specific job factors influencing the individuals, individual ohal:acteristics 
and outside factors influencing job satisfaction, and finally, group influences 
upon the individual. Since individual characteristics and outside factors 
cover a wide range of variables, and from the practical point of v:i.ew their 
effects on job satisfaction would be rather difficult to assess, job satisfaction 
as in this study is delineated only as a study of specific job factors related 
to the immediate job ai tuation. Singer (1961) makes the point that such a 
concept as individual 1 s personality factors is 11al together too broad to be 
useful. in experimental work" (p.27). The effects of group influences on the 
indi'viduals are brought to bear, as in this study, upon the concept of morale, 
as it is defined. The case for this will be presented in subsequent discussion 
on 'morale'. 
The assessment of job satisfaction is oft~ and if 
not only, effected through the elucidation of attitudes as measured by the 
interview or questiomiaire methods, and it is often in reqp~ct to certain 
relevant job factors. Blum defines 1 job satisfaction' as "the result of various 
attitudes possessed by an employee. In a narrow sense these attitudes are related 
to the job and are concerned with such specific factors as wagee, supervision, 
steadiness of employment, conditions of work, advancement opportunities, 
recognition. of ability, fair evaluation of work,. social relatione on the job11 
prompt settlement of grieTanoea., fair trea"bnent by employer, and other 
similar i tams'' C .•• 364). While Blum's esaphalia and oraentation may be in the 
.... ~ .... ___ .... ___ ... 
--
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the questionnaire method, is a measure of an affect in relation to job factors. 
Blum is found to be inconsistent in this regard. While he cautions us against 
treating job satisfaction as an attitude, the phrase in his definition of 
job satisfaction 1 the results of various atti tudee ••• ' is in fact nothing 
but a collection of attitudes in various areas as he so specified. .Aey'thing 
more specific than that, such as satisfaction must only be an affect, is not 
taken in to · considers tion by hi a definition. He has thus succeeded in confUsing 
himself as well as many readers. 
The nezt question is: 'What exactly is this affect 
related to?'. This foms the second part of our inquiry. Blum's offence in 
this second point is not very great, except that, while having reviewed and 
I5Uliiiila:H.zed all the releTant job related factors found in the concept of jow 
satisfaction, he is not able to be more amphatical about the content underlyin« 
his own concept. Thus in the StllJIJiarY of the factor analytie&l studies, he ou~ 
lines, in agreement with Vroom, the following job related factore~ 
1. Attitudes toward the Company and Company Management. 
2 • .Attitudes toward promotional opportunities. 
3. Attitudes toward job content. 
4. Atti tudee toward eupervi.sion. 
5. Atti tudee toward financial rewards. 
6. Atti tudee toward wo:rld.ng condi tiona. 
7. Attitudes toward co-workers. 
In his own definition Blum outlinee a different set of factors, a set which 
has yet no empirical foundatione of its own. His non-emphatic position is 
further revealed by him mentioniDg the phrase " ••• and other similar items", 
thue making his definition rather ambiguous vi th regard to relevant job factors. 
When the question is asked 'What is the affect 
of job satisfaction related to?', the answer should be straightforward. It is 
related to the job IIi tuation, therefore job related factors. Other inclusions 
brought in, for instance personality factore and outside factors, will only 
add to confound the is~me. Job satisfaction, as measured through elucidation 
of attitudes in reference to a specified group of job related factore ('content' 
of satisfaction that ie related to the job) by use of the questionnaire method, 
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attempts only to measure the affect towards these sets of !actors. The job 
satisfaction questionnaire ie used to find out whether there is this affect 
of satisfaction or dissatisfaction present wi. thin the individuals, and 
consequently within a group. The ca.ueee of job satisfaction canD.ot be gauged 
from this aort of study alone, nor is it the intention of this study to inter the 
causes from the measures of job satisfaction by use of the questionnaire method. 
The causes of job satisfaction as distinguishable from the affective component, 
are discoverable and confidently inferred only through some other means. In 
other instances where the method of study of job factors, other than the use 
of attitude measurement (e.g. by manipulation of factors and assess the effect 
of this on job satisfaction) is adopted, these same job factors may be found 
to be the causes, but under the present method this line of inference cannot 
be used. 
Attitudes, by definition, is "a relatively enduring 
organization of beliefs around an object or situation predisposing one to 
respond in eome preferential manner" (Rok.each, 1968, p.450). The important 
point to note here is that attitude has three components - a cognitive component, 
an affective component, and a behavioral component. Thus, essentially measurement 
of attitudes can be in no way said to elicit the 'causes• of either the affect 
or a disposition. It may, however, reveal the disposition to act in a certain 
direction, and thereupon cause other potential behavior to be manifested, but 
the attitudes so uncovered are not the causes of these see attitudes. As it 
is defined, the subject matter (i.e. the factors) is only a target object towards 
vbich an attitude is formed, and not *be cause. The factors drawn from factor 
analytical studiea cannot be said to be the cau.ses, just ae it is abi!Ul'd to 
assert that the factors found in 'intelligence' measures constitute the causes 
of intelligence. The !actors found in 'intelligence' are only attempts to find 
out i.ts content, and not its causes. 
Thus from the above arguments one must be made aware 
of the great controversy surrounding job satisfaction studies, and this is, the 
issue of studying the 'content' of job satisfaction vs. the study of the causes 
of job satisfaction. This distinction has never been made in past studies, and 
when one looks back to the past studies often one concept is assumed to be 
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identical with the other. Again, an incorrect assumption made in maDy of the 
past studies is that job satisfaction in itself is motivational (e.g. Herzberg). 
The lack of considerations in these areas may account for the failure to 
establish consistent findings. The theoretical consideration, or lack of it, 
in mBilY studies are taken for granted and never questioned, and as a resu.l. t 
concepts are taken up from etudy to study without cvosa-checldng for 
dissimilarity ar irrationality. 
· For the purpose fo this study 1 job satisfaction' is 
defined along the same conceptual line as 'intelligence•, that is, 'job 
satisfaction• is taken aa only a measure of the •content• of an affect in 
relation to a specified group of job factors. The measurement of attitudes 
toward these factors is therefore eypothesized to reflect on the individual's 
affective state called 'job satisfaction'. A specified group of job factors 
is therefore seen as being the content of job satisfaction, just as a group 
of abilities is seen as the content of intelligence, This being the case, the 
following sequence of events applies: 
Causes t t 'Job satisfaction' 
summa e o C8U8e --Y--- (Effect?) 
A conglomeration of An affect (in 
interacting factors - relation to 
individual need system, specified areas 
personality factors, of the job) 
demographic variables, 
social factors, 
cultural factors. 
If job satisfaction is fowtd to be only an affective 
state (as distinguishable from being a dispoai tion) , then it has no motivational 
property per se, thus (effect?) in the above paradigm. The notion of job 
satisfaction, however, can be viewed as some kind of reinforcer or reward syet• 
upon some action. With the present study we are only interested in the other 
end of the system, that is, the effects of job satisfaction or dieeatisfaction 
may have on job behavior when operating with other eysteme (e.g. 'morale' and 
'motivation' in this caee), that is, we are interested in the output rather than 
the input. 
Before going further to fonlally define job l!atiafaotion, 
another important point must be streesed. The content of job satiefaction, tnat 
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is, the job factors, is found to be both socially and culturally determined 
for a particular group of organization. Consequently, i.t mq vary slightly 
between organizations within one social context and markedly b&tween cu.l tu.res. 
In a survey of study conducted by Whitehill (1964) meaeuring various areas 
of attitudes between workers of Japan and u.s., it was found that, in contrast 
to the Al!Lericans the Japanese placeloyalty above that of other considerations. 
Other factors are also found to vary with cultures (e.g. Singh and Wherry, 1963; 
Farber, 1953; Fleishman, 1963). Just as each man is an individual, the concept 
of 1 job satisfaction• differs with each individual and differs from group to 
group - that is why in mo.st studies the factors underlying the concept of 
job satisfaction are found to be different, because the concept as defined 
for a group nom is socially and culturally dependent. This contention i.s 
supported by studies conducted on the relative importance of factors. The 
expectation for a unitary system that could be generalized across all situations 
is unrealistic. In this study the individualistic nature of organizations and 
the cultural cont8%t in which job satisfaction is measured are being stressed. 
For the purpose of the present study, • job satil'Jfacti.on' 
under the current context is defined as "the affective component of attitudes 
toward specific job factors such as CompaDY and Management, Wages, Promotional 
Opportuni tiel'J, Job Content, Sup~ni.sion, Working Condi tiona, and Co-workerl'J". 
The reason fo:r the inclusion of this particular set of 1 
factors l'Jeen as relevant to the concept of job Mtisfaction il'J due to the fact 
that, in the overall review of factor analytical studies these factors have 
been found to be most releTant, at least among Western culture, as represented 
by the U.s. who is leading in this field. Since Australia has a similar sort of 
culture to the u.s. it is asBUIIled here that these same factors are relevant. 
Other influencin& factors a.ffectiDg employees• a.tti tudes of job satisfaction 
such as age, health, sex, temperament, desires and level os aspirations, family 
relationships, social status, recreational outlets, education, activity in 
organizations e.g. labour, political, or social, plus others, can only be termed 
ae either personality factors or outside !actors. Their effects are only 
secondary to those caused by job factors, if the latter is found to be the cause. 
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It is argued here that the overall effects of these personal.i ty and outside 
factors are neverthele8s reflected through the effects they have on attitudes 
towards specific job factors. Job satisfaction,. having been defined as an 
affective state is a meaeure of this affective component of attitude towards 
factors that are immediate to an employee in the working ei tuation. Individual 
personality and outside factors are assumed to have a bearing on job satisfaction 
insofar as it influences the person's affect towards his work. Per8onali ty factors 
may be a cause of job satisfaction but it ia not the aim of this study to go 
into the underlying causes of job satisfaction per se, but only to elicit the 
affect. Personality and outside factors will therefore manifest themsel vee in 
the form of either a positive or negative affect, and as it is defined, in 
relations to some specified job factors. 
Thus, conceptually job satisfaction is defined as 
an affect towards job related factors. Operationally it is defined in temi!J of 
a group of job factors assumed to be of fundamental importance to the workers on 
the job, under a defined social and cultural milieu, and hypothesized to be 
related to the areas of study in which we are interested. Thus the operational 
delineation of areas of study would state on a priori grounde. (this is because 
no comprehensive study has yet been made with regard to job satisfaction factors 
within the Australian worker population) the important areas previously found to 
be mh!lt relevant to the worlcers on the job under a similar social and cultural 
environmen~. Job satisfaction, under the present context, does not constitute 
a study on its causes and there is no attempt to present a theory on job 
satisfaction as such. Its effect on job behanor is seen as operative only 
indirectly and understood only within the total f'rallework of its interaction 
with 'morale' and 'motiTation•. 
To BUll up, in the measurement of 'job satisfaction' 
we are in actual case measuring the attitude about the job• organization, and 
other factors related to the job context. The measurement of these attitudes are 
hypothesized to reflect on the individual affective state, so called 'job 
satisfaction•. The validity of this assumption is based upon the premise that 
job factore may contribu.te to or cause the elucidation of this affect. Job 
eatiefaction, by itself, as conceptually ~efined, is not moti vati.on and therefore 
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has DO motivating property. High 'job satisfaction' does oot motivate behavior. 
However, job satisfaction JnS¥ have an effect on behavior, provided an associated 
motive is activated. Job dissatisfaction, when activated by a motive would 
guide the manner of behavior. We can only say, on the basis of a job satisfaction 
score, tbat the individual is 1 highly satisfied t, 'moderately satisfied' , or 
1110t satisfied' with his job. What he intends to do about it depends on hie 
level of moti vati.on. 
Morale 
The categories of defini tione of 'morale' offered by the 
Conference held under the Sllapices of the Division of Anthropology and Psychology 
(refer back to laet chapter) are found to be vague and full of morally 
evaluative connotations, which wul.d make a translation into measurable behavior 
very difficult. Other more measurable definitions are found to be inadequate in 
one aspect or another (see under cri ti.cal discussion on 'morale' defini tiona). 
The intention here is to try to arrive at a definition more acceptable than 
those already discussed, and one that would perhaps be free from as many 
criticisms as were directed at the others. 
Beside de.fini tiona offered by psychologists who are 
interested in measuring 'morale' empirically, there are defini tiona found in 
dictionaries which give the meaning o.f the word 'morale' as it is used in 
everyday language. It is here that we hope to .find the essence of the actual 
meaning of 'morale' uncontaminated by 'experimental manipulations•. The followiDg 
are some of the meanings of •morale' offered by the varioue dictionaries; 
''Moral condition, especially (of troops) as regards 
discipline and confidence" (Concise Oxford Dictionary). "The state of the epiri ts 
of an individual or group, as shown in willingness to perform assigned tasks, 
confidence, cheerfulnes8, and discipline" (The American Heritage Dictionary of 
the English Language). "A confident, reeolute, willing, often self-sacrificing 
and courageous attitudes o.f an individual to the function or tasks demanded or 
expected of him by a group of which he is a part, that is based upon such factors 
a8 pride in the achievements and aims of the group, faith in i tl!l leaderl!lhip 
and ultimate success, a sense of fruitfUl personal participation in ite work, 
and a devotion and loyalty to the other members of the group" ( Webster• s 3rd 
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New International Dictionary). 
Two of the Dictionary of Psychology offer the following 
meanings of 'morale': 
"The individual (or more generally the group) attitudes 
in respect ~ confidence, perseverance in work, and adherence to idealt!ll ( Wt.UTen). 
"A prevailing temper or spirit, in the individual fomi.ng a group, which ie 
marked by confidence in the group, self-confidence with respect to one's role 
in the group, group loyalty and readines~ to strive for group morale" (English 
and English). 
Putting aside other i.S81lea, the most co.IIIDlOn element that 
can be found with these defini tiona ie that 1110rale1 is invariably defined in 
reference to a group. The issue that 'morale' can be an individual concept 
(i.e. an individual state, or what Child previously refert!l to a~ the individual-
organi• Emphasis) is be8ide the point and not under dispute here, W.t that 
both 1 individual-vi thin-group morale' and • group morale' , if theee two tenas 
may be allowed to be used here in accordance with Child's categorization, are 
both defined in reference to a group is something undeniable with these defini tiona. 
The individual-organic view of 'morale' finds little or weak: support from these 
defini tioruJ. The controversy BUl"l''unding these defini tiona is therefore not 
between •morale' conceived aa an exclusive individual state and other concepta 
of 'morale', but between the 'individual-within-group' and 'group' emphasis. 
The common element with the latter two disctions is still directed in reference 
to a group. 
Taking 'individual-within-group morale', the states of 
the individuals are arri.ved at in reference to a group, that ie, the individual 
state in respect to 'confi.dence in the group', 'faith in leadership', 'loyalty 
and devotion to group members' , 'adherence to group aims', etc., all being 
properties of the group. Thua the confusion found in many defini tione which 
emphasize the 'individual-organic' view is not so much measuring the individual 
state as such, but is an inability to specify what this state is in reference 
to, or else a tenous assumption is often made that 'morale• as e10 conceptualized, 
being an individual state, can be related to anything in a person 1 s environment, 
whether at work or otherwise. 
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Confusion has also been found to belie the 'group morale' 
concept. Since individual-within-group morale is arrived at through assessment 
of the individual states in reference to certain group properties (presumably 
a composite score on attitudes), how is 'group' morale assessed? Because of 
this problem many authors have gone so far ae to designate 1 group morale' to 
mean only an objective assessment of group properties, thus use of objective 
indices. Bl.wa (1968) was very muddled in this regard, and it took Singer (1961) 
to point out, quite legitimately, the confusion underlying Blum's reasoning. 
Singer critically states that "• •• when one turns to Blum's discussion of 
measurement of job satisfaction in the individual and morale as a group phenomenon, 
the methods used are almost identical.; the difference that vae painstakingly 
made in the first place is completely lost, and the operations to measure the 
two concepts are the SBIIe" (p.3o). The concept of morale appears to get oogged 
down when authors fail to reconcile the issues of conceptual definition and 
the method of assessment. Singer criticizes Blum for being inconsistent in what 
he claims to be a proper assessment of morale and the method he recommends. Blum 
said that morale is a compoai te expression of the attitudes of the various 
individuals within the group in the aoove specified areas. Later he went on to 
say that industrial morale is definitely not an average of the individuals' 
attitudes. Yet he recommends the use of attitude scales in questiollll8ire and 
interviews as the best measure for group goal, progress towards goal, and 
meaningful participation. The difficulty is therefore found in the contradiction 
between a composite attitudes of individuals being a measure of morale and the 
average inc;li vidual attitudes as not being a measure of morale. According to 
Singer these two distinctions cannot in effect be upheld in practice. The 
following dia~on will attempt to bring conceptual clarity into these two 
major issues. 
The two points that have been derived so far in our 
discussion are that •morale' ia defined in reference to a croup towards certain 
group properties, and that even within this one concept two orientations are still 
possible, one being based on the 'individual-vi thin-group' emphasis and the other 
ia on the 'group' emphasis. The next important question is, how can these two 
emphases be differentiable within the one method of assessment. The ansver to 
' 
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this question will refute Singer' e cri ticiem, because underlying this Singer 
takes the concepts of 1 indi Yidue.l-wi thin-group' and 1 group' emphases to be 
dietinguiahable only through two different methods of assessment. Taking the 
one method of eeessment, that is, measurement of attitudes, the following 
outlines the distinctions made between the three categories o~ 1110rale' so 
fs.r under discussion: 
'Individual-organic' - 'morale' based. on individual criteria with no reference to 
a group {an attribute of the individual) • .Assessnent 
through individual attitudes toward job factors or 
personality factors. In this case, 'job satisfaction' is 
no different to 'morale'. In some oases 'morale' • 
avera&e or composite score of individual state wi. th no 
reference to a group, or just individual standard score. 
'Individnal.-wi. thin-group' - •morale' is based on individual subjective assessment 
of group criteria. Sometimes this is used to match 
wi. th the group's defined criteria, aJS in StaBner' I! 
concept. In this case 'morale' = composite score 
of individual subjective assesl!llllent on a zmmber of 
criteria. 
'Group morale' - 'morale' is still based on individual assessment, rut use is 
made of the individuals' objective assessment of group criteria. 
While the 2nd category giTes the definition a personal or 'private•· 
tone, this definition is founded on a more impersonal and 
tobjective' basis. 'Morale• in this case = consensus opinion 
regarding the group on a number of criteria or the composite 
attitudes of the individuals' objective assessment on a number 
of group criteria. 
Perhaps an example will draw out the distinctions between 
2 and 3, 2. I. feel that the group objectives have not been met. (use of personal 
pronoun). 
3. The.members of the work g:roupz, (or ve feel) that the group objectives 
bave not been met. (use of collective pronoun). 
Even Blum aay call this distinction hair-splitting, but is one way in which Blum 
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can hope to get out of his own inconl!dstency. The distinction ie however quite 
valid. Very often an individual is known to s~: "I think this is how it 
should be done .... bn'& the majority does not agree". In reference to one of the 
group criteria as defined: "I feel that the group's objectives have been 
achieved •••• but unfortunately many of my workmates do not share this view". 
This sort of distinction is not uncommon in everydl\f" life. The individual is 
clear about this distinction. He is aware that there is a group pressure 
acting on him, and he is also aware that he, as an individual. has his own 
opinion concerning a variety of thil:lgs which is not eha.red by the majority of 
the group members. The distinction in 3 also measures the extent of identification 
with the group, or in some defini tiona is also regarded as a congruent state 
of the individual with the group, or the 'we-feeling'. This conceptualization 
is more conducive to 1 group' morale and the concept of 'morale' itself. It 
is an established fact in social psychology that majority of the individuals 
conforms to group pressure. If' an. individual is asked about his feelings toward 
certain areas in which the group is concerned, the individual inevitably would 
try to adopt the group attitude. On the other hand, if the area of interests 
bears no concern with the g.roup the individual could very well express his own 
attitudes without fear of censorabip. Thus, even within the one method of 
assessment,. two sub-categories of the concept of 'group morale' can be reconciled. 
The use of different methods of assesl!lment is centred 
on whether 'morale• i.s conceptualised as a by-product of atti tudee or the 
by-product of behavior. As most of the defini.tions of 'morale' reveal the 
concept is more akin to being a by-product of attitudes. Even the sociometric 
metho~.raquires the elucidation of certain dimension of attitude. Co.nsequently 
the use of objective measures has validation only when it has been established 
that this individual state is the cause of a corresponding behavior. Otherwise, 
objecti.ve measures of 110rale hav:e no conceptual foundation. 
Blum (1968) definea •morale• as "the possession of 
a feeling on the part of the employee of being accepted by, and belonging to 
a group of employees through adherence to common goals and confidence in the 
desirability of these goals" (p.365). He goea on to emphasize that "industrial 
' ~ ' 
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morale is a by-product of a group and is generated by the group" and !Oei 
further to elaborate that it has four deteminants - feeling of group aolidari ty 
(group cohesiveness), need for a goal, observable progress towards the goal, 
and individual participation in meaningful tasks necessary to achieving the 
goal. 'While in job satisfaction Blum says that i:t ~'Sethe result of various 
attitudes, 'morale' as eo defined by him, is the possession of a feeling .. 
Having argued convincingly that job satisfaction is the measurement of an 
affect towards relevant job factors, Blum apparently has the two concepte 
reversed. While it is more appropriate to speak of job satisfaction as an 
affect, 'morale' c81lll0t be said to be just a feeling. It is more appropriate 
to sa:~, in this case, that 'morale' is actually the result of various attitudes 
such as towards group sol~dari ty, the need for a goal, observable progress 
towards the goal, and individual participation in meaningful tasks towards 
the attainment of the goal. AJJ ao defined, 'morale' vou1d then have a 
dispositional component as well as an affecti Te component. Having a disposition 
to act in a certain direction would therefore have the potential for behavior. 
Allowing 'morale' tZ' have a disposition would make room for the inclusion of 
objective indices as eventnalnnean:ingful measures of 'morale'. Thus 'morale• 
can be said to have motivational property, in contrast to job satisfaction. 
The individual's extent of identification with the 
group in some specified areas is therefore defined as 'morale'. Operationally 
certain factors associated with the properties of the group are viewed to be 
relevant to the concept of 'morale'. 'Korale' is therefore defined as "the 
resultant attitudes of employees toward group solidarity (g;roup cohesiveness), 
need for a goal, observable progrees towards the goal, and individual participation 
of meaningful tasks necessary to acbiering the goal." This definition of 'morale' 
. . 
is produc1?-on-or:i'entated and therefore has a direct bearing on productivity. 
High morale, as so defined, would reflect high productivity and vice versa. 
AJ3 can be recalled this concept of 'morale' bears upon 
certain eimilari ties vi th Katzell's definition. Factora outside the job, though 
having an influence on morale (such thiDgs as personality chuacteristics, family 
background, community membership, etc.), is considered secondary to the group 
within the job situation, because it is essentially the working group that has 
I 
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a direct influence on the individuals at work. It is undeniable that social 
groups do exert a strong influence upon the individual to conform and the 
group most relevant to our point of investigation is the work group. An 
individual may feel dissatisfied with his job, yet morale may still be high. 
Contrariwise, all the workers may feel satisfied with their job, yet morale 
may remain low. In one instance, a single individual's low morale may not 
have any influences on the group morale, because there is little identification 
with the group or vice versa. In another, an individual or a few members may 
raise the morale of the entire group provided such members are influential 
enough. 'Morale', as defined under the present context, takes all these points 
into consideration. 
Motivation 
The view that material incenti vee can engage people 
to increase production has not always been substantiated in fact, even though 
management still uses these offerings as a mean to spur production and often 
attribute production increase to than. Since Taylor's (1947) time, it has often 
been assumed that the primary reason for people to work is to make money. There 
are now evidences, however, to show the falsity of this assumption. Industry 
has apparently overlooked the complexity of human motivation, and often 
, erroneously oversimplified the view that there is a linear relationship between 
monetary rewards and a motive to perfom. More erroneous is the assumption that 
job satisfaction is the cause of motivation. It is also erroneously Msumed 
by management that a different and perhaps simpler motivational system applies 
to a man at work and that this can be generalized across situations. BlU11 said 
that "man in industry is just as complex as man in any other phase of life, 
' . 
and any attempt to reduce his behavior to a single system of motivation must 
results ,in artificiality and narrowness. Man has many motives, and unless we 
reoognise tlie part played by each one we cannot possibly begin to understand 
his behavior" (p.329). 
It is not the intention here to present a theory on 
motivation because to do this would add to the already voluminous wri tinge on the 
subject; but only to stress the complexity of the concept, and in addition try 
to find a baseline through which this complea:i ty hopes to unfold. Motivation is 
t 
l 
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basic to all men and perhaps all animals, and is part of Man wherever he may 
be, whether he be at work or in the home. A man on a job never works in a 
vacuum., nor does he works under a different motivational process. A man• s 
conflict in industry is just as real and complex as a conflict that a 
psychologist or psychiatrist studies in his office. The neede for a man in 
industry are just as basic to the needs he requires as an individual. To this 
end therefore, no new motivation theory is required solely for a worker in 
industry. To create one is only confound the issue that so many theories on 
motivation have already subscribed. 
The EDphasis, when it comes to studying motiYation in 
industry, is therefore not one of hypothesizing a different motivation theory for 
a man at work, bu.t to :took at the relevant· factors in the job situation that 
contriwte to the process of motivation that is already found :f'unctioning. The 
question ought to be asked: "What are the fac:i;ors peculiar to the working 
enviroDment that contribute to satisfying an individual's ba8j.c motives?". 
Known or unknown to the person these job factors are contributing to satisfying 
his more basic physiological needs and the social drives operating in him under 
a wider context. AIJ Blum noted, the vocabulary of motivation is large and i.t 
includes terms like motives, drives, .needs, purpose, desire, goal, preference, 
choice, perception, incentives, &to. Sometimes these terms are used to mean the 
same ~. even though there are slight differences in meanings. $pace does 
not penni t us •• to go into the different contexts in which these terms can be 
differentiated. o~ point, however, remains clear. Regardless of the individual's 
placement and involvem.ent, a person always has a number of motives, or drives, 
or needs, etc. Whether under conscious awareness or otherwise these motivating 
'elements• act upon the individual to behave. It is therefore safe to as8Ullle 
the presence of some motivating 'elements' operating at all times and in all 
places. The concept of needs is therefore basic to motivation theory. The 
problem is to be found in selecting the needs most relevant to a man at work. 
A1J Vi telee (1954) commented "In dealing with probl,.ems 
of motivation in industry there is a wide acceptance of the view- inherent in 
a number of motivational theories - that seeking or avoidance (i.e. the action, 
the behavior) is associated wi. th the existence of a tCI.sion system, or state of 
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disequilibri;ua, which the organism seeks to restore to a state of rest or 
balance" (p.73). Atkinson and feather (1966) define a motive as a "disposition 
to strive for a certain kind of satisfaction" (p.l2-23). The same authors go on 
to state that "the general aim of one class of motives, usually referred to 88 
appeti tea or approach tendencies, is ~o maximize satisfaction of some kind., •• 
The aim of another class of motives is to minimize pain. These have been 
called aversiorus or avoidant tendencies" (p.l3). The motivational basis :for 
the conception of needs is therefore fourul in the concept of teDSion or 
aroU8al states, brought about by an imbalance or disequilibrium in the system. 
A person is therefore hypothesized to be motivated to correct any such 
imbalances or disequilibria. The motivational cycle for behavior undergoes 
three stages ot operation, first there is the need or motive - a state of 
physiological or psychological imbalances - and then there is the response -
an action directed towards alleviating the imbalances, and finally there is 
the attainment of the goal - the object of the motivated behavior- which 
briDg8 about relief. The motivational baeia of need is widely accepted by many 
psychologists in ~±te of criticieats here and there. AB Viteles points out 
that "it is increasingly recognised that the solution of problE!IIlS of production 
and morale in industry involve the close consideration of the wants (needs) of 
the workers which reflect either previously established tension systems in the 
individual or the effect upon him of the immediate social si tu.ation" (p. 73). 
The greatest variant is found only in the conception of 
different kinds of needs found functioning in the human system. Freud, for 
instance, sees three kinds of innate needs or drives - biological, se:mal, 
and aggressive drives. For Rogers !~an is equipped with a self-actualization 
potential. For McClelland Man' e needs come in many forms, among these are the 
needs for nurturance, compliance, achievement, affiliation, and power. All 
has one concept in common and that is, a discrepancy between some sort of 
expectatioil (or 'state of the organiem') and the 'environmental return', 
hypothesiEed to give satiation. Motivation is the consequence of this state 
of affair striving towards satiation. What theories differ is in the sequence 
where discrepancy leads to satiation, and the classification of needs or drivee 
on the question of what is basic and what is acquired. 
·---·-----· -- --------------- ---
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Maslev (1943) has p.Npoaed a set of needs which is 
found w hav~ great relevance ia industry • aa well aa in ordinary life. The 
important thiDg about Mulow•s theory, aa it is llypotheeized, is not se IIU.ch 
his classification syatea but the hierarcbical structure of these needs. 
While there is logical reuon to hlPotheeize the 'hierarchy 9f needs• then ia 
dif£ioul ty arisi~ froa this when it is applied to real-life situations. 
Unf'ertunately • the hmaaB ayst• hu not bee found yet to be so higllly 
structured u to obey the loaioal and predictable sequence ot events. There 
are in tact avenues open to the indi. 'Viduala to enable hia to nuctuate and 
vary in a wide range of motiTea at aDY parlj.oular tiae. There are evidence 
dGRonatrated to show the :aiaoenception of the hierarchical structure ef 
llaslew' s ne.U. Hall (1968) , for inatance, in a stu~ to teet the hierarchical 
struc'blre of Maslow's needs found. no evideace to support this ooDtention. .ls 
loDg as thia controversy hangs in tb.e backgrouncl it is not the intention ot 
this study to assert Maslow• a theory in ita enti;nty. The releTant part of 
Maslow'• theory aa uaei in tbis study lies in the acceptance of the classes 
of needs. These needs are therefore seen aa useful bases to look at the vorkera' 
aoti vational syst• iD the in.clustrial settiDg. 
Maslow proposes the follolfiJ&g classes of needs: 
1. Pbysiological needs, 
2. Safejy needs, 
3. Social aeeds, 
4. Ego needs, 
5. Sel.f-fulfil.llent needs. 
Hovever, Perter (1961, 1962, 1963a,b,c) who conducted 
extensive studies, applying Maslow' a theory to the industrial setting, aade 
certain modificationa to the classes of needs. Porter added an additional 
category of autonomy needs aDd also did not inclu~e any questions dealing with 
pbysiological needs. Since physiological needs are presumably well satisfied i n 
aftluence societies like u.s. and .Auatralia, their inclusion woul4 appear 
irrelevani and un:aecesaary to the respondent. Thua, following Porter's revised 
version of Maslow• s needs, the needs found to be most relevant for the 
individuals in the industrial setting are: Security Need, Social Need, Este• NeeG., 
..J 
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Autonomy Need, and Self-Actualization Need. This classification is therefore 
used as the basis of our investigation. These classes of needs are therefore 
ueed as the baseline, along with 1 job satisfaction' and •morale', through which 
ve hope to understand the motivation of Man at work. 
The Interlocking of Sretems 
In order to understand the interplay of 1 job 
satisfaction', •morale' with the level of needs, it is necessary tO" rei terata 
what have been said regarding these concepts. •Job satisfaction' is an ·.end-state, 
arrived at after a motive hae been fulfilled. It is only an affect and hae no 
motivational property per se. 'Morale• is hypothesized to be a group phenomenon, 
exerting pressures upon the individual to confol'Dl. AB such it has sn affective 
component as well as a diepoeitional one. The affect is an objective expression 
of the individual towards the •esprit de corps', and the disposition is centred 
on the sum total of the group pressure. Level o! needs denotes the state of the 
individual, having a motive to act in certain directions in order that the state 
of 'tension• (physiological as well as psychological) can be reduced. Taking 
level of needs from a group, it signifies the resultant needs of the group 
expressed by a composite score of the individuals within it. The envirooment in 
which the individual works may or may not provide for these needs. Depending on 
the amount of 'environmental return' and the 'level of need' the motive to 
strive or to avoid is being determined.. The level of motivation therefore depends 
on the level of need within the individual and the things in the immediate 
vorldng environment that can satisfy this need. 
However, it must not be taken for granted that once 
the enviroil!llent can satisfy these needs there is going to be a complete reduction 
of need level. The worker is essentially functioning in an open aystan, whereby 
the level of needs is maintained by outside considerations, being injected into 
him from outside his working enviroment. He may therefore find satisfaction for 
a particular need in the working ei tuation, but nevertheless his level of need 
and therefore his motive, may remain high. 
' l 
It is emphasized here that satisfaction, level of motive, 
and morale are only relative tems. There is actually no such thing as complete 
satisfaction but only satisfaction in reference to a particular group or individual, 
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or some other frame of reference. Likewise, the level of needs never disappears 
completely, but is only being maintained at a lower level as oompared with some 
other needs (thus leading Maslow to conceive the hierarchical nature of need). 
Morale, again, functions in relations- there must be a norm through which this 
j.s being compared. The relative aspects of these concepts can never be overstressed. 
In this stud,y j.t is important to stress that the findings be specified in 
reference to a particular group and as3Ullle an individualistic character in as 
far as this comparison is concerned • 
.An individual or a group can hope to find satisfaction 
for the needs o~y within certain restrictions. Thus an individual cannot hope 
to aspire to be a manager if he has no qualifications for the poai tion. Hie 
self-actualization tendency can only be expressed in his perfozmance at work or 
be displaced onto some other appropriate activities. In addition to the restrictions 
imposed onto bim by the nature of organizational structure, a person i.e made 
to conform vi thin a group. The primary social group can therefore exert a 
profound pressure upon him to act in a eertain direction only, in order that 
hie needs can be satisfied. 'Morale' , as so operationally defined in this study 1 
is production orientated and therefore restrictions come in the fonn of increased 
production. High morale is then a consensus exertion upon the group mEI!lbers to 
perfont well in order that majority of the members' needs can be satisfied. The 
operation of forces for the individual to act in certain ways in order to satisfy 
his needs still applied at the level of the group. Here, all the individual has 
to do is to make hi.s needs congruent with the needs of the group. 
Job eatisfaction by itself, as it is defined, is not 
motivation and therefore bas no motivating property. At best, :it can be seen as 
an reinforcer to behavior. Thus the more satisfaction an individual finds when 
certain behaviors are manifested, the more likely they are to occur. COnsequently, 
there appears an indirect relationship between job satisfaction and behavior. 
Job dissatisfaction can be rleved as a type of t:ruetration and therefore reinforce 
avoidant behavior. While satisfaction i.s a paeeive term in that the things in tile 
environment can only subscribe to increased satisfaction, dissatisfaction is an 
active term which instigate actions. Dissatisfaction can therefore be viewed. as 
a state of frustration in the striving for the f'ulfi.lment of need•• Ae such, 
• 1 
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dissatisfacti..on bas a more direct relevance to motivation, since dissatisfaction 
reflects a 1 tension state•. This tiev is opposite to that adopted. by Herzberg 
who saw that the t sati.sfierst as having motivational property and the t dissatisf'iers' 
as simply 1 bygienee£actors•. Nov, taking the present line of inquiry it seems 
more logical to adopt the view that the state of dissatisfaction ought to be 
motiYational in tems of reflecting a 1 tension state' and satisfaction is only 
a state of acquiescence. 
Finally, it must be stressed that the indhidual does not 
operate in a closed systEm under the 1JO%k:i.ng situation. How the wol'k:er reacts to 
the si tuati.on depends on many variables and amollf; these are the danographie 
variables such as age, sex, educational back-ground, personality trai. tso However, 
these variables exert their influences only as jmput to the system (refer back 
to theoretical oonsideration for jhe concept of job satisfaction). The individuals 
bring the demographic variables into the situation and nevertheless reflected 
through their scores on job satisfaction, morale, and motivation. As far as 
job behaviors are used to relate to these attitudinal dimensions, the influences 
of demographic variables beoome irrelevant and redundant. Demographic variables 
affecting job satisfaction, morale, and motivation form another part of the study 
and are therefore of D£> great ooncern in this study. 
it 'H v d-
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I. AN OVERVIEW 
The theoretical oonllliderati.ona in the last chapter lead 
us to expect certaia outcoaes when two extreme groups, selected on the basis 
of contrastinc indices in job behaviors, are compared. Thus when two groups 
are selected on the basis of a dichotomi.zed set of job behavior indices, such 
that there is one with low productivity, high turnover, high absenteeism, and 
the other wi#L high productivity, low tumover, low absenteeism, ther'e would 
be a statistically significant difference in their oTerall atti to.dea measuriug 
job satisfaction, aorale, and. motivation. It ia to 'be expected that one 
group would find more satisfaction in certidn areas than the other group. 
Likewise, we would expect the morale of one group to be higher than the other. 
The level of needs would also be expected to differ, as would the 'environmental 
retumr, end consequently the level of 110tives. These attitudinal differences 
between the two groups would then be considered as characteristics peculiar 
to each group characterized by their respective job behaviors. AJq tendency 
to generalize from these findings to other aimilar instances (e.g. acroaa te 
other groups in different orgaD:i.zation), bowever, would have to be approached 
with aaution, since the emphasis here ia on the ind:i vidualistic nature of 
groups and of orgami.zation on an on-goillg basis. Thws there lligat be ditferencee 
between groups in an organization, but aa mflllbers of the same organise.tion we 
wuld expect similari ti.es, and acrou erganizatiou we wuld again expect 
disaia:i.lari.ties. lioweYer, it is essentially the differences between groups 
within the one organization in which we are il].terestei. 
From the precedi:cg section we see that there are a nuaber 
~f related aspects of job satisfaction, morale, and motivation. The etate of 
• job satisfaction' is measured by seven subscales and these are: Coapany and 
Moagflllent, Wage, Prospect of Promotion, Job Content, SUpervisioa, Co-Workers, 
and World.ng Conditions. • .. rale' is JaeUUred by fO\U' su.bscalea, operationally 
I 
defined as Group CohesiTeneaa, Need for a Geal, Progress toward Q4)al, and 
Meaningful Task. The concept ef 110ti.vatioa ia aeasured by the level of needs 
alld the envirolllllental return, thus gi'Yi.Jag rise to the measurement of level of 
motives. The classes of needs hypothesiseci to have a beeri.J.'lg in indust;ey" are 
those outlined bJ' Jlaalow (1943) and Porter (1961. 1962, l963a,b) and these 
I 
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include Security needs, locial needa, Eateea needs, AlltoDOJIY needs, ad Self-
Actualization needs. Our main interest is to derive independent concepts lfhich 
aeaaure these different aspects of the job situation. The basic assuaption of 
this thesis is that 'job aatis:tao"t?-on•, 'DWrale', an4 1110tivati.on' are 
dit·terent concepts; it is expected that the subscales would be related to 
each other in a greater d~ within rather than across diaenaiona. Thu• the 
subscales CoapaDY and Manage~~ent, Wage, Prospect of Promotion, Job Content, 
Supervision, Co-Workers, and Working Condi tiona, within the dimension of 
'job satisfactiont would be expected to have at least .a higher average 
intercorrelation coefficient t.h8n their average intercorrelatio:u with the 
sub•cales of 'morale' and 'motivation'. Likewise, it is expected for the subscales 
in the dimeasions of 'morale' 8Ild 'motivation• to have higher intercol'IIEtlation 
coefficients within each of the diraemrions than across th-. Just bow job 
satisfaction, •orale, and motivation are related to each other specifically 
haB to be put off at this stage. It is essentially the ai.a of this study to 
investigate how they may be relatei. We ue not interested in the questioa of 
cause-and-effect between attitudes and specific instances of job behavior at 
this stage. In order to test for a cause-and-effect relationship, a more 
oomprehensi ve study would be required, together with a more c011plex design. 
Since •morale• has been defined in producti'Vi ty tame, 
we would predict that the group vi th a high producti Ti ty record would manifest 
high morale. It •&¥ be possible that. turnover and absenteeiea operata differently 
to that of productivity • but dlle to the lim1 tations imposed by time and 
comple.xi ty of operation, this facet of co-variation between job behaviors has 
been left out in this study. There is, howeTer, reason to believe that 
absenteeiem mq be a JUDifestation of turnover, but. agai.Il this study does not 
intend to look into thi•. It is therefore aaauaed that turnover and absenteeia 
go together (whether this is eo rema:i.lls to be tested), and that productivity 
ia a different diaensioa that tanctiona quite indepehd.ently troa the other tw. 
For this 'reason• we make the prediction that high produotin ty is related to 
high morale, un'der the present context in which 'morale' is being def:i.DK. JQb 
aat;lsfactioa, we as8Wile, interacts with level of motivation, giving rise te 
turnover and abaenteei•, or both. Wore specific testa of these intricate 
• I 
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relationships between job attitudes (in the form of three different· dimensions) 
and job behaviors will be recomr&end.ed as part of a further study to be presented 
at the concluding part of this study. 
Thus, sumaarizi.ng what has been said, the followi.lltg are 
the derived hypotheses that will be tested at this a.~e: 
m.. That the intercorrelations between subscales 1fi thin each of the dimensions 
will cluster together more than they would acrose dimensions. Specifically, 
it is hypothesized that the average intercorrelation coefficients of the 
subscales within each of the d.i.meDSions of 'job satisfaction r, 'morale' , 
and 1aotivation' would be higher than the average intercorrelation coefficients 
of the subscales across dimensions. 
H2. That there will be a significant difference between two groups of subjects, 
selected on the basis of opposing measures on productivity, tunlover, and 
absenteeiSIIl, on the areas of a) jeb satisfaction, b) aorale, ua c) level 
of motivation. 
These are only general motheses. Specific hypotheses 
will becoae apparent when the reaul ts ~f this study are concluded and certain 
features derived froa this study will be revealed.. Other possible hypotheses 
will ooae post hoc to the findings, to be supported or guided by the present 
theoretical construct that has been outlined. 
Atteapts will be made in this study to minimize the 
methodological problaas found 0perating iD. e1011e other studies (see methodological · 
iBsu.ea ia Part One). Thus, in order to overcome difficulties that arise When 
coaparisons are made between erganimtions, two groups will be selected from 
the aae org&Ilisation- one retleoting high productivity, low rate of labour 
turnover and absenteei•, ~vn as the 'pod group',. and the other contrasting 
'bad group' with low productivity, high rate of labour turnover an4 absenteeia. 
Many of the Tariablea fo~d operatiDg 1fi thin these two groups would then be 
under control since extraneous variables, e.g. Coapaey policy, criteria aeasures 
of job behavior, general layout of the job situation, etc., wuld be held 
constant. J.:rJy differences between the two groups on job satisfaction, morale, 
and motivation would then preauaably be attributable to the controlled vm'iables 
of productivity, turnover, and absenteeiem. 
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Sine~ no euitable instrument exists to cater for the 
present study, and no standardization has yet been done with the Australian 
wolicer population, it is intended here to construct a new set of questionnaires 
for measur.i.Jl(t • job aati.sfaction'., 'morale', and 'motiTation'. In order for 
responses on these three climensioni of job attitudes to be comparable, the 
questionnaires are te be constructed usillg the aa:aa seal; ng method. These three 
sets if questionnaires will be treated separately in the analysia, but in the 
administration of the questionnaires to the subjects an overall questionnaire 
form is presented, lfi th the i tEllS from these three dimensions randomly mixed. 
The procedure •ployed is essentially that devised for Likert scaling. The 
reliability of the instrwae:at is establiehe«. under stringent condi tiona required 
by the nol'!D81 procedure for atandalldization. Thus ihe second important 
methodologi.cal problea dealt with in the thesis is the construction of a 
reliable and perhaps valid ~truaent for JUa.su.r:i.Dg • job satisfaction•, 'morale•, 
end 'motivation•. Other methodologi.cal problEIIls such as 11811.pling method, 
statistical analysis, cri.teria measures for job behaviors, will oome under the 
88Jae careful consideration. 
'!bia study en'taila two stages. The first stage is a 
'pilot study•, or What is apprepriaiely called a process of standardization. 
lrom this exercise ve hope to fiDd a reliable measuring instrument for the 
three different concepts. We will also test bypotheeia m., by comparillg the 
intercorrelations of subscalee between dimensions vi th those within diaensions. 
The second stage of the . ~tudy invol vee the sGlection of two groups of •ployees 
'Within the one orgaDization, bueG. on criteria of producthity, turnover, and 
absemteeiSI1. One group should have a l:d,E;h productivity re~rd, lov rate of 
turDOver and absenteeisa {the •good group') and the other group the reverse. 
The standardized instrument is then banded out to members of these two groups 
under standard procedures. aeeul ts troa these two groups will th.n be compared 
in teras of scores obtained for job aatistaction, 110rale,., and mti.Tati.on, and 
bypothesea H2 a,b,e will be tested. Other aspects of the results will be 
analysed &114 illplioati.ena ao\18ht. 
-
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II. SELECTION OF THE TESr SITUATION 
The central interest of this stl.ld3' is on 
group behavior, and the focas of attention is drawn to the clifferenoes betveea 
two groupe i.JI. job atiafaotion, aorale, ani motivation on the criteria of 
· di.ffereace between job behaTiors. The requirement for the test situation is 
therefo~e one where there is a group effort involved in the perfomance of the 
job task, fer example, in a proctuotion-lina sort of work, where groups are 
divided into seotiona according to their functions. It is also required that 
the group be under eupervision of some kind, pemaps with a designated foreman. 
The members of the groups must be at the oocapational level of operatives 
rather than that of IIW188ED•at. For all these reasons a factory-type of setting 
was sought, and the motor industry was seeD as an ideal settillg for carrying 
ou-t a study of tbie kind. 
After se?eral unsnccessful attempts at 
approaobing various car manufacturers for pel'IRieaion to conduct the study, 
pemission was finally obtained to carry it out at British Leyland Motors. 
III. SETTING Ol THE gru))y 
The Co.:pacy- is a large, nationYide organization, 
with factories situated both in. Melbourne and. Sydney. The factory in Melbourne 
is invol veci in the aaseably of truclaJ and buses. This pa1;icular factory in 
Sydney 1~ involved in the assEDbly o! B.K.C. oars. The site of the etu.q is 
situated at South Dowlillg Stree•, Waterloe, l'l.S.W. The ~aotory itself is 
div.idM into differeat plants, each plant is involYed in the asseably of a 
ma,Jor part of the motor car. Because of limited resources, only two out of four 
plants were selected for the standardisation study. The selected two plants 
are the aost vi tal plants in the factory, one is responai.ble for the aanufacture 
of the oar body and the other manufacture the 8niine. :ror the second et.ge of 
the study two contrasting groups were· seleotefi from a thiri. plant. The Jlajor 
job• of this plant are involYed in paintinc, upholstery, and fil:id.Jlc ot doors. 
The fa~ ~loys well oTer 31000 worlatra. The two plants chosen for the 
standardization study employ• a total of ~,102 cployees. l'inally, the third 
plant haa a total populati.on of about 1,()()(&en. 
'I 
! 
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IV. THE POPULATION 
The majority ot the work8!s nre males, many of whoa were 
a European migrants who had. worked for the Company for many years. The majority 
of ihG were ill the middle tw,;q.ties and thirties, and the average award rates for 
these workers raDgea froa $60 te Ia) per week. On the whole, turnovers occurred 
only on the periphery, but the core of the a~ployees had already been stabilize~. 
General educational level of workers was below the secondm-y level. ~oat of than 
were either apprentices in some metal trades, or else unskilled workers. 
V. STAGE ONE - STANDARDIZATION OF JIIEASURING INSTRUMENT 
Const:ru.ction of Scales 
The subscales relevant to job satisfaction were derived 
from Vroom' a SUlllll8l'Y on past factor analytical studies, and these include 
Company and Management, Wage, Prospect of Promotion, Job Content, SUperVision, 
Co-Workers, Working Condi tiona. Initially, seveaty-four i tEDs were written to 
cover these areas. The i tema were either taken from previous publicatioD.IJ::; 
(especially from Warr and Routledge, 1969) and modified to Likert scale, or 
were constructed specially for the investigation. These items were distributed 
accordingly - Company and Management (12), Wage (7), Prospect of Promotion (7), 
Job Content (13), Supervisioa (13), Co-Workers (10), and Wolid.Dg Condi tiona (12). 
The subscales for morale were derived from Blum's foU%'1-
factors definition of morale: Group Coheeivenesa, Need for a Goal, Progress toward 
Goal, and Meaningful Task" Since no previous study had dealt with these areas, 
new i te~as were contzucted to measure these factors. Initially, thirty-one items 
were constructed to coTer these areas, 1fi th the following dist:rt.butioll8: 
Group CohesiTenesa (10), Need for a Goal (7) • Progress toward Goal (8), and 
:Meaningful Task ( 6) • 
The subscales for motivation or the category of needs 
were derived. froa Porter (1961, 1962, i963a,b), and these include Security Needa, 
Social Needs, Este• Needs, Au tonallY Needs, . aild Self-Actualization Needs. Soae 
of the items were deri v&d from the 1110dification of Porter• s Need Satisf'actioJl 
~estionnaire and some nre newly const:ru.cted. Within each subacale there were 
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two typea of i terns, one meaauring the leTel of needs vi thin the individual, 
and the other measuring the 'en'Vi.ronmental retum•, representing a general state 
of the enviroment that servee to satisfy this particular need. The difference 
between these give an indicatioa of the level of motive. Motive is therefore 
defined as the force arising from the reaul tant need level. Initially, there 
were thirty-six i t-.e distributed among the five subscales in the follolting 
order: Security Needa (3,3), Social Needa (2,2), Esteen Needs {3,3), AutoiWJV" 
Nee4a (4,4), and S.lf-Actualissation Needs (3,3). 
I tEDs comprising the subscalea for the three di.aensiona 
of job attitudes are shown in appendix l. The lanan~~ge o! the stat.ents was 
made as simple and unambiguous as possible so as to cater tor the workers' 
mentality and ed.ucauonal background, and also to render interpretation less 
ha~tm. So.ch jargon like 'boss' (for referring to m.an.egement), 'mates' 
(referring to co-wo.rkera), and other cul tural.ly nol'tllative words were used. It 
is to be noted that thls fo:m of jargon is OODIDlOnly used among workers in the 
factory. 
There were five categories of response for each of the 
it.s - strongly agree, agree, undecided, disagree, and strongly dill881'ee. The 
Sllbjects were required to underline each of these ·responses for every i tea. 
Response set vas controlled by having approximately half of the statements 
positively worded and half negatively worded {see appendix l for corresponding 
i tf!D\8) • A complete balance was maintained in the final selection of items for 
the resultant questiollllai.res, where there were exactly half posi tive-vordecl 
itsa and half 11egaiive-worded itaas for the whole of each of the dimensioilB. 
The hope is thataacquiescent response bias would thereby be reduced and controlled.. 
The fi11al questionnaire came in the form of a mixture of 
i tans from the three d;!.menaioll8. I tE&S were araanged at randoll ( throueh the use 
of a table of ra.ndo&l numbers) and put together into one common questionnaire fora 
(see distribution of itEDS for the final queatiol!D.&re in app8ndixd.). Instructio:u 
for filling in the questionnaire were placed at the top of the questiomurlre fom; 
here is the wording: 
"You are asked to help ill a scientific study by 
answer:i.llg the following questions. Neither your boas or 8IlY 
of your mates will be allowed to see your answers. Your 
I 
. I 
I 
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replies will be addi.d to those of many other people, and 
only the group reaul t will be considered. Your answers will 
be of no use unless they are perfectly frank and truthf'ul, 
so please co-operate. 
Read each of the following statements care-
fully and the make up your mind whether you 
(1) stroncly agree, (2) agree, (3) undeci.ded, (4) disagree, 
(5) strongly disagree. 
Underline the ansver which is closest to your 
feelings about each statement. 
We are DOt interested in right or wrong answers 
to these questiol'.ls. We just want to knov how you feel about 
thea. Take as much tiae as you need to answer each question 
care1'ull.y." {Extract froa {(uestionnaire Form) • 
The final question¢re consisting of a total of 135 
items was finally handed out to the selected subjects. Data were then gathered 
f'rom this standardization group and tins set of items vas progressively refined 
by i t• llll8l.ysis until a satisfactory shorter scale wae obtained. 
§election of SUbjects for Standardisation Group 
A list of naaes, together 1li th 
correspondiDg work numbers, vas obtaineC. from personnel records. Since the 
1181les were already araanged. at random and the work nWibers were alloted. to 
.... 
•ployees randonly, selection ot Sllbjects vas based on the arraDgement of Il8Jiea 
on the list. The criterion for selection vas every tenth name on the list. 
Initially it vaa iAUnde& to get a wide represeD.tation of the total population 
in British Leyland :Motors, but this vas later found to be impractical beoawse 
of the investigator's lilli ted resources. For this reason, only two main plants 
vera selected for the standardization. Since the total number of workers for 
these two plants was 1,102, 110 subjects were selected for this part of the stu~. 
One plant was invol Ted in the Dl8Ilufacture of the car 
body, known as Sheet Metal and. Body Division (~D), and the other plant vas 
involved in the manufacture of the engine, called the Unit Plant. The 
standardized sample obtained from these two plants was aesigned to ·be broadly 
representative. Types of work varied widely, from unskilled labouring to a 
higbly skilled job. The aajori. ty of the selected Sllbjecte were males, vi th a 
few females, representative of the Whole population. 
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Handing out the ~Questionnaires 
A standard procedure was adopted in the handing 
out of questionnaires. Questionnaires were given out to subjects peraonally 
by the invwstigator, and subjects were allowed to take questionnaires home for 
compleU.on. This was done because it was found that the procedure Qf having 
subjects filling their questionnaires on the spot disrupted the normal course 
of production, and since this study vas not sponsored by the Cpmpany it was 
inadvisable to do so. Collection of questionnaires was effected by personal 
approach. A period of one week was allowed, with daily remindere, for the 
questio.nnairea to be returned. Additional. points put across to subjects were: 
1. Sllbjecta were told that this was a research p110ject carried out by the 
Uni versi. ty. Stress was made that the study had no connection with lll&llagement 
and was not a Company-sponsored project. 
2. Subjects were advised about the enoDylli ty and confidential nature of report. 
3. Subjects were again remiM.ed'uto.~fill in the questionnaires carefUlly and te 
take th• seriously. 
4. Su.bjects were told that the stu.dy vas en opportunity for th-. to express 
th•eel ves without any censure and therefore to their benefit. 
,Anal.YBis of ItERB 
JJ>proximately 110 questionnaires were handed out, of 
which 84 were returned. This represents approximately an eighty percent return. '1 
The categories of response represent a five-point scale, 
scoring from. Illllleral 1 to 5, correspondiDg to strongly disagree to stronclJ' 
agree for positive ite~~s. A high score 1110uld therefore represent high job 
satisfaction, hiib morale, high level of needs and high environmental returns. 
A reversed scoripg. procedure was adopted for negative i t8111a, scoring from 1. 
to 5, correapon~ to strongly agree to atroD&Iy disagree. A high score on 
the negative i tells therefore represents pcudtive seore11 on the respective 
dimensions. 
Decisions about which itema to be retained were made oot 
on the basis of their content, but ~ther on the basis of their statistical 
quail ties. .Analyais of i tellS was basecl on the standard statistical procedure 
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followed for Likert scale conat:ruction. A.t this stage, the correlation 
coefficients of itED-who1e m:ld it~itea witbin each subscale were computed. 
The resul ta for this analysis are sumaarized. in Table 1. The it--item. matricee 
are ebolfil ia appendix 2. 
Table 1 - Results of It• Analysis1 showiag Kean1 Standard Deviation1 and 
and Item-SUbscale Correlationa. 
SUb scale It• Meu Std. Dav. Ita.-~becala Cerre1ation 
No. Initial ~nal 
JOB SATISFACTION 
I. CGliP8IIY and Managemea t 1. 3.15 1.10 0.20 discarded 
2. 3.31 1.01 0.46 0.50 
3. 3.60 1.09 0.46 diecarded 
4· 3.26 1.05 0.62 0.71 
5. 2.08 1.09 0.54 dis carted 
6. 2.44 1.26 0.51 0.56 
7. 3.02 0.83 0.36 0.44 
a. 2.92 1.11 0.54 0.54 
9. 2.85 1.10 0.63 0.67 
10. 3.17 1.10 0.32 diecaried 
11. 2.73 1.31 0.44 discarded 
12. 3.69 0.96 0.66 0.69 
II. Wage 13. 2.96 1.25 0.79 0.78 
14. 2.71 1.13 0.64 0.64 
15. 3.00 1.18 0."51 0.40 
16. 3.15 1.20 0.57 0.60 
17. 2.79 1.2) o.n 0.76 
18. 2.20 0.95 0.68 dieCU'decl 
19. 3.25 1.32 0.76 0.77 
III. Prospect o! Prcamotien 20. 2.83 1.03 0.72 0.70 
21. 3.24 1.08 0.63 0.63 
22. 3.27 1.17 0.79 0.80 
23. 2.86 1.14 0,.56 o. '51 
24. 2.89 1.os 0.25 discarded 
25. 3.48 1.19 0.51 0.59 
26. 3.30 1.20 0.61 0.63 
IV. Job eon tent 27. 3.37 0.95 0.53 0.56 
28. 3.36 1.02 0.77 0.75 
29. 3.51 1.19 0.54 0.56 
30· 3.55 0.98 0.83 0.83 
31. 3.51 1.04 0.76 0.7~ 
32. 3.61 0.96 0.73 0.73 
33. 3.51 1.11 0.62 0.61 
·· · -- - - - - -
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Sllbacale I tea Mean Std. DeY. I tem-~becale Corre1atioa 
No. Initial !'inal 
34. 3.40 l.Zl 0.64 0.66 
35. 3.73 0.93 0.75 0.75 
36. 3.74 0.95 0.66 0. 66 
TI. 3.58 1.03 0.65 0.63 
38. 3.49 1.09 0.48 ti•card.ecl. 
39. 3.29 1.02 0.56 0.56 
V. So.perri.llion .w. 3.83 0.91 0.75 discarded 
41. 3.90 1.12 0.71 0.71 
42. 3.65 o.Sl 0.61 0.62 
43. 3.94 0.99 0.61 0.65 
#· 3.69 1.12 0.52 0.55 
45. 3.81 1.04 0.76 o.so 
46. 3.58 1.00 0.69 0.69 
47. 3.76 1.01 0.73 0.78 
48. 3.50 0.99 0.76 0.79 
49. 3.87 0.78 0.57 4i a card eel 
50. 3.51 0.89 0.19 di.8ca.r4H. 
51. 3.71 0.84 0.52 diecaried. 
52. 3.46 0.89 0.29 discarded 
VI. Co-Workers 53. 4.00 0.83 0.62 diac&rded. 
54. 3.00 1.09 0.6.5 0.65 
55. 3.20 1.17 0.44 0.40 
56. 3.52 1.06 0.75 0.74 
57. 3.46 1.00 0.63 0.63 
58. 3.42 0.92 0.66 0.64 
59. 3.42 1.04 0.40 0.47 
60. 3.75 0.95 0.60 0.58 
61. 3.43 1.18 0.60 0.59 
62. 3.21 1.30 0.61 0.62 
VII. Wolicing Condi tiena 63. 3.75 0.92 0. 47 0.42 
64. 2.55 1.27 0.62 0.64 
65. 3.30 1.09 0.58 0.56 
66. 2.52 1.16 0.65 0.65 
67. 3.83 0.88 0. 44 discard at 
68. 1.98 0.83 0.49 di•cari.ei 
69. J.36 1.15 0.59 0.60 
70. 3.31 1.11 0.70 0.74 
71. 3.63 0.99 0. 65 0.67 
72. ~.70 1.17 0.45 0.45 
73. 3.77 0.94 0.54 0.57 
74. 3.18 1.09 0.54 0;.51 
KO:RALE 
VIII. Group Cohu:i.T.:teea 75. 3.46 1.15 0.68 0.71 
7,. 3.48 0.89 0.46 0.56 
77. 3.61 1.09 0.4, 0.52 
78. 3.38 1.02 0.59 0.62 
-l 
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SU.bscale I tea Mun Std. Dev. Item-~bscale QQrrelation 
No. Initial Final 
79. }.62 1.07 0.42 discarded 
80. }.49 0.94 0.56 discarded 
81. }.79 0.86 0.58 discarded 
82. }.54 1.:n 0.60 0.69 
83. }.18 1.1} 0.52 discarded 
84. }.60 0.94 0.42 discarded 
IX. Need for a Goal 85. 3.'37 1.08 O.TI discarded 
86. 3.61 0.96 0.}0 discarded 
87. 3.00 1.10 0.45 discarded 
88. }.56 0.92 0.29 discarded 
89. 3.05 1.18 0.}2 0.69 
90. 3.2} 1.04 U.59 0.75 
91. 3-45 0.85 0.44 0.67 
x. Progress toward Goal 92. }.33 1.04 0.56 0.69 
93· }.69 0.77 0.36 discarded 
94. 3.08 .0.94 0.49 0.63 
95. 3.82 0.89 0.60 discarded 
96. }.29 1.05 0.50 0.64 
97. 3.36 0.93 0.47 0.56 
98. 4.04 0.81 0.50 discarded 
99. 2.89 1.02 0.41. discarded 
XI. Meanillgfu.l. Task 100. 3-44 0.88 0.67 0.72 
101. 3-29 0.96 0.55 0.62 
102. 4.21 0.76 0•49 discarde4 
103. 3.14 1.08 0.77 0.80 
104. }.69 1.15 0.62 0.62 
105. 3.44 1.11 0.60 discarded 
MOTIVATION 
III. "Security Needs 
1 EntiroD11.8ntal Return t 106. 3.12 1.17 0.40 0.75 
107. 2.44 1.20 0.61 0.77 
108. 2.45 1.28 0.47 discarded. 
'Level of Need' 109. 3.62 1.10 0.54 0.73 
110. 3.42 1.10 0.34 0.75 
ll1. 2.7} 1.43 0.38 discarded 
liii. Social Need• 
'Environaental Return t 112. }.52 1.24 0.72 0.82 
113. 3.70 0.99 0.64 0.70 
'Level of Need' 114. 4.17 0.65 0.50 0.80 
115. 4.17 0.63 0.50 0.78 
XIV. Estes Needs 
'Envirorllllental Return 1 116. 3.04 1.13 0.,64 0.76 
117. 3.14 0.90 0.65 0.72 
118. } .. 52 1.02 0.38 0.65 
•Level of Need' h9. 3.98 0.89 0.25 discarded 
120. 3.21 1.08 0.46 discarded. 
121. }.63 1.04 0.65 0.99 
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&lbscale Iteca Mean Std. Dev. ItaD-Subscale Correlation 
No. Initial Final 
XV. Au tolloOli,Y Needs 
'Ennrollllental Return' 122. 2.26 0.98 0.19 discarded 
123. 3.~ 1.01 0.61 0.81 
124. 3.29 1.05 0.54 discarded. 
125. 3.14 1.21 0.40 0.88 
'Level of Need' 126. 3.26 1.42 0.74 discarded 
127. 4.07 0.86 0.49 discarded 
128. 3.04 1.34 0.68 0.91 
129. 3.17 1.21 0.72 0.89 
XVI. Self-Actualization Needs 
'Environaental Re~' 13(). 3.00 1.07 0.65 0.78 
131. 2.86 1.26 0.52 0.70 
132. 3.82 1.04 0.66 0.69 
1 Level of Need' 133. 3.01 1.18 0.61 0.99 
134. 3.67 0.99 0.12 discarded 
135. 4.21 0.93 0.57 discarded 
Note. It~ tha't haTe no final itela-Sllbscale co~latien coefficients are those 
that were elimina-ted. 
The criteria fer exclusion of i teas wte based on the 
follollimg statisti-cal grouruie: 
1. It--lllbsc&l~ (it--whole) correlation baa to be hip (greater than 0.30). 
2. The aean must oo't be too hii;l (no greater than 4.00) and the stadard deviatiou. 
JIIUSt not be too small (in general no less than 0.80). 
3. Elilllinate i taas 1fi th negative or low correlations in i tem-i t• matrices. 
4. Adjust equal number of posi. tive and negathe i t.u for each ef the dimenaiou. 
Tbroup this first analysis the overall scale was reduced 
from a number of 135. te 94 1 t•s 1fi th the following distribution: 
Job Satisfaction- Company aad Managellot (7),. Wa&e (6) • Prospect of Promotien (6), 
Job Content (12), Superri.iden (8), Ce-Worke:ns (9), Worki.Dg 
Coaditiou {lO) - Total r:f/. 
Morale - Group Cohesiveness (5), Need for a Goal (3), Progress toward. Goal (4), 
MeaniDgf'ul Task: ( 4) - Total 16. 
Xotivation - Secu.ri ty Needa (2,2) • Social Needs (2,2), Esteem Needa (3,1), 
Autonomy Needs (2,2), Self-Actualization Needs (3,1). 
The data were thea r&-analysed after the el.illination of 
i teas, using the new total score for each. subject, and the proceclure was repeated 
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for these 94 i t•s• New i tem-subscale ~rrelation coefficients were computed., 
together with new means, standard deviations, aDd variances for each 6tlbscale. 
These IllMil8, standari. deviations, and variances represent the scores for the 
etandard population (see appendix 3). In addition, Sllbscal~subscal.e correlatiou 
were computed for the overall scale (for resal ts see appendix 4). Correlation 
coefficients for apli t-half reliability and odd-even items were also coaputed 
for each of the dimensiou, except motivation. These coefficients (adjusted by 
the Spea.nnan-Brova folWUla) for all the wbscales are indicated in. table 2. 
Table 2- Positive-negative itEaS correlations and Odd-Even itEm correlations 
for Job Satisfaction an& Morale Scales. 
Scale Posi ti T.&-Negati ve 
Job Satiafactioa 0.82 
Morale 0.78 
Odd-Even 
0.94 
0.82 
Whereas there is evidence to support the view that job 
satisfaction and morale are generalisecl concepts, baving a general factor 
operating rigb.t through tile subscal.es, it is difficult to say the same for the 
different classes of needs. Since it is doubtful that the level of needs and 
the environmental return fGr one particular category can be generalized to other 
categories, it is pointless and irreleTant to compute odd-even correla~~ ancl 
epli t-half reliabili ties aczoaa these classes of needs. Unfortunately, m8lzy' of 
the i taus in the JDOtivation dillen~oa. ;has bee eliminated in relation to its 
original number, the split-half (,uitive.-negative it•a) and odd-even correlatione 
within each of the subacal.es could not be coaputed. Perhaps further reB&arch will 
pemit i.aprovement upon the part of the queetionnaire dealiug with motivation. 
Internal Structure of Scales 
The final overall scales were clearly more adequate 
instruments than the original aggregate of items. The average i t--wbole correlatioa 
was 0.66 with a range of 0.40-0.99. Internal reliability was clearly quite 
adequate. Tlw apli t-hal.f coefficients (odd-even i t•a), vi th Spe~Bron 
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cerrection, were 0.94 for ~ob Sati.s!aotion and 0.82 for Morale, both of which 
represent a b:i.gh degree of reliability • .An adjusted positiTe-negative split-hal! 
correlations (with Spearman-Brown correction) were 0.82 for .Tob Satietaction 
and o. 78 for Morale, which were naturally somewhat lower, wt nevertheless 
quite high in reliability. The positive-negative itea correlation in these two 
d:iJaenaione also indicated a r&ther high degree of control oYer response set. 
Data about test-retest reliability were not available, but with such interaal 
consistency r" values are unlikely to be low. The internal consistency of the 
scales for Job Satisfaction ana Morale is therefore established. All itae 
included satisfied the criteria as outlined for th' selection of iteaa. 
It is most *nfertunate that 11.CJY iteas had to be eliminated 
fl"'OI the 'motiTation' part of the questi.oJmaire and consequently very few i t•• 
were left over for r .. analysis. Two of the wbsoales, for eumple, bad only one 
it.. for the sub-categories. Reliabili v therefore could. not be co~~puted. On 
the other han&, analysis, either for positive-negative or odd-even item 
correlations across IBUbacales would be futile, since there is reason to believe 
that motivation, in terms of any particular set of' needs, is not a generalized 
lllUl. ti.d:im.ensional concept and therefore no gen~ factor can be said to operate 
across different categories of needs. The internal consistency of the i tEDs 
was quite high, having an average i ~subscale correlation coefficient of 0. 79, 
with a range· of 0.65-0.99. With the exception of' item nos. 114. and 115, which 
had to be retained because of lack of item in that sub-category, all the other · • 
i teas satisfied the criteria set out for selection of' i telll8. i\lrther investigation 
is however recollllllended to expand the construction of' this part of the questionnaire. 
In testing hypothesis m it is observed from the subscale-
subacale matrix (see appendix 4) that correlatione within one dimension were 
generally higher than the correlations of su.bscales across dimensions (except 
for 'motivation' dimension), suggesting that the t1ro dimensions - job satisfaction 
and morale - are more or less independent. The three dimensions have a logical 
independence (as argued in the theoretical considerations) and are empirically 
measured by comparing the average correlation of that dimension with other 
dimensions. Appendix 4 suggests that some of' the areas are more closely related 
than others. The average correlations of the subscalee within and across 
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di menei ons are ehown in table 3. 
Table 3 - Average Intercorrelati.ons o! SUbacales within and acrose DimensioM 
Of .Jeb Satisfaction, Morale, and Hoti vation. 
Job Satisfaction Morale MotiYatioa 
'Envirouental Return' 'Level o! Need.' 
J. B 
Job Satisfaction 0.35 0.30 0.28 0.13 
(:a. 21) (a • 28) (n • 35) (a • 35) 
Morale 0.42 0.23 0.14 
(n • 6) (n • 20) (n • 20) 
Moti vatien A 0.26 0.16 
(a • 10) (n • 25) 
B o.n 
(n • 10) 
The aTerace intercorrelation for the seven subacalea in 
Job Satisfaction waa 0.35 (n = 21 intercorrelations) and for the four au.bacal.H 
in Morale wu 0.42 (n • 6 inter~rrelationa). The average intercorrelatioll for 
thes• au.bscalee aoress the two dimcaiona na 0.30 (n • 28 intercorre1atiou). 
These figures ~st that the aubacales vi thin each of the d:imernlliona of Job 
Satisfaction and JIIo:ral.e are more closely related. than acrose dimansiou. Stro~r 
evidence for the independence of thea& t1IO concept• coult be pronded by factor 
analy.U, wt unfertunately due to the oompla:i.ty iave1Tei in calculatioDB this 
was not obtainable at this stage. 
The aTerage intercorrelation ceefficiente for the 'level 
ot need." and • enriro•eatal return• across differat aubacales vi thin the 
dimension of motintion wen 0.11 aDd 0.26 reapectinly, ae coapared to the 
aTer~ intercorrelation coefficients 1fi th other eubscal•• iD. other di.l:umsiou 
(average intercorrelatioa fer level of need ant environmental return with job 
satisfaction were 0.13 ana 0.28 respectiTelt; the aaae lfith ~rale were 0.14 and 
o. 23 respeotiv~). These fiaure• appeareQ. to pronde e'ri.derl.Ce that no consistent 
relationsbip between the different categories of needs could. be isolated, indioatiq 
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that no general factor was iaolated across the different categories of needs. 
There i.s reason to believe that the concept of moti vatl_..oD. interacts with the 
concepts of job satisfaction and morale. Evidence for this sort of interaction 
were provi.ded in the form of relatively high intercorrel.ations UlOng these 
three diJnena:ione (average intercorrelation of job satisfaction vi til morale 
was o.;o; the category of 'en1'ironmental. return• had an aver.ge interoorrelation 
ef 0.28 with Job Satisfaction and 0.23 with Morale). The fac~ that these three 
dinumaione were rel.ated. did not necessrily aean that they are equivalent. concepts. 
It. vas significant that scores on job eatisfactiom. correlated relatively highly 
lfi th scores on 'enviromental return' (with an average intercorrelation of 0.28). 
This se•ed to suggest that the general condi. tiona of 'enviroDmental. return 1 wae 
relatecl to the epeoifi.c instances of job satisfaction. "When one is to look at 
the i tans measuring 1 environaent&l return' one would find that these are referrin« 
to a general condi:tion of the enviroDment tilat serve to satisfy the appropriate 
needs (e.g. Social. Needs: "JJIy job provides me with the chance to mix lfi th all 
kinds of people"). The i teas in the subscal.es of job satisfaction, however, 
referNd to. specific co:a.di. tiens of satisfaction (e.g. Co-Woliters: "Most of my 
work-mates are stupid"). In one case the emphasis vas on id%i~.wi.l;h peeple in 
general and the other, the emphasis was on particular case of eatidaction with 
wolicnates. It is therefore preeumecl here that these specific YOrid.Dg oondi ti.ons 
do in fact help to satisfy the appropriate needs, end the sub-category of' 
'exi..-iroimlental return' ia only another tera used to a...ssees the general states of 
the enuromaeat that prolide for eatisfaction. 
'fhe mul tidim~onali ty of tile ooncepta of job aatiefaotion 
aDd morale was aa expected and. seeaed desirable, since it allowed i t-.s to be 
included which differed in content but wbich were nevertheless interrelated. 
MallY of the interoorrelations between the subscalea within each of these 
dillensiows were of. high significance (see appertdi% 4) ant again sugcest the 
existence of a general factor for job aatistaction and. -orale. Average subacale 
correlation between_ the dillensions of job satisfaction and morale wae 0.3(), 
indicating a comparatively low bu.t possibly association between the tw. concepta. 
T~ 'Wage• subscale in job satisfaction dimension ateod 
out as different :f'roll the other subscalea ( wi ih an average correlation of' only 
0.13 and the only one with negative signs). The explanation of this fjJldjnc 
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appears to be that 'wage• is a factor that operates apart from general satisfaction, 
or satj.sfacti.on with other aspects of the job. This line of inquiry appears to 
give support to previous findings (e.g. Blua. and Rnss, 1942; Jurgensen, 1947) 
which indicated that salary is not the most important factor on a job. Wage, 
or other incentive syst81RB, alone cannot be the tb.i.Dg in the 110rking situation 
that makes tor greater satisfaction with a job. This direction of inquiry seems 
to be in line with the prevailing attitude tbat 'wage• alone cannot be the cause 
of moti. ~ation. 
Validity of Scales 
The construct validity of the different scales ha.s yet to 
be tested, but in testing hypothesis H2b, there is e'Yidence provided in the 
second stage of the study that the 'morale• scale has a certain degree of Talidity. 
Morale, as it is defined, is .production-orientated, and it is therefore e~ected 
that a high productivity group would obtain a higher morale score. In the 
second stage of the study, to be reported shortly, it was found tbat the • good 
group' (with high productivity as one of the criteria of job beha-.iore) ha4 a 
ei.gnificalltly higher score in morale than the 'bad group• (low productivity 
Y8IJ one of the outstanding features of this group). This finding gives 80llle 
indications that the morale scale JUY have 80ae degree ·of validity. However, 
the surety of thie conclusion cansot be made until the two other cri tera of 
job behaviore (i.e. turnover and absenteei8111) are brought under control, thus 
leaving producti 'Vi 't.y as the only dependent variable. 
Job satiefactio~ an4 motivation, however, are rather 
different dimeuioaa. It is very difficult to predict, in the present context, 
the si tuatiou that make for greater satisfaction and higher aoti vation. This 
area of contention ought to be relegated to general psychology or as a study in 
its ow rights. where the establillbment of concept• diii&Dd the eetting up ef 
what Jteehl 8lld Cronbaca (1955) referred. to as •nomological network' • . this 
present study is one attempt made towards establisbing the construct validity 
of the oonc4JI)ts of job satil!lfaction and motivation. Until some sort of definite 
relationship can be established to tie iD. the concepts, no concurrent or 
predictive Talidationa can be made at this stage. 
$ 
I 
I 
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' 
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VI. STAGE TWO - THE ACTUAL STUDY 
Procedure 
With the elimination of 41 i 'tems from an origi.Dal pool of 
1)5, a new questioDDaire form vas printed. The iDi tial set of instructions was 
the same, but add.i tional questions were included in the last part of the 
questionnaire to obtain demographic data about each subject. Such intozmation 
like length of service, wage, age, sex, edueation, marital status and Dllllber 
of dependents, were collected. Additional questions were also asked about the 
subject's general satisfaction on the job, the morale of various groups, and 
finally the types of needs prevailing for each subject - the intention here 
was to compare these answers with scores obtained from the questiotmai.re on the 
three dimensions. These questions, as presented in the questionnaire tom, are 
out~ined in appendix 5. 
Two groups of workers {separated by sections) that 
satisfied our requirements were selected from C.A.B. 1 Plant. C.A.B. 1 Plant 
did not participate in the first stage of the atu.q. This plant vas selected 
because the two groups which satisfied all the requirements were found in thi.s 
plant. One group had a consistent poor productivity record as vell as a high 
rate of turnover and absenteei.sa, and the other had opposi w criteria. The 
main activities of the C.A.B. 1 Plant as a whole were concerned with the 
fitting of locks, upholstery, painting, retouching, etc., all contributing 
toward making final touches to the aotor car. One frl"'UP selected was known as 
'A Track' and the other vas callea 'Tria Shop'. The fol'ller vas the 'bad section' 
with a lov productivity record, an aTerage abeenteeiBil rate for the curran'S 
period a1110unting to 23 workers per week, and an average turnover rate of 10 
workers per week. The 'pod sec1don• had .a high productivity record, and 
absentee:il!llll rate of 5 workers per~ and w turnover for a period. of at least 
four weeks during the course of the study. The records for these two sections 
du.riDg the period troa 7th sept. to 5th Oct. are shown in table 4. 
It is to be noted that these figures also represent the 
averaees for the year 197Q-1971. Unfortunately, the productivity records for 
these two groups were not made available to the investigator. This information 
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vae understandably regarded as classified, but the investigator was aesurei. that 
the method of assesement for productivity for these two sections was exactly the 
a.e, thus making the criterion measure for producti vi v comparable across groups. 
The investigator •. was told that the criterion meaSUN for productivity waa done 
on the group level and bueG. on tiae-and-motioD. study. It is to be noted that 
these fieures on producti.vi:ty, turnover, and abHnteeiaa for the 'bad section' 
were higbly significant. siD.ce retrenchment of workers becaae Company policy 
at the time of 'ihe stu.d.y and yet 'A• Track persisted with this record. 
Table 4 - Abaenteeian and Tlu:uver !!ecords for the Tve ~ctiona duri.E& the 
period of the stu!.y. 
Section Week Starting Allowed Stnngth Absenteei.aa Tunlover 
'£.' Track 7/9/71 69 32 5 
( 1 Bad Gl"Qup 1 ) 14/9/71 66 22 5 
21/9/71 66 8 4 
28/9/71 67 28 5 
Tria Shop 7/9/71 69 5 nil 
( 'Goed Group') 14/9/71 69 5 nil 
21/9/71 69 10 nil 
28/9/71 69 18 nil 
The proceclures for handinc out the questionnaires were 
exactly the same as outlined in stage one of the study. The procedures for the 
retrieval of questionnaires were likewise unaltered. The 88Jle anonym ty of subjects 
vu aaintained, although it was a little difficult to convince the wbjecta 
vi th all the personal questioaa bei.nc aabd in the questiollllaire. 
Unlike the first stage of the study where subjects were 
selected at randoa, all workelJS 1fi thin these two sections were includecl in this 
part of the study. There nre 61 worker• in 'A • Track ud 69 worker• in the 
Tria .Shop. There vas no probl• in sampling as far as selection wellt. The 
probl• of Hllpl.ing could, however, coae in the fom of the number of returns. 
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Cha!:acteristica of the Two §!ctiona 
Trim Shop 
The numbw of workers in this section aounted to a total 
• ' ";! 
of 69. It vas composed of 33 llales and 26 f811lales. The average age of the men 
waa 38 yra. and for the women was 36 yra. Moa-t of these workers were married 
(so%), out of which 32 had more than one dependent. Average wage for workers 
was $62 per week. 
The nature of the work for this section was the making 
of upholstery. Within the section workers were divided into sub-groups according 
to the particular parts of the upholstery they made. Women were normally given 
the jobs of cutting and sewing, while the men did the fittings. The jobs ae a 
whole were rather simple and straight-forward. 
From observauon. it was felt that the workers in this 
section were generally happy with their jobs end relu.ed in their manner. Durin« 
the course of interaction with the workers, it vas observed that the vomer-
supervisor relationship was cordial. A few workers were observed to indulge 
in humour vi th the suverviaor. The supervieor bi.Dlself was a very easy-going 
and likeable man, with no obvious authoritarian traits. It was found durimg 
the course of the study that the retqaa in this section were good and were 
achieved. without auch pro:.p~ from the investigator. As a matter of fact, 
many quetJtionnaires were returned via the supervisor, ahead of schedule for 
the collectioa, indicating that tha workers trusted the supervi110r. All the 
•outwani signa' seemed to give the indication that 'morale' was high ilL this 
group. 
'A' Track 
The total number of workers in .this section. vas 67. There 
were no fEDalea in thia section. The average age of the men was 34. The number 
of marr:Led men was 51, out of which 40 had more than on dependent. Average wage 
vas approai.mately $62 per week. 
The ~en in this group were involved in a producti.ozrline 
type of work. The care were lined up along a slowly movinc rail, and tll.• workers 
were assi&ned te a particular spot along this line of producti~n. The aain jobs 
yere fitting of locke to doors, bonnets and boothe, during which the dCX>re were 
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properly adjusted. These jobs were not higbly skilled, but nevertheless very 
cumbersome to do. 
'A' Track had a background history of poor productivity, 
high turnover and high absenteei-. lor many years this state of affairs persisted, 
and aanagement had been making various atteapts to reaedy the ai tuation. When 
this study was in pl'Og:resa a new supervisor had been transferred !l'Om another 
section, and the hope was that this measure would correct the si tuatio11. 
Previously, many supervisors had passed thro\18h this section and maey other 
attempts had been made to improve the situation, but all to no avail. 
In constrast to Trim Shop, it was observed that the workers 
were generally unhappy and discruntled with their jobs. The foreman se.a4 to 
have great difficulty in establishing rapport with the wolicers and consequently 
had difficulties in perSU&diDg aome of the worlcers to fill in the questionnaires. 
The wozicers generally failed to do what the supervisor told them to do. 
Communications between supervisor and workers were at a m:ini.mum, confined only 
to the instances of job instructions. The social aspect of the job wae bad. In 
addition to poor communication between supervisor and workers, there was poor 
communication among workers. Fragmented groups, and a few disruptive elements 
were the outstanding features. There were two or more workers in the section who 
were responsible for injecting fear and suspicion among the rest of the workers. 
As a result, retrieval of questionnaires vas found to be dif'ficul t and extra 
promptings and assurances were required. 
In addition to observations made in this section, there 
were several verbal complaints made by the workers. Most of these complaints 
centred on the nature of work, relative wages, and the social aspect of' the job. 
All these 'outward signs' indicated that the morale of this group was extr001ely 
poor. 
Apalysis of Data 
The number of questionnaires returned Y8.S 36 for Trim Shop 
and 30 for 'A' Track. These represent approximately 52% and 15% of the population 
samples reepectively. 
The scores for each subject on each of the subscales were 
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added up for the two groups, and the resu.l ts are show in appendix 6. From 
these data the meen scores for each group were derived and these are shown in 
table 5. 
Table 5 - Mean Scores and Test of Siguificance for each subscalea within the 
Dimerudons of Job Satisfaction, Morale, ancl Motivation for the Two 
Groupe of Subjects. 
SUbscale 
JOB SA.TISFAOOOH 
I. Coapany and. Management 
II. Wage 
Ill. Prospect of Promotion 
IV. Job Content 
V. SUpe:nisioa 
VI. Co-Workers 
VII. Wol"ki.ng Condi tiona 
Total Score 
IIORALE 
VIII. Group Cohesiveness 
IX. Need for a Goal 
x. Progrea11 tovari. Goal 
XI. MeaniJldul Task 
TOtal Score 
HOTIVA.TION. 
XII. Security Needs A. 'i. return' 
Bo 1-Level' 
Motive (B-A) 
.Xlll· Social Needs A. 'E. return'" 
B. 'Level' 
Motive (B-A) 
XIV. Esteem Needs A. 1 E. Return t 
XV. Autonomy Needs 
XVI. Self-
.A.ctuali za tion 
B. 'Level' 
.Motive (B-.A) 
A. 'E. return' 
B. 'Level' 
Motive (B-A) 
.1. 'E. return• 
B. 'Level' 
Motive (B-A) 
Kean 
1A1Track Tria Shop 
(n • 30) (n • 36) 
li.OO 
14.40 
15.10 
Y[.80 
29.00 
2?.71 
Zl.10 
161.83 
14.20 
9.00 
11.80 
11.TI 
46.77 
4.73 
7.53 
2.00 
6.77 
8.17 
1.40 
7.63 
3.20 
-4.43 
5.70 
5.97 
O.ZT 
8.30 
2.77 
-5.53 
21.08 
19.14 
14.39 
43.31 
30.5, 
31.64 
30.17 
189.91 
16.81 
10.53 
14.19 
12.89 
54.42 
4.81 
7.75 
2.92 
6.94 
8.53 
1.58 
9·28 
3.47 
-5.81 
5.89 
·5·.89 
o.oo 
8.47 
1.83 
-6.64 
t Talue Level of Significance 
1.59 
3.94 
0.58 
3.28 
1.47 
4.37 
2.35 
3.79 
3.31 
3.28 
4.06 
1.il. 
4.Z7 
0.16 
0.56 
0.18 
0.40 
1.20 
0.39 
3.38 
0.97 
2.34 
0.45 
0.16 
0.42 
0.36 
•• 02 
2.44 
(64dt) 
ns 
e at 0.001 (2-tail) 
ne 
s at 0.01 (2-tai1) 
na 
s at 0.001 (2-tai1) 
e at o.o~ (2-tail} 
s at o.oo1 (2-tai1) 
s at 0.005 (l-tai1) 
s at 0.005 ( 1-tai1) 
8 at 0.005 (1-tail) 
e at 0.05 (l-tai1) 
8 at 0.0005(1-tail) 
ne 
ns 
W!l 
ns 
W!l 
ns 
a at 0.01 (2-tail) 
ne 
s at 0.05 (2-tail) 
ns 
D8 
nil 
W!l 
s at 0.001 (2-tail) 
a at 0.02 (2-tai1) 
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From the mean scores of the two groups of subjects 
comparative graphs were drawn to outline the differences between these two groups 
in various areas of Job Satisfaction, Morale, and Motivation. 'lhese graphs are 
shown in figuree i-iil. 
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Fi.g. i - Comparative curves illustrating the mean scores of 
subscales in the Dimension of Job Satisfaction for 
the Three Samples of SUbjects. 
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coh. 
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-\( Standard Sample 
--: - - :- 'Bad Group' 
9--e • Good Group' 
Note: Those marked wi. th * 
show significant 
difference between 
'Bad Group 1 and 
1 Good Group' • Overall 
scale sign. at 0.0005 
(1-tail) for these 2 
groups. 
Fig. ii - Comparative curves illustrating the mean scores of subscales 
10 
in the Dimension of Morale for the three samples of sub.]ects. 
J!O'.riVATION 
Note: Those marlted wi tq * show- sign. dif'f. 
b•tvlten t Bad Gp • t and I Good ~ • I • The 
gradf-ents of cun;ea illustrat' the 1evel. 
of motive. * 
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~ 
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Note that the steeper poai. tive gradient • hl.Mer motive, and steeper 
negative gradient • lower motive. 
Fig. iii - Comparative curves illustrating the mean scores of subscales 
11 pe Di.lllenai.on of Motivati.on for the three SI!!J)lea of subiects. 
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In addition, significant differences between groups on 
each of the Sllb•cales were computed and the results are outline in table 5, 
together wi. th the data on mean scores. A two-tail test of significant was 
applied to job satisfaction and motivation dimenaions. A one-tail test n.s 
applied to morale dimension, s;i.nce it was expected that morale score of the 
'good group • would be higher than that of the 'bad group' • 
Testa of significance in job attitudes among the Tari.ous 
demographic variables are shown in table 6. 
Table 6 - Tests of Significance between groups on .iob satisfaction, morale, and 
motivation, baeed. on demeg;:aphic dichotomies. 
Criterion 
Occupation 
Length of Service 
Age 
Commi. tment 
Dichotoay Job SatisfactioA Morale :Koti vation 
(in any need) 
Discrepancy/No Discrepancy ns Il8 ne 
More tlwl lyr./Less than lyr. JU' ns na 
Under ?IJ/Over 30 ns ns ns 
Dependent/No Dependent na a at 0.01 ns 
(2-tail) 
The interpretation of the above data (appendix 6) must be 
approached with caution, since the data themselves are incomplete. Out of a total 
of 66 questionnaires that were returned ollly 40 filled in the personal questions 
asked at the end of the questionnaire fom. aong these 20 were incomplete in 
more than one way or another. The JWmber of Sllbjects that fitted into some of 
the demographic dichotollies was found to be too small to carry out meaningtul 
computation (e.g. in the caae of education, there were only three people who had 
education background above that of secondary level, when compared to the rest 
of the sample, which total 54). The distribution of scores 8Dl0ng those who did 
not fill in the personal data appeared to be at randoa and failed to show any 
definite pattern or relationship with those who did. The influence of demographic 
variables on job attitudes could not therefore be computed and interpretated with 
eno\18h justice to draw conclueions. At any rate, it was mentioned earlier that 
the influences of demegrapbic variables were not the main concern of this study. 
- 1Cfl -
However, the variable dependent/no dependent did. han an 
effect on morale, with those having no dependent generally obtaining higher scores. 
How this reBUl t is to be interpreted, along 1fi th the other findings on ~ob 
satisfaction and aoti vation, is unsure at this st888• Any attempt to interpret 
this is highly speculative and has to contend with a very weak set of data. 
Lack of data was also ocountered. with the questions on job satisfaction, morale, 
and need aoti vation, and as a result unable to correlate these with the scores 
obtained on each of these corresponding dimenaions. 
Signj.ficant Featuree of the Two Groups 
It must be emphaai zed here that the 
interpretation of results can only be based on the comparative nature of data. 
A group'a profile in job satisfaction, morale, and motivation is made meaningful 
only through coaparison 'With another group. When the 'bad group' and 'good group' 
an coapared, it is essentially those features that differ·
4
between these two groups 
that are important. .Alld when finally certain condi tiona of the two sections are 
brought under control, the differences in the atti tud.inal dimensions may be 
attributable to the differences in job behaviors. 
As expected, the •good group' was high in 
morale score, significant at the 0.05 level in all subscales. The higher morale 
was significant at the 0.0005 level for the overall morale scale. This finding 
gave strong support to part b of hypothesis H2, and appeared to be conducive to 
observations. 
The data also indicated that there was a 
significant difference between these two groups in the areas of motivation, thus 
l~nding eu.pport to part c of hypothesis H2. There are two aspects that require to 
be examined when considerill8 motivation - the 'environmental return' and. the 'level 
of need' • 'fh• former meanres the general condi tiona of the environment that 
serve to satisfy the needs, and the latter represents the intrinsic states of 
the individuals. The situational characteristic of the 'good group', when compared 
with the 'bad group', was then one of higher 'environmental return• for the 
esteem need. When examining the intrinsic states of the individuals the 'good 
group' yas found to have a lower level of self-actualization needs. Both of these 
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findings were supported at a level of at least 0.01 for tests of significance. 
Depending on the amount of 'environmental return' and the 
'level of need' there will be a resultant motive, the strength of which is equal 
to the former substracting from the latter. In tezms of motive, the subjects in 
the • good group 1 as a whole, were low in both esteem and self-actualization 
motives, in this case, as revealed by the data, were brought about by the 
greater fulfilment of the esteem needs -due to the nature of the environment on 
the one h8Il.d, and lower level of the subjects• self-actualimtion needs on the other. 
The resultant differences in the two motives were significant at 0.05 level for 
esteem and 0.02 level for self-actualization. 
It was highly significant that the 'good group' was 
generally satisfied 1fi th the job, and there vas no one aspect of the job in 
which it was dissatisfied with when co~~pared. with the 'bad group1 • The most 
significant aspects of the job in whioh the 'good group' differed with the 1bad 
group' were in the areas of vage, job content, co-workers, and working conditions, 
with the fomer group .finding greater satisfaction in all of these areaa. The 
significant differences (at levels 'Which ranged from 0.001 to 0.05) between groups 
in these areas gave support to part a) of bypothesia H2. Dissatisfaction with 
1 job content• :for the 'bad group' appeared to find eupport in the morale measure, 
where task was seen as less meaningful to the subjects in that group, both of 
which seaaed to have a logical relationsh;i.p. When comparing with the standard 
population, both the 'good group' and i;he 'bad group' were found to be dissatisfied 
with promotional opportunities (see fig. i) • Tests of significance have yet to be 
computed for this, but observation indicated this trend. With the 'good group', 
<,. 
which had a low self-actualization motive, this particular finding is not 
significant, but lfi th the 'bad group' which had a high self-actualization motive 
this :finding may be significant. '.rhe di.ssatietaction wi. th •promotional opportuni ties• 
~ represent a state of frustration for those subjects who ~8 hi~~eel£. 
actualization motive. 
!1.1• DISCUSS!OB - THE INTERPIWrATION OF RESULTS 
St88e 1 of the study gave stro~~g 
indications tbat at least two of the concepts - job satisfaction and morale-
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could be differentiated through the scales constructed for these two dimensions. 
Job satisfaction and morale are not unidimensional concepts; instead, tney are 
measured by a defined set of factors, Empirically demonstrated to have certain 
degree of independence. The reliability of the scales for measuring these two 
concepts had been established. The concept of motivation, however, is a little 
difficult to interpret in this study, and the reJ.iabili ty of the scale measuring 
th:ls hae to be improved. The difficulties found in establishing reliability in 
this case are due to lack of items on the one hand and the nature of the concept 
on the other. It · is argued here that the scale meaBUl'ing motivation cannot be taken 
as multidimensional, since high in one particular motive does not necessarily mean 
high in another motive. The very essence of Maslow's concept on hierarchical needs 
suggests that a general factor canaot be hypothesized to operate acrose the 
·different categoriee of needs. Perhape increase& number o! it.. within each of 
the need categoriee would enable reliabili ti.es of these subsC&les to be computed. 
Finally, the validity of the three concepts haTe yet to be detemined, and this 
should be conducted along eimilar line of investigation recommended by Meehl and 
cronback (1955) • which involved the establishment of a 'nomological networtc'. This 
study has given some empirical support to hypothesis Hl, indtcati.Ilg that at least 
two of the concepts- job sati_etacti.on and morale- may be considered as independent. 
The testing of hypothesis H2 (a,b.c) was confi.naed by the 
results of the study. Morale of the 'good group' 11&8 definitely higher than that 
of the 'bad pup•. The significant difference Y88 maintained righ:t through the 
subscales, with a .final difference in overall scores significant at a leYel of 
0.0005 for a two-tail test. These figures gave strong support for part c) of 
eypothesis H2. The differences in job satisfaction scores between the two groupe 
were not only significant in the overall scores but also in more than half of the 
mbscalea found in that ditaension. This pattern of results gave eupport to the 
general hypothesis outlined in part a) of hypothesis H2. Adding further en1pport 
to this hypothesis ie the faet that on no singie aspect of the job the 'good group' 
was more dissatisfied than the 'bad group•. The general notion that a high level 
of motive is r~lated to low satisfaction was given support by the findings. The 
emergence of further hypotheses can therefore be found in these two kinda of 
evidence aaanating from the results, and that :is, satisfaction is related to a 
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a desirable set of job behaviors, and that high level of motive is realted to 
job job satisfaction. The specific nature of these relationships however cannot 
be developed with the present evidence, but the general trend suggests that some 
k:i.nd8 of specif~c relationships aay exist and it is left for future studies to go 
into this. 
Observations made in the two groups were generally confinned 
by the results of the study. Workers• expressed dissatisfaction lfi.th nature of 
job, relative wage claim, and social aspects of work in the 'bad group• (ref. 
back to characteristics of 'A' Track) found empiric&l support in the study, as 
revealed by low job satisfaction scores in the areas ot job content. W888, and 
co-workers. The 'happy' atmosphere of Trim Shop was eulpirically supported by 
high 110rale and job Batief'aotion scores obtained. by me~~bera of this group. However, 
there was one particular observation made in the 'bad group' that was not indicated 
in the study, and that is wi~ respect to supervision. In spite of obvious break-
down of CQWlllmi cation between supervieor and wo~ers the study showed no general 
dissatiefaction with supervision. In general, we can then conclude that observations 
aade through direct interaction with workers can gi. ve some indica tiona as to the 
factors foUDd responsible for the condi tiona of the groups. 
What are the interpretations that can be derived froa the 
results of the atuey? The data can only gi. ve some indi.catioDa as to the outstandj ng 
features on vbich these two groups are found to di£fer. These figures, in tems 
of significant differences, muat be interpreted on rational grounds, guided by 
some theoretical fraaorka. In tams of the reaul ta presented in this study, 
ihe 1bad group' can be said to be characterized. by the followillg dynai.o features 
(for the 'goad group• th• rev•rse is generally true): 
There is a low • environmental return• for the eate~ need, 
suggesting that there is aomethizlc in the en"'liromnent that falls sort of satisf)ing 
thia need. When looking thro'u8h the job satisfaction scores of this group, the 
areas found to give rise to dissatisfaction nre: wage, job content, co-workers, 
and working condi tiona, all of which are in fact ~ tuational. factors (or what 
Herzberg et al. re!errej. to as 'extrinsic fac't9rs') that work to affect the 
satisfaction of· the esteta need. either directly or indirectly. Since enviromentally 
it is the estea aspect of'. the need -.otive that the situation fails to provide 
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alld. job satie!action i.e essentially measuring the 1 tb.il:lgs' in the en'lironment 
lllhich preeumably cater for the satisfaction of needs in general, the very 
situation that is found lacld.Dg vi th regard to the estean motive, ·these factors 
are therefore asaumed to have relevance to the esteen motive in this case. 
The higb self-actualization .motive in the 'bad group' is 
interpreted as being a reeul t of intrinl'ilc factors found operatillB Yi thin the 
individuals who work in that eection. The diff'arence in the level of' self-
actualization motive between the two groups cannot be due to differential en vi~ 
oillllehtal return for this particular need, since the ave~ 1 enviromental return' 
for· these two groups did not vary si.gnificantl.y". The test of significance is 
found rather in the 1level of need'. It is therefore presumed that this need is 
not fully satisfied in the working situation. relative to this level, even tho\l8h 
the 'envi.ronmental xeturn 1 may be the same for the ·two groups. The fact· that 
subjects in the 'good group' are P,neral.ly low in ·self-actualization needs they 
can be rebti vely satisfied Y.i th the same level of 1 environmental return • • The 
J 
~ 
saae, however, is DOt true with the rbad group', where the level of self-actualization, 
- I 
needs is relatively high. The closest thiDa in the envi.ronment that can logically 
provide for this need is the prospect of promotion. The situation, both in the 
1bad group' and 1 gGOd group', ·tails to provide opportunities for pro110tion when 
compared to the standard popul&tion. .Jnt the .fact that the 'bad group' has a 
higher self-actualization needa, adds to a deficiency in this respect of the 
job situation end could become a greater source of frustration !Dr this group. 
The dEID8lld for satisfaction for the higher..-aelf'-actualisatio.n needs is therefere 
greater DODC the workere in the 'bad group' than i.n the.. 'good group'. This 
level of self'~actuallzation needs h&s been bro\18ht into the si. tuation by the 
wolicere in the 'bad. group' and :u.i.ntained at that level by outaide illfluencee. 
J.JJ was mentioned before, the worker functi.ona essentially in an open system, and 
he bri.ngs into the job situation a certain lenl of' motivation fer a particular 
need, and, depending on the natur. of the environment tpi.s need. will be rela~vel.y 
reduced or else left un.fulfilleei., the level remaining ae it ia, aa leDg as the 
source for thie need Jam&ins unaltered. 
The general conclusion is that the esteem aoti ve is seen 
as due to certain features of the 'bad group' envir9mnent and 'the self-actualizatien 
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motive is seen as arising from the intrinsic states of the individuals within 
that group brought about by outside factors. Assume for a moment that the 
organization is interested in improving th• conditione of 'A' Track (the 'bad 
group); recommendatione therefore could come in the fozms of an increase in 
wage, a challge in co.oidtioDS to proaote halmoey amo~ workers, improvemen~ in 
job content and working con<l;i..Uons, all ot which~ give improved satisfaction 
on the esteem motiTe on the one hand, and on the other hand increased promotional 
opportu.ni ties or some sort of recognition for a job well-done would provide 
greater scope !or self-actu.alizati.on. These improviments would presumably bring 
about high morale and greater job satisfaction, which would indirectly bring 
about increase in production, and decrease in the ratu of turnover and abaen~eeil!ll. 
The interrelatiensbip found betveen the factors in job 
satisfaction may come about in several wa;rs. Most probably it is a cause ot a 
general factor. Actually no alear-cu.t divisions between different. aspects ot 
job satisfaction can ba_ maintain&d in practice. The factors in •job satisfaction' 
can Only be COnC~tualized aB cOllVeDi.ent I tools' tbroU8}1 Which job satisfaction 
can be measured and related. This general effaet· of job satisfaction may be due 
to personality disposition, in which case the •happy• pereoD&li ties will show 
more favourable attitudes toward everything in the working environment. The way 
to test this is to gather individual data and work out whether those individuals 
who are high in job satisfaction are also high in morale and motivation. Al:lOther 
possible explanation for interrelationship of job eatisfaction factors is that 
one area of satisfaction mq affect satisfaction with other areas. Thus a person 
vbo feel satisfied with his job is so because he likes the Compaey or the content 
of hi.s wl.'k. The diffused nature of job satisfaction in the 1 gcod group.' apparently 
gave support to this hypothesis. With the 1bad group•, the results indicated that, 
when 1 t comes to dissatisfaction, the areas affecting this become more particular • 
.i fOlciitb possibility for accountiag the interrelationship betv .. n job satisfaction 
factors is that certain enviromnents within the Compacy 11JB3 offer a constellation 
of unfavourable condi tiona while others prese:nt a constellation of favourable 
conidtiona. This notion has little ear:piri.cal supt><>rt in the present study. On the 
contrary, this study indicated that unfavourable condi tiona come in specific 
I 
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toms (e.g. in the 1 bad group 1 unfavourable conditions came in the forms of 
wage, job content, co-workers, and world.ng conditions). It was also shown that 
only the •stean motive is affected by differential enviroDmental condi tiona. 
It is probable that all the atlove explanations for job satisfaction are partial 
ones and that none, or maybe all of them, interact to account for the intel.'-
relationehi.p between different areas of job satisfaction. 
The interrelationship of 'morale' f'actors mqbe elll3ier to 
explain. The factors underlying the ooucept of 'morale' are more closely related 
,... 
than the factors underlying the concept of 'job satiafactiont. The factors of 
•morale' - group cohesiveness, need for a goal, progress toward goal, and 
meaningful task - are basically mea8UI".i.ng the level of group ftmctiolling with 
respect to job task. These factors haTe closer logical relationships than the 
factors of job satisfaction. .Again, the above exp!anations acceunti.z:~g for 
interrelationship of job satisfaction factors ma_v alBO be applied to the case 
of 'morale'. 
The independence of 'morale' and • job satisfaction' concepts 
may come about through logical diatinctioneo .An exaaple of 'cle8I'-cut' di8tinction 
is to be found in the area of conceptualization. Job satisfaction, as it is 
conceptualized, is a measure of a personal affect regarding the state of the 'self'. 
Morale, as it is conceptualized, is an impersonal thing, more akin to the group 
(thus the use of third person pronouns in the i tEll! statements) • It is essentially 
this that maintainee a logical distinction between the two concepts. The degree 
of independence between these two concepts may therefore come about through this. 
Motivation has a logical relationship 'With both job 
satisf'action and morale. As 8Uch, it is expected that the independence nature 
of 'this concept would be rather difficult to i80late. Satisfaction, being an 
end-state of a motive, is related to motivation. Morale, being task-orientated, 
can find its reflection through level of motivation. 
The interaction be.tween the concepts of job satisfaction, 
morale and motivation can be hypothesized on rational grounds alone. If there is 
a oD.e-to-one correspondence it ia expected that satisfaction with a particular 
aspect of the job would give a oorrespond.ing low level of motive. Thus satisfaction 
with wage would mean a lowering of security motive. BUt unfortunately job faotorl!!l, 
.J 
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e.g. wage_, do•. not have a linear effect on need satisfaction. W~e, for example, 
can function as a source of sati8faction for securi.ty needs, eocial needs, e8teem 
need8, and maybe self-actualization needs. Money can indeed. function as a symbol 
to many things. The present study seems to lend support to this diffused function 
of job satisfaction factors. Morale can interact with job satisfaction through 
the factors of 'job content• and 'co-workers•. Since the concept of morale is 
task-orientated, a high morale group would find correapondiDg sati8i'action wi. th 
the content of the job, and since it is gxoup-orientated., there ehould be a 
correeponding high satisfaction with mEJllbers of the group. These two atSpects of a 
relationship were indeed indicated in the present study. Morale can also interact 
with motivation through eocial needs, estean needs, and self-actualization needs. 
High JIOrale should indicate a corresponciag low social needs. The 1 environmental 
retura·' for the social needs could presumably oom.e troa good morale. Morale can 
likewise interact indirectly with esteem and self-actualization motives. Good 
morale could bring about high esteem for the group and therefore cau8e lowerilJ« 
of the esteem motive. Unfortunately this piece of hypothesising was not indicated 
in the present study. High morale, in tenas of production, should reflect a low 
level of self-actualization motive since the success of the group would pre8Uilably 
provide for self-fulfilment. This piece of hypothesising appears to find support 
in the present study • 
The relationship between morale and motivation DIWSt 
nevertheless be interpreted with care, since the concept of motivation is again 
something personal, in contrast to the impersonal nature underlying the concept 
of •morale'. Thus, high morale implies a congruent state between the aspirations 
of the group and the individual. Where the extent of congruent feelings is not 
consistent the relationship between morale and motivati.on..JJlaY be in jeopa;rdy'. 
The failure of the enviroment to fulfil the workere r 
esteem and self-actualization needs may be a factor in the motivation of behartor. 
Since productivity is probably detemined. by group morale the fru.stration of these 
two needs may cauee absenteeism and turnover. Frustration may be the underlyi.n« 
(cynamics reaponsi ble for the two forms of behavior ( cf. studies on the relationship 
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between frustration and avoidance, Dollard et al., 1939). Indeed frustration 
was indicated by a general job dissatisfaction and high levels of motivation and 
low levels of job satisfaction appeared to go together in this study. High levels 
of moti. vation were aleo related to low produoti vi ty, high tlrrnoven and absenteeii!IIS. 
The present data therefore give support to this interpretation. We would expect 
then that job l!!ati.afaction, functioning as a reinforcer, would promote appnach 
behaviors that enable the fulfilment of related motives as reflected in low rates 
of turnover and absenteeiea. 
There are no linear relationships between the various 
dimensions of job satisfaction, morale, and motivation evident at this stEJ8e of 
the study. UD'Urt;Mmal oondi tions, for example, it is expected that dissatisfaction 
with wage would be related to high level of security needs. '1688, however, can 
aleo function ae a prestige symbol and in this way functions to enhance eeteea. 
Likewise, dissatisfaction with co-workers is logically related to eooial needs, 
but oo-workera can also provide for self-esteem. Job content can also provide 
satisfaction for eelf'-este• (of. Korman on Job Sa~action), when as is usual 
it serves to satisfy autono~ needs. The nature of a relationship between these 
three dimensio%18 has to be investigated more thoroughly and it is recommended for 
future studies to go into this. 
VIII. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
It has been established in stage one of the study that 
the dimensions of job satisfaction, 110rale, and 110tivation as measured by the 
various scales are more or less independent concepts. These concepts are, however, 
related to a small ex~ent, but not in a stroDg linear fashion, as revealed by the 
second stage of the study. Some of the factors in job satisfaction, for inl!!tsnce, 
showed a diffused effect. on satisfaction with some particular needs. Morale is 
a group concept which m8iY be define4 in tems of group cohesiveness. need for a 
goal, progress toward goal, and meaningful tal!lk1 and this production-orientated 
defini tat:ion wae supported in the present study. Morale, takans as a group 
pres8Ure, can have motivational property in tel"'ls of increaaed productiri.ty. 
Both job satisfaction and morale are mul tidimensiooal concepts contairung a 
general factor and this vas indicated in the subscale-subscale intercorrelation 
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matr:i.x. The generalized nature of the concept of need categories, however, cannot 
be inferred at this stage give the nature of the present evidence. 
If the construct of morale, as it is defined, can be 
validated, then there is greater scope for predicting morale on the basis or 
productivity, although it must be remembered that high production does not 
necessarily mean high JROrale. Exceptional circumstances like those encountered 
during a crisis, can however inTalidate this prediction. It was founcl in this 
study that there is no wa,y in which absenteei.sa and turnover can be related to 
morale and there.tore validate the using of these indicee as measures of morale. 
For the settine: under investigation tun:!_over and absenteeism were hypothesized 
to be related to esteem and self-actualization motives. Which of these, turnover 
or abeenteei811l is the more critical variable still remains to be investigated, 
but in the present settinc, taking absenteeism to be ~toaatic of turnover, 
the two motives may produce a general category of behavior called ~val 
from the job. The underlying d3namic is therefore located at the leTel of 
motivation which interact with job satil!!lfaetion and morale in a fairl7 0011plu 
m8ll!ler. 
~· little evidence that vas revealed by the demographic 
analyeie shove that there is no apparent relationship between these variables 
and the various attitucli.nal dimensions. Thie findi»g, however, must not be taken 
at face value. Individual variables of a demographic nature may ll.n an influence 
entering into the job si tus.t:lon indirectly, but nevertheless re!lectK through 
sat:isiaction with the job, the level of need, and the effect exerted by group 
morale on the individual. Deaographic variables probably interact in a complext 
manner and therefore simple direct linear relationships should not be expected. 
These probably enter the picture in a more general way, shaping broad personality 
differences which in turn affect attitudes toward the job. 
Several specific oa.racluaions have emerge as a result of' the 
study. It would appear that desirable job behaviors in the fo:rm of high productivity, 
and job stability, are associated 1fi th higl;l job satisfaction. Desirable job 
behavior is also correlated with a low level of motive. Finally, it vas found 
that a high level of motivation of the individual assertive kind, is related to 
general dissatisfaction Slld to dissatisfaction with specific areas of the job. 
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This study has addressed eome of the theoretical and 
methodological problems that have plagued much of the work in this area. As a 
consequence of this study, the concepts have been sharpened and to a certain 
extend verified. By defining tEmRS like job satisfaction and morale with 
greater precision some of the con.fo.eion surrounding work in this area has been 
pinpointed. The relegation of factors to their correl!p<>nding concepts baa helped 
to minimize overlape and thereby clear up the confueion that often occur in many 
studies. However, const:ruct validity of the concepts has yet to be established 
and future studies ought to be directed toward thie effort. A theory tying 
these concepts (e.g. the mechanisns of job satisfaction, morale, and motivation) 
cannot be developed at thie stage until the construct valldi ty of these concepta 
is tested. AJ;Jy attempt to present a theory to explain the interaction of the 
three concepta at thia atage wuld be purely speculative .. 
Attenpts at solving metb.o~logical problema took. the fom 
of oonatructing a reliabl.e instrument which was used for both comparative groupe 
of subjects and eubjecting the experimental ai tuation to control. Comparability 
of results 1Al8 attempted by selecting two groups from the same organization. 
Criteria measures for job behavior, Compaey- policy, enviromnental setting were 
held moreor less constant between the two groups. The procedure was standardized 
and raadom sampling of the population under study vas introduced; and even though 
the number of returns for the questionnaires was not as high as one would hope 
they were nevertheless fairly adequate. Finally,. the results of the study were 
subjected to stringent statistical analysis, which very few studies in the past 
can claim to have done. On the whole many of the methodological problema outlined 
in chapter l had been overcome. 
This study baa enlightened some pointe mad;, by other studiea. 
It was found in. aome studiea that incentives or wage alone do not give rise to 
general satisfaction with the job, or at least not to the aame extent as other 
factors. Wage is seen as forming only a minor aspect of job satisfaction, perhaps 
contributing to satisfaction. but not determjnjng the overall level of satisfaction 
in a:ny major ~· It is no longer maintained today that incentives or wage make 
for increased job performance (cf. Blua, 1968, pp.328-362). The classic Hawthorue 
studi.ee (1927) dEIIOnatrated that controlled improvements in incentives failed 
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to produce increase in pNduction. Other studies, measuring the relati.ve 
importance of job factors {e.g. BlUJa 8Ild Russ, 1942; Jurgensen, 1947), have 
shown that wage is not necessarily high in the liet of factors governing job 
behaviors. CollllllOn sense knowledge tells ue that given a choice of finding 
a job that gives greater eatisfaction and one that offers higher wage, the 
tendency is for the person. to choose the former, provided that all eecuri ty needs 
are satisfied. The present study appears to support this view that wage stands 
apart from other !actors in the job satisfaction dimenei.on. 
Hersberg (1959). found that factors that underlie job 
motivation are those of an intrinsic nature, such 8s recognition, achievement, 
accomplishment, responsibility, and. advanceRen.t, and it is essentially these 
factors that account for satisfaction. These factors, however, need not be 
conceived as job satisfaction factors at all. They can be considered, as in this 
study, as merely motivational factors_ in which case Herzberg's two-factor theory 
dichotomizing extrinsic and intrinsic fac"tx>rs {with only the latter related to 
job satisfaction) does not receive a great deal of support. The findings of 
this study seem ·to suggest that all job factors can be conceptualized as 
extrinsic and intrinsic factors are those related to need motivation. The 
dichotomy set up by Herzberg to classify. hie job satisfaction factors into 
two independent groups does not appear to be justified. Herzberg's theory can 
nevertheless be reconciled by silllply stating that intrinsic factors are not job 
satisfaction factors but merely measures of need motivation, and that the so-called 
extrinsic !actors are job satisfaction factors and consequently have no 
motivational property of their own. According to Herzberg, the higher order 
needs such as self-actualization, are known as rmotivatore' and they are 
responsible for approach behavior. In this study, the higher order need of 
self-actualization did not relate to approach behavior at all. Quite the 
contrary, stronger self-actualization moti vee seaned to go hand l.n hand with 
avoidant behaviors in the fom of wi thdraval from the job. 
The study showed that Morse• s (1953) concept of jo"b 
satisfaction requires r~examination. According to Morse, satisfaction= 
environmental return- level of need, and she tried to equate this formula with 
job satisfaction. In this present study, it was :found that job satisfaction and 
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need satisfaction are two different concepts. What Morse's formula amounts to 
is the present fomula for measuring the level of motive (or the strength of 
motive). Morse apparently makes the mistake of equating job satisfaction with 
need satisfaction. In this study it was observed that the concept of need 
satisfaction (or motive in this case) was different from the job satisfaction 
concept. The areas of need satisfaction have no one-to-one correspondence with 
the areas of job satisfaction. In fact, it was found that several arMs of 
job satisfaction may function to satisfy one particular need (e.g. wage, 
job content, co-workers, and world..llg condi tiona function together to affect 
the esteem neai). The diffused nature of job satisfaction factors suggests that 
these two concepts, need satisfaction and job satisfaction, should not be 
regarded as identical aspects of the same phenomenon. Therefore we prefer to 
substitute the concept of 'motivation' for 'sati.taction' in Morse's formula, 
ae it would then provide a more useful and realistic approach to the stuccy of 
job behaviors. 
IX. LIMITATIONS OF STUDY 
Because of the nature of the investigation there are 
limitations imposed upon the investigator either in terms of effort or resources. 
This study is essentially undertaken solely by the investigator. Since this 
study is· not conducted by the Company and therefore the resources that nom.ally 
go with it, there are limitations imposed by the desire not to disrupt the 
no:rmal process of work and to keep interrup:tJ.on at a minimum. Instructio!l8 were 
therefore kept at a mini.Dmll, confined largely to those written into the 
questionnaire. Qonfidential records, such as data 'fp,Jr productivity in tems of 
units of product for groups and individuals, personal records of subjects, etc., 
were not made available to the investigator, the availability of which would 
otherwise have aade the analysis of individual data possible. Other limitations 
are re:O.ected in the following wa.,ys; 
1. Size of Sample - A larger sample of subjects in all cases would be preferred, 
but due to li.Jii ted capacity in tems of operation and analysis of data this 
was found to be difficult. 
2. standard Procedure - The standardization of procedure was restricted by the 
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on~man effort. Initially, the requirement for the subjects to fill in the 
questionnaires on the spot was found to be too time-consuming and so vas 
abandoned. The questionnaires were finally distributed to the workers personally, 
so as not to give the workers the impresilion that the study was made by 
management. This was done in series. Tms procedure restricted the distribution 
and retrieval of queetioDilaires. The subjects had to be allowed to fill in 
the questionnaires at hoae. 
3. Retrieval of Questionnaires - This involved the investigator going round to 
each subject constantly reminding him to return the questionnaire. Other 
methods, e.g. subjects asked to return questionnaires to one chol!!len 8pOt, 
·aYaB initially useo., out found to be unsuccessful. 
4. Selection of other Test Situations - Because of time factor and operational 
involvements the investigator was unable to carry out the selection of other 
test 8ituations, e.g. two other sections where turnover, and absenteeism are 
bro'U8ht under control, or other combinations of job behavioral indices. The 
ssmple of groups in the types of situation. is restricted so that the whole 
range of possible condi tiona, perhaps degrees of job satisfaction, morale, and 
motivation are limited. Only through the controlled manipulation of variables, 
e.g. in the areas of job behavior, or change of working condi tiona in the 
light of the experimental results, caa causation be directly tested. As it is, 
direction as to relationships between Tarious attitudinal dimensions and 
specific instances of job behavior has to be inferred. 
5. The Handling of Data - There ie limited capacity for one JD8Il to deal vi th 
a more comprehensiTe 8et of data. It is JIK)st desirable to compute 'path 
analysi 8 ' ani 'factor analysis• between Tari&bles, but these have to be 
put off at this s*age• 
Finally, the study occurred at a time when there was 
an inflationary trend in the econoJIY of the nation as a whole. This trend was 
especially felt vhen it finally came to the second stage of the study, where 
retrenchment of employeee became Company policy. The results of this 8tudy must 
be con8idered in the light of the state ot the economy occuring at the time of 
the study. 
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'motivation' scale in this study 
suffere the inadequacy of having too few i teas and therefore it is a rather 
pointless exercise to compute its reliability. The fi1'8t recommendation for 
further studies would be the refinement of this scale. More items would have 
to be constructed and split-half reliabili ties computed for each of the 
subscales. 
SUpplEDentary 1 tem-analysis of the data 
obtained in the second stage of the study ought to be conducted for all the 
dimensions so as to test whether the results of the first stage are replicated. 
Item-analysis, based upon questionnaire responses provided by all subjects in 
stage two, would allow for a check on the reliabili ties established in stage one 
and therefore woUld enable a further test of hypothesis El. Hypothesis Hl can 
further be tested by subjecting both set of data (second stage as well as the 
first stage) to factol'-analysis. The outcome of such an analysis would show 
whether the independence between the three concepts, observed in this study, 
is a reliable finding. A/3 it is the independence between the three concepts 
is inferred, using the less powerful tool of intercorrelational analysis. 
Given more time and resources, the study 
coUld include a larger random ssmple of subjects, thus ensuring a wider 
representation from the total population. Subjects for the standardization 
Pr9.£T8Dl could be selected from all the four plants in the factory instead of 
just two as in this study. Likewise, it is highly desirable that there should 
be as close as possible to a loo% return rate of questionnaires from the two 
groups of subjects. This perhaps could be achieved if the investigato; was 
backed by Union officials and l!lh.op stewards which might allay residual feelings 
of euspicion about the hidden purposes of the study, and if the workers were 
given time off to complete the questionnaires on the spot rather then taking 
them home. sorting of workers according to dEIIlographic variables would perhaps 
gi. ve more meaning.f'ul results especially if personal data relating to each worker 
were obtainable from persoooel records (e.g. absenteeism recorda, individual job 
perfo:rJI18llce, outstanding history of subjsct, etc.). 
Given enough time individual data, instead 
r 
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of group data, could be analysed. Criterion groups of subjects who obtained 
high scores in self-esteem and self-actualization could be selected, and 
separate analysis conducted to find the pattern of relationships with job 
satisfaction and morale. From. the correlation matrices a path-analysis could 
be comPuted to establish causal relationships ( cf. Blalock, 1963 and Duncan, 1966). 
Analysis of individual attitudinal questionnaire data 
might also help to predict actual job behavior. A follow-up study, based on 
individual scores and observation of eventual turnover and absenteeism, could 
help in establishing predictive validity. For example., for those subjects who 
obtained relatively high scores on certain needs, low scores on job eatisfaction 
and morale, a correspondent low individual productivity record, high rate of 
absenteeiem and maybe eventual tennination of job, would be expected. A 
longitudinal follow-up study, tracing the worlcer' s progress at work could be . done 
to establish some sort of meaningful prediction on job behaviors based on scores 
obtained for job satisfaction, morale, and motivation. 
Further study can also come in the form of selecting 
different groups that vary only on one variable of job behavior. Thus, one 
group could be selected on the basis of high productivity, low rates of turnover 
and absenteeiam, and the other group selected on the basis of a relatively low 
productivity but nevertheless low rate of turnover and absenteeism. This would 
then put two job behavioral variables under control, thus leaving productivity 
to vary between these two groups. Any differences in the three attitudinal 
dimensions may then be attributable to productivity alone. In this case, stronger 
support would have been given to the validity of the concept of morale g:i ven 
that a higher morale score is obtained by the higher productivity group. Likewise, 
different variations in design on the criteria of job behaviors can be set up, 
and eventually an analysis of variance could be conducted which could indicate 
a pattern for the co-variation of job behaviors with the corresponding attitudinal 
dimensions. 
All these efforts in testiDg the co-variation of job 
behaviors, prediction of job behaviors based on individual data, relationships 
between attitudinal dimensions, etc. would helpt to establish the construct 
validity of these three concepts. A definite and consistent pattern would help 
.. 
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to establish a 'nomological network', whereby construct validity could be obtained. 
Further study of a more practical experimental nature 
might also help to establish validity of the three concepts. Thus, the manipulation 
of 8i tuational variables and observation of the effects of dimensiona of job 
satisfaction, morale, and motivation on various job behaviors would help·~ ) · 
provide better understanding of the cause-and-effect sequence of events. For 
eXBmple, if increased wages, improved hannony aong workers, improved. job content 
and wo:rld.ng condi tiona could bring about higher scores in job satisfaction and 
morale, and the lowering of the esteem and self-actualiEation motiTes and 
eventually a corresponding improvement in productivity, turnoTer, and absenteei•, 
then the present study would have gained stroll&' support. The method adopted for 
this study would then have lecl to some practical applications in industry. 
Finally the study could be replicated in different industrial 
settings on a wider population of wrkers so as to teat for the generali mbili ty 
of the findiD«8• This would help to dEIIlOnstrate the salient differences between 
industries and organizations that might explain the strength of the relationships 
between dimensions in various settings. 
0 
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Appendix 1 - I~ for 1 job satisfaction', 'morale', and 'motivation' showing 
direction of wordings, and dietri bution numbers. 
Initial. Noe No. on.{,(. Direct~ of 
wordings 
JOB S.ATISFAoriON ITEMS 
1 68 
2 77 
3 28 
4 32 
5 134 
6 18 
7 100 
8 91 
9 1Z7 
10 Z7 
11 35 
12 42 
Statement 
I. Company and Management 
The Company I'm working for is too big. 
The boss makes me feel as i:f I'm part of the 
Company. 
My Company has a good reputation. 
Mine is a 'go-ahead' Company. 
The Company needs some new ideas at the top. 
The Big Boss doesn't tell us about things we 
ought to know. 
The people at the top are highly inefficient. 
There is too much class distinction in this 
Company. 
The Company looks after its workers well. 
The Company has too many rules and regulations. 
The Big Boss never talks to us. 
My Company is a pretty good Company in which 
to work. 
II.~ 
13 73 - My pay is fairly satisfactory. 
14 86 - I'm. underpaid for what I'm doing. 
15 54 - There is not enough difference between my pay 
and that of my juniors 1 • 
16 97 - My pay isn't as good as that paid to my mates 
who are in the same position and round about 
my own age. 
17 117 
-
My pay is poor. 
18 114 - I 'm q,ui te highly paid. 
19 12 - My pay is generally as good as that of my 
friends'. 
III. Prospect of Promotion 
20 83 
-
There is good chance for promotion in this 
Company. 
21 51 - The chances of my promotion in this Company 
are aa good as with any other Company. 
22 56 - The chances of my promotion increase with my 
experience. 
23 70 - I feel that l've stayed at my present level 
for too long. 
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Initial No. No. on Q. Direct~ of statement 
wordings 
24 101 
-
There is an unfair promotion policy in this 
Company. 
25 59 - Mine is a dead-end job. 
26 25 
-
My training and experiences increase my 
chances of promotion. 
IV. Job Content 
Z7 111 - My job is frustrating most of the time. 
28 65 
-
The type of work I'm doing gives me great 
satisfaction. 
29 24 - I feel discouraged with my job. 
30 107 - My job is satisfying. 
31 95 - My job is dull. 
32 62 - My job is very interesting. 
33 58 - My job needs quite a lot of skill. 
34 26 - My job is the wrong sort of job for me. 
35 90 - I enjoy my worlc. 
36 48 - Mine is a worthwhile job. 
57 00 - My job requires a lot of experience. 
38 102 - I can learn a lot from this job. 
39 84 - My job is cballengi.ng. 
v. SU,Eervision 
40 72 - My supervisor is friendly. 
41 22 - My supervisor is rude. 
42 113 
-
SUpervision ie fair. 
43 17 - My supervisor knows his job well. 
44 29 - I feel that I can discuss problems with my 
supervisor. . ~ 
45 45 - My supervisor is a nagger. 
46 98 - My supervisor is very well-organized. 
47 46 - My supervisor is •tuck-up. , . 
48 74 My superrisor is stubborn. -
49 60 
-
My supervisor is usually reliable. 
50 50 - My supervisor sometime-s accepts my advice. 
51 93 - My supervisor interfere with my work too much. 
52 132 - I can feel sure of my supervisor• s support 
when I make a decision. 
Vl!. Co-Workers 
53 39 - My work-mates are fr.i..endly. 
54 66 - Most. of my work-mates are stupid. 
55 13 - My work-mates are very much like myself. 
56 67 - Moat of my wo:r:k-mates don't know enoll8h about 
bow to do their job. 
'37 105 - Most of my worlc-mates are old-faahioDed. 
... 
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Initial No. No. on Q. Direct~ of 
wordings 
58 119 
59 61 
60 'll 
61 1 
62 36 
VII. 
63 106 
64 76 
65 118 
66 115 
67 64 
68 81 
69 133 
70 128 
71 123 
72 195 
73 103 
74 108 
MORALE ITEMS 
Statement 
Most of my work-mates ehouldn1 t have got 
where they are. 
My work-mates are unwilling to try out new 
ideas. 
My work-mates are stuck-up. 
My work-mates are very uninteresting. 
Some of my work-mates act as if they own the 
place. 
Working Conditions 
My working hours are right for me. 
The place where I work is too cold or too 
bot, too dirty or too unpleasant in other ways. 
My working hours prevent me from enjoying 
many things I would like. 
The place wher• I work is nice and comfortable. 
My working hours are satisfactory. 
There are some worlti.ng conditions that could 
be improved. 
There are not enough tools to work With. 
The Company provides good equipnent for work. 
The times for tea-breaks are well-placed. 
The CompalJY provides the workers with good, 
cheap lunches. 
The Company provides the workers with a 
pleasant place where they can eat. 
There is not enough done to make the place 
more safe. 
VIII. Group Cohesiveness 
15 15 
76 116 
77 11 
78 53 
79 99 
80 38 
81 131 
There is a lot of co-operation among my 
wo:rlc-mates. 
My work-mates are more co-operative than 
other people working in this factory. 
Our supervisor works in close co-operation 
wi. th ws. 
When things get rough my work-mates get 
together. 
we. can 1 t depend on our supervisor to back us 
up when things go wrong. 
Most of my worlc-mates are happy and satisfied 
being a member of a work team. 
My wo:rlc-mates don't work well wi. th one another. 
r 
I 
l 
Initial No. No. on~. Direct~ of 
wordings 
82 2 
-
83 126 
-
84 129 -
85 34 -
86 124 -
~ 21 -
88 31 -
89 14 
-
~ 92 -
91 109 -
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Statement 
Moat of my mates are not happy workiDg 
together as a team. 
My wo:rk-mates put up with each other only 
because they've to work together. 
Our supervisor helps to keep the group together. _ 
II. Need for a Goal 
I thiDk: we should determine a rate in which 
we should be vorki.ng. 
None of my wol.'k-mates aseems to tnow exactly 
what he bas to do. 
We feel that there is a need for us to decide 
how much we should produce. ' 
We feel that the aime in production need to 
be defined.. 
We're not always clear as to the amount of 
work we're supposed to do. 
I don 1 t think many of my work-mates understand 
the purpose of their 'WOrk. 
On the whole, my work-mates know what the aims 
are for production. 
_::.x. prog.rese toward Goal 
92 96 - We're not doing well in achieving our aims in 
production. 
93 57 - Moat of my work-mates feel that they are 
keepillg up with production. 
94 33 - We'~ getting close to fulfilling our aims in 
production. 
95 130 - We 1re working too slowly. 
96 37 - My work-mates don't care much about fulfilling 
the aims of production. 
97 88 - My mates are not concerned vi th fulfilling the 
amount of work they're required to do. 
98 4 - The boss should be proud with our progress. 
99 f5T - My work-mates and I work harder and faster 
than other people in this factory. 
XI. Meani~ Task 
100 104 - Each of my work-mates understands his own task 
and how it is connected to the whole setup. 
101 41 - My mates find their work meaningful. 
102 47 
-
we believe that everybody' a work is important 
to the whole setup. 
103 75 - some of my work-mates don• t seem to understand 
how important their jobs are. 
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Initial No. No. on Q. Direct~ of 
wordings 
Statement 
104 23 
105 135 
MOTIVATION ITEMS 
106 85 -
l(J7 6 
-
108 30 
-
109 44 -
110 82 -
111 7 
-
112 20 -
113 44 -
114 94 
-
115 79 -
116 52 -
117 122 -
118 43 -
119 5 -
120 110 -
121 112 
-
Most of us feel that our work is quite 
unimportant. 
Many of my work-mates feel that the type of 
work that they do is useless. 
XII. Security Need 
A. 'Environmental Return' 
There is no aecuri. ty in my employment. 
The Company provides me with superannuation 
and other benefits. 
~ Company is rich and has never sacked any 
worker yet for minor reasons. 
B. 'Level of Need' 
It is important to me that my job gives me 
a sense of secu.ri ty. 
I wouldn't like to work for a Company that 
doeen' t provide me with superalllluation and 
other benefi te. 
I 1m always worried about losing my job. 
n.II. §g,cial Need 
A. 'Environmental Returnr 
My job provides me lfi th the chance to mix 
with all kinds of people. 
My job doesn 1 t give me the chance to make 
close friends. 
B. 'Level of Need' 
It is good to have the chance to mix well 
wi tb. all kinds of people. 
It's important to have a few good friends 
at work. 
II.V. Esteem Need 
A. 1Enviromental Return' 
My position at work makes me feel I'm somebody. 
People outside the Company regard my job as 
a highly respected one. 
People inside the Company don't respect my 
position. 
B. 'Level of Need' 
I would like to occupy a position. that could 
give me greater pride in myself. 
I don't care about the kinds of respect 
people outside the Company give to my job. 
I don't care whether people inside this 
Company respect my job or not. 
Initial No, No. on t;t. Direct~ of 
wordings 
122 . 49 
-
123 120 
-
124 89 
-
125 19 -
126 16 -
lV 3 -
128 10 -
129 78 -
130 125 -
131 9 -
132 8 -
133 121 -
134 40 -
135 69 -
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Statement 
XV. Au tonom.y Need 
A. 'EnviroDmental Return' 
I can do what I want in my job • 
There is no chance in my job to sa;y 
something important connected wi tb. my work. 
I don't get the chance to sa;y to the boss 
what I think ie beet for my work. 
I don • t get a chance to do what I think is 
best for my work. 
B. 'Level of Need' 
I don't want · to be a boss. 
I like a responsbble job. 
I don' t like to take part in planning other 
people' s work. 
I don't want to be responsible for telling 
my mates what to do. 
XVI. Self-Actualization Need 
A. 'Environmental Return' 
There is a chance for personal growth and 
deVelopment in my present job. 
My job does not give me the chance to 
realize my ambitions. 
There is a feeling of 'a job well-done' 
connected with my work. 
B. 'Level of Need' 
I feel that I 1 ve reached as far as I can 
get in my job. 
I wish I could get a job that enables me 
to realize my ambitions. 
I don• t care whether I •m doing well or not 
in my job. 
- - - - - --- -···-- · 
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Appendix 2 - Item-item Qo~8J.ation Matrices for the Sixteen SUb-Scales 
JOB SATISFACTION 
I.. COmEaDY and Management 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
1 .13 - .. 14 -.02 .05 -.15 -.04 . 20 - .14 .29 -.03 .03 
2 -.04 .36 .04 .14 .05 .12 .. 14 .16 .28 . 29 
3 .49 . 25 .15 .02 . 22 .'51 -.11 -.07 .53 
4 .25 .20 .16 .. 25 .38 - .11 .08 .59 
5 .32 .31 . 31 .32 .38 .04 .18 
6 .. 22 .09 .32 - .. 03 
-33 . 17 
7 .ZT .17 - .. 03 .. 06 .. 08 
8 .23 .. 22 - .. 01 .. 26 
9 .16 .21 . 46 
10 .19 .00 
11 . 23 
12 
-
II. w~ 
~ u 15 16 17 1.8 19 
13 .44 .72 .. 36 .63 .55 .54 
14 .23 .07 .45 .42 .yz 
15 .. 08 .. 12 .(JT .12 
16 . 35 .21 .so 
17 . 51 .45 
18 .. 47 
19 
Ill. Pro.!m,ect of Pl"CDDtion 
20 21 22 23 24 25 26 
20 .48 .51 .36 .16 .25 . _23 
21 .46 . 26 .09 .12 .21 
22 .33 .06 .28 .55 
23 .04 .24 .05 
24 -.26 .01 
25 .36 
26 
j 
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IV. Job Content 
21 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 Yl 38 39 
'l1 .33 .29 .58 .62 .34 .11 .33 .'5"[ .34 .(J7 .03 .20 
28 .33 .70 .48 .52 .35 .55 .67 .55 .37 .44 .21 
29 .46 .42 .40 .17 .41 .'5] .32 .20 .01 .08 
30 .67 .56 .35 .49 .75 .56 .38 .32 .28 
31 .56 .34 .43 .55 .51 .36 .19 .40 
32 
·43 .40 .46 .39 .41 .31 .49 
33 .26 .31 .~ .76 .34 .60 
34 .51 .41 .31 .14 .12 
35 .52 .38 .39 .18 
36 .21 .22 .. 35 
Yl .41 .64 
38 .21 
39 
V. .§!E.eni.sioa 
~ 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 
40 .53 .41 .41 .42 .54 .49 .60 .46 .55 .03 .25 .09 
41 .36 .40 .22 .48 .43 .58 .46 .31 .13 .39 .10 
42 .36 .26 .46 .47 .35 .35 .23 .03 .40 .11 
43 .28 .4;; .41 .33 .42 .20 .03 .29 .11 
44 .35 .23 .28 .35 .32 .10 .oa .oo 
45 .39 .73 .66 .38 .02 .3) .06 
46 .41 .r;n .36 -.05 .35 .32 
47 .63 .47 -.08 .24 .02 
48 .41 .10 .Y[ .10 
49 .03 .12 .16 
50 .15 .06 
51 .18 
52 
VI. Qo-Workers 
53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 
53 .29 .29 .42 .35 .41 .14 .zz .34 .34 
54 .14 .49 .28 .46 .24 .40 .30 .30 
55 .22 .09 .10 .25 .09 .23 .11 
56 .40 .44 .35 .34 .40 .44 
57 .48 .15 .41 .26 .41 
58 .14 .38 .23 .43 
59 .23 .19 .09 
60 .39 .21 
61 .17 
62 
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VII. Workin&: Condi tiona 
63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 
63 .14 .. 39 .07 .72 .02 .17 .,06 .34 .03 .28 .16 
64 .22 .r;J{ .03 .• 36 .34 
-43 .22 .25 .20 .16 
65 .13 .48 .15 .13 .31 .31 .Z/ .32 .21 
66 .12 .47 .42 .51 .29 .18 .22 .24 
67 -.09 .14 .08 .23 .55 .33 .07 
68 .. 28 .29 .16 .38 -.08 .28 
69 .47 -34 - .. 18 .22 .. 38 
70 .60 .. 21 .34 .30 
71 .19 .44 .. Zl 
72 .. 31 .11 
73 .14 
74 
MORALE 
VIII. G:rou12. Cohesiveness 
75 76 Tl 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 
75 .Z{ .13 -33 .06 .55 .51 .44 .18 .14 
76 .12 .24 .oo .19 .26 .24 .20 .03 
77 .20 .31 .05 -.05 .. 15 .03 .46 
78 .10 .32 .28 .21 .23 .26 
79 -.05 .08 .14 .22 .33 
00 .34 .33 .zr -.03 
81 .21 .r;J{ -.05 
82 .. 16 .19 
83 - .. 11 
84 
II. Need for a Goal 
85 86 £>7 88 89 90 91 
85 -.19 .32 .20 -.26 -.04 -.05 
86 -.13 -.07 .11 .17 -.00 
ffl .24 -.30 .oo .10 
88 -.11 -.11 -.29 
89 .19 .14 
90 .42 
91 
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X. Prog£ess toward Goal 
92 93 94 95 96 r;rr 98 99 
92 .20 .31 .22 .21 .18 .17 -.15 
93 -.:3() .21 -.05 .17 .11 .00 
94 .46 .19 .13 .19 .05 
95 .22 .16 .21 .33 
96 .16 .08 .01 
97 -.02 .en 
98 .29 
99 
n. Jfean:i.ngfal. Task 
100 101 102 103 104 105 
100 .37 .23 .52 .21 .24 
101 .26 .35 .06 .11 
102 .30 .20 .04 
103 .33 .33 
104 .37 
105 
liDfiVATION 
nr. Securit.y Need 
106 1Cfl 108 109 110 lll 
106 .. 15 .00 .29 -.06 -.22 
107 .06 .12 .07 .24 
108 .l:z .00 .01 
109 .10 -.og 
110 -.11 
111 
XIII. Social Need 
112 113 114 115 
112 .18 .05 .16 
113 .21 .08 
114 .25 
115 
. " !.:~st~ .. J:.E_~~:i. 
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XIV. ~aa Need 
116 117 118 119 120 12l 
116 .37 .17 .05 .06 .22 
117 .23 -.04 .16 .30 
118 -:o1 -.23 .01 
119 -:oa -:o2 
120 .42 
121 
XV. Auto~.!!,l Heed 
122 123 124 125 126 127 128 129 
122 -.03 .oo .03 .04 .03 .03 -.11 
123 .51 .43 .20 .16 .16 .39 
124 .30 .15 .14 .14 .28 
125 .09 -.04 -.05 .02 
126 .40 .60 .59 
127 .34 .28 
128 .Q 
129 
XVI. Self-Actualizati.on 
130 131 132 133 134 135 
1~ .'Z[ .45 .25 -.12 .19 
131 .13 .29 -.34 .10 
132 .23 -.05 .39 
133 -.08 .13 
134 I .13 ,. 
135 . 
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.Appendix 3 - Heans1 ~tandard Dev:i.atio.Da1 and. Variance• in the Sixteen SI;Lb-scales 
for Stand.ardi~ti.on Sample, after the elimination of i tauJ. 
Stlll-Scal.a Mean Std. DeT. Variance 
JOB SATISFAmOli 
I • . Colllpany and Management 21.49 4.32 18.68 
ll. Wages 17.92 4.83 23.29 
Ill. P:rospect of Promotion 18.96 4.43 19.65 
IV. Job Content 42.21 8.36 69.91 
V. Slpervisitm 29.85 5.65 31.96 
VI. Co-Workers 31.07 5.84 34.16 
VII. Working Conditions 32.07 6.34 40.26 
MORALE 
Vlll. G:roup Cohesivenes• 17.46 l 3.~5 11.22 
IX. Need for a Goal 9.73 2.11 4.72 
X. Progress toward Goal 13.06 2.51 6.29 
:xi.. Meaningful Tau 13.56 2.81 7.91 
MOTIV_mON 
XII. Security Need 
'Environmental Return' 5.61 1.81 3.26 
• LeTel. et Need • 7.04 1.66 2.75 
XIII. Social Nf;ted 
'EnTim:cmental Retura.• 1.23 1.71 2.94 
'Level o! Need' 8.33 1.01 1.03 
XIV. Este• Need 
• EnviroDDLental Retum• 19.70 2.16 4.69 
tLeve1 ot Need • 3.63 1.04 1.09 
IV. Auto:noJQ" Need. 
'Ennromental Return' 6.52 1.88 3.54 
•Level ot Need' 6.25 2;.Z7. 5.16 
XVI• Self-Actualization_ Heed 
• Environmental Rstam • 9.68 2.43 5.88 
'Level of Need.' 3.01 1.18 1.39 
Appendix 4 - lubscale-Subseale Intercorrelation Matrix for Standardization Sample. 
Job Satisfaction I Morale nl Motivation I II III IV v VI VII VIII IX X XII nn nv XV XVI 
A B A B A B A B A B 
I .20 .52 .49 .46 .42 .62 .46 o30 .30 .32 .18 .12 .06 -.01 .34 .02 .35 -.13 .46 .03 
II .13 .16 -.10 -.04 .16 -.08 .05 .04 .01 .15 -.01 -.07 -.35 .19 .02 .02 -.13 .02 -.13 
III .65 .33 .37 .33 .45 .11 .21 o34 .36 .21 .17 .oo .45 .12 .42 -.11 .66 .35 
IV .41 .41 .32 .45 .23 .23 .44 .40 .35 .15 - . 02 .58 .24 .51 .01 .. 57 .. 25 
v . .48 945 .40 .19 .os o21 .08 .09 - .. 01 o14 .18 .28 .51 -.01 .39 .15 
VI .37 .61 .52 .39 .57 .24 .14 o02 .25 .23 .. 31 .34 .oo .33 .11 
VII .43 .37 .27 .22 o20 .21 .02 .04 928 -.02 .29 -914 .45 .03 
VIII .43 .35 .61 .36 .31 .u .38 .37 .09 .23 -.05 .49 .08 
IX .21 .48 .17 .10 -.03 .oo o21 -.01 .27 .62 o24 o08 I 
X .41 .19 .19 .09 .08 .13 o02 .06 -.06 o24 -.01 ~ 
n .37 .21 .09 .18 .39 .01 .18 -.07 o38 o22 
nr A .18 -.02 .. 14 .46 .11 o22 -.06 o36 .30 
B .26 .01 .33 .17 .12 .06 013 - . 09 
XIII A .20 .20 .13 .21 .25 .13 -.01 
B .02 .12 oOl .06 .16 -.03 
nv A .25 .31 .. 09 .as o15 
B .18 o28 .04 o14 
XV A .15 o32 ol9 
B - o07 .05 
XVI A .35 
B 
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Appendix 5 - !fhe Fom of the QUestions asked at the end ef the QueatiomW.re 
. . 
fe:r;-.second Stage of the Study. 
We would be pleased if you could give us eome addi tiona! inf'orm&tic>u. 
Your answers will be ceded fer coaputer processing and will r~ oonfi.deu.tial. 
1. ~t ia your real eccupation? •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
2. What is the title of your present ~ob?•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·• 
3. How 1on& have you beea working for this Company? ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
4. How m~ jobs have you eccupied for the last six aonths?••••••••••••••••••••• 
5. What ia your preseu.t salary? approxiaately ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
6. BOw o14 were you on your last bir~•••••••••••••••••••••·•·•••••••••••••• 
7. Cress out whichever deea not apply: .aaie / fanale. 
8. Hari tal Status: please waderline the oswer that applies to you -
aarrie& 
single 
other (e.g. divoraed, widowed, etc.)••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
9. If yeu are a pArent, how maDY chil~ do you hav8? Boys ••••••••••••••••••••• 
, 
Girls •••••••••••••••••••• 
10. How many of these childr~ are still depeutent? ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
11. What is the highest level of education you have reached? (:ror-~u.-ple, 
"Secolld Yell%' High Scbo•l", or "Five subjects at Leaving Leiel", or "Half 
way through. Teclmi~ College", 'or other equivalent over•eaa qu.alificaUons). 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
12. Choose !!!!. ot the following statEDents vbich best tells how well you like 
your job. Please place a check mark (/) in froat of that stat«AeD.t: 
L hate it. 
I dislike it. 
I don 1 t like it. 
I •a indi~fereu.t to it. 
I like it. 
Ila enthusiastic about i.t. 
I love it. 
13. Pleal;le answer: High, .2!: Undecided, u:, Lev, to the following questio1111 -
f 
I 
' 
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What iB the aorale of your wvrk group?•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
What is the aorale of C.A.B. l Plant as a whole?•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
What ie the morale of the workers in Bri tiah Ley laud Motors ae a whole? ••• 
•••••••••••••••••••• 
What ia your own .orale? •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
15. What ia/ are your most urgent need( •) at the 110aent? Please check aark (/) 
the :rollowinc list: 
Secttri ty in my job. 
SOcial need at work. 
Respect in ay job. 
Independence in -.y jeb • 
.AJRbi tiows te p ahead iD my career. 
PLEASE CHECK T1W.! YOU'VE ANSWERED ALL ~~IONS 
- THAMK YOU VEliY ,MUCH FOR YOUR co-oPi&\TIOB AlfD .ASSISTANCE 
j 
I 
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.Appendix 6 - Sum Tetal Scores of each subscale in the Dimensions of Jeb SatisfactioJL
1 
Morale, and Motivation for each sub,jeot in the Two Groups. 
JOB SA.TISJ'A.CTION 
s. No. co. & Wage Prosp. Job SUper- Co- Working Total Mans;! of Content vision Workers Conditioi~S 
Pl'OJIO tion 
rA• Track ('Bad Group') 
1 21 16 2!) 34 32 30 34 1trl 
2 24 16 19 43 32 31 23 188 
3 24 19 19 45 32 29 32 2)() 
4 19 15 17 32 23 29 24 159 
5 2!) 18 15 42 20 22 29 166 
6 20 12 16 38 31 22 26 165 
7 13 8 17 45 26 25 23 157 
8 23 22 20 34 Zl 25 31 182 
9 23 14 18 30 3' 31 33 182 
10 19 18 19 42 32 31 25 186 
11 25 18 21 42 34 3} 35 208 
12 18 8 12 29 'n 32 28 154 
13 17 24 21 48 33 18 26 181 
14 22 16 14 Yl 33 14 28 1.64 
15 12 lB 10 29 18 24 32 143 
16 22 19 10 'n 33 24 23 158 
17 20 11 19 39 20 lB 31 158 
18 2!) 13 17 43 33 21 33 l.a) 
19 16 13 13 42 31 30 'ZT 172 
20 16 11 8 44 31 26 24 162 
21 15 11 8 ~ 30 28 24 160 
22 13 16 8 32 22 29 lB 138 
23 14 12 12 36 32 30 20 156 
24 18 9 12 Yl 28 20 26 150 
25 21 12 10 40 31 24 28 166 
26 17 13 16 34 25 28 28 161 
Zl 18 14 17 36 30 25 'Zl 167 
L6 2f 1.e ·~J . • -za to 20 153 29 20 11 l.S 30 34 17 26 156 
30 16 17 14 39 26 Zl 29 170 
Jteaa 19.00 14.«> 15.10 '51.8:> 29.00 25.71 'ZT .10 167.63 
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JOB SATISFAC'riON 
s. No. eo. & Wage Preap. Job S\lpe.t'- Co- WOrking Total 
• Manag. •f Content vision Werkers Condi tiom 
Promotion. 
Trill Sho:e_ ( 'Good Group') 
31 30 l!l ~' 55 32 33 43 246 32 28 23 22 47 }2 35 39 226 
33 30 22 22 47 31 35 35 222 
34 4!l 22 16 48 31 33 40 217 
35 25 18 i 42 31 31 28 181 
36 11 16 12 40 30 35 32 176 
Yl 18 14 14 30 Zl ~ 28 160 
36 21 23 17 45 26 35 36 203 
39 26 24 22 48 30 34 32 216 
40 24 15 7 48 33 35 36 196 
41 25 14 11 49 35 33 Zl 194 
42 7 22 12 39 33 39 30 182 
43 17 13 10 39 Z1 29 24 159 
44 Z1 21 19 55 39 39 29 2~ 
45 12 22 9 27 34 19 23 146 
46 20 25 15 4Ei 34 31 36 ro7 
47 14 11 10 51 31 25 23 165 
48 26 23 15 46 39 35 37 221 
49 18 20 10 28 30 32 31 169 
50 17 11 16 "S1 25 26 ~3 155 
51 22 21 9 n 27 28 Zl 171 
52 26 21 20 45 31 36 38 217 
.I 53 29 24 2l 47 28 36 35 220 54 26 9 23 44 33 34 37 206 
55 24 22 18 48 2g n 30 :;re 
56 29 Zl 14 51 32 42 26 221 
57 11 12 8 37 19 28 23 138 
58 22 21 9 39 Zl 28 2B 174 
59 19 25 7 32 31 38 32 1.84 
60 13 12 11 47 26 23 23 155 
61 12 15 8 40 34 33 22 164 
62 Z1 23 18 44 ~' 30 38 2:)6 
63 21 22 16 44 30 26 28 lHl 
64 24 19 22 46 Zl 34 28 2CX> 
65 19 24 17 35 26 26 30 177 
66 12 6 6 46 33 17 19 139 
Mean 21.08 19.14 14.39 43.31 30.53 31.64 30.17 189.97 
' 
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MORALE 
s. No. Group Need for a Progress Meaningful Total 
Cohesive. Goal toward Task 
Goal 
'A' Track ('Bad Groupr) 
1 12 7 16 10 45 
2 14 9 13 14 50 
3 16 10 14 13 53 
4 12 8 15 7 42 
5 21 8 8 14 51 
6 15 9 11 11 46 
7 14 9 10 9 42 
8 16 9 13 12 50 
9 20 10 14 14 58 
10 16 10 13 15 54 
11 20 9 13 12 54 
12 17 7 ll 8 43 
13 11 7 11 11 40 
14 14 5 10 11 40 
15 17 7 13 14 51 
16 10 10 11 9 40 
17 12 9 14 13 48 
18 15 12 8 8 43 
19 12 12 10 12 46 
20 11 12 10 14 47 
21 14 13 10 14 51 
22 8 6 12 10 36 
23 12 10 10 12 44 
24 15 8 11 17 51 
25 11 8 10 14 43 
26 12 8 11 11 42 
27 16 10 13 10 49 
28 15 12 14 12 53 
29 10 9 16 13 48 
30 18 7 9 9 43 
Mean 14.20 9.00 11.80 ll.TI 46.77 
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MO~ 
s. No. Group Need for a Progress Meaningful Total 
Cohesive. Goal toward Ta~ 
Goal 
~ 
Trim Shoi_ ( tGood Group 1 ) 
31 17 ll 16 18 62 
32 20 12 16 15 63 
33 20 13 16 16 65 
34 18 12 15 15 60 
35 17 12 12 12 53 
36 16 12 16 13 57 
YT 14 10 10 11 45 
38 18 10 17 15 60 
39 20 12 16 16 64 
40 19 10 13 17 59 
4l 18 11 17 10 56 
42 18 13 19 11 61 
43 18 7 10 10 45 
44 22 15 18 15 70 
45 13 9 11 14 47 
46 18 12 ll 12 53 
47 17 10 14 10 51 
48 17 9 16 14 56 
49 18 11 12 10 51 
50 10 10 13 10 43 
51 17 10 13 12 52 
52 19 10 14 13 56 
53 20 12 15 16 63 
54 15 11 15 17 58 
55 18 ll 15 14 58 
56 23 13 20 16 72 
51 12 11 12 8 43 
58 17 9 12 12 50 
59 16 8 10 10 44 
60 10 7 11 7 35 
61 14 10 12 8 44 
62 16 12 16 16 60 
63 17 8 14 ll 50 
64 20 10 16 16 62 
65 14 9 14 12 49 
66 . 9 7 14 12 42 
Ilea 16.81 10.53 14.19 12.89 54.42 
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MOTIV,A'!1ION 
S. No. Security Needs Social Needs Esteem Needs .Allto~ Needa Self-Act. Needa 
Environ. Level Environ. Level Environ. Level Environ. Level EnviroB. LeTel 
t .A' Track ( 'Bad Group r ) 
1 2 10 5 10 9 5 9 9 10 4 
2 6 6 6 9 9 3 6 9 8 3 
3 6 7 8 8 9 3 6 7 11 4 
4 6 2 8 5 11 5 7 10 ~ 2 
5 6 9 8 9 12 2 5 5 ll 2 
6 6 10 5 7 8 2 6 • 7 2 7 2 6 8 8 4 4 5 8 6 3 
8 5 10 6 8 8 3 7 6 9 3 
9 3 7 9 8 7 1 7 8 5 3 
10 6 6 6 6 9 3 6 5 8 3 I 
11 1 8 7 9 11 4 7 7 11 3 
12 3 8 10 9 8 • 9 8 6 2 13 4 6 a 8 9 ... 4 9 10 4 
14 6 .8 4 8 8 2 • 4 8 1 15 5 9 6 9 6 4 6 4 7 5 
16 5 8 3 6 6 2 3 6 8 2 
17 5 9 6 9 5 4 3 6 10 2 I 
18 3 8 8 10 Ul p i 2 10 3 
19 4 8 7 8 10 4 8 4 6 2 
20 • 6 7 9 6 4 6 4 8 2 2l 4 8 10 9 6 4 5 4 8 2 
22 4 8 4 8 5 2 6 4 8 5 
23 • 8 6 8 7 3 • 4 6 2 24 6 6 6 9 5 4 3 6 lO 2 
25 5 8 7 10 10 1 8 8 7 2 I _ 
26 6 8 6 9 7 3 5 ... 
' 
. 
1 
~ 4 6 8 8 6 2 4 7 9 4 
26 8 7 9 7 7 3 7 5 10 5 
29 3 9 5 6 6 
-· 
5 6 8 3 
30 4 5 7 8 5 2 4 6 7 2 
Ilea 4.73 7.53 6 .. 77 8.17 7.63 3.20 5.70 5.97 a.,:> 2.7. 
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MOTIVATION 
s. No. Security Needs Social Neelis Eatellll Needs Autonomy Needs Self-Act. Need11 
En't'iren. Level Ell.'riron. Level. Environ. Level En"firon. Level Environ. LeTel 
Trill Shok- ( • Good Group 1 ) 
31 6 8 10 10 12 ~ 8 10 14 4 
32 7 10 8 8 10 2 7 4 11 2 
33 
' 
6 8 a 9 4 6 4 11 2 
34 8 8 6 8 10 4 6 7 10 2 
35 3 8 9 9 9 4 8 4 6 1 
36 2 8 6 8 9 4 3 6 6 1 
31 2 10 6 8 7 4 5 6 7 2 
38 5 7 8 8 10 4 7 4 10 2 
39 5 8 8 8 1.2 4 8 4 ll 2 
40 5 8 8 8 12 4 8 9 8 1 
41 5 8 2 7 10 4 6 10 8 1 
42 2 5 8 10 10 2 4 7 5 2 
43 2 10 6 10 9 4 5 6 11 1 
« 5 6 9 lO 11 5 6 10 8 1 
45 5 4 9 8 6 5 2 6 5 2 
46 2 9 8 lO 11 2 5 4 8 4 I 
47 3 9 4 10 6 4 3 6 7 2 
48 7 1 6 9 10 1 7 4 7 1 
49 3 9 6 8 7 3 6 6 8 2 
50 7 5 7 8 8 4 6 8 10 2 
51 2 9 8 9 9 4 7 5 5 1 
52 6 6 8 8 12 3 6 6 10 2 
53 7 1 9 9 9 4 8 4 10 2 
54 8 9 6 5 12 ~ 8 6 9 2 I. 55 7 7 8 8 9 4 7 6 10 2 
56 6 8 10 10 9 5 4 6 7 2 I 
. 
r:n 4 9 4 10 6 4 4 6 6 2 
58 2 9 8 9 8 4 7 5 5 1 
68 6 10 8 10 7 5 4 9 8 1 
60 3 7 6 10 9 1 5 9 7 1 
61 4 7 .4 8 8 2 8 4 9 2 
62 6 8 6 6 1.2 4 6 3 11 2 
63 5 7 8 8 7 3 6 4 9 3 
64 6 7 6 8 12 3 8 6 11 3 
65 9 8 3 7 9 2 5 4 9 1 
66 2 8 6 9 8 5 3 4 8 2 
Jlean 4.81 7.75 6.94 8.53 9.~ 3.47 5.89 5.89 8.47 1.~ 
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